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PREFACE 

The Community Corrections Institute, held in Billings, r~ontana, December 
1'-16, 1977, brought together professionals from the six states of Region VIII; 
Co lorado, Utah, Hyom1 ng, North Dakota, South Dakota and t1ontana, to explore 
alternatives to incarceration. Many of the states were experiencing overcrowded 
conditions in their adult correctional institutions and the subsequent problems 
such conditions create. 

Traditional mcthods, such as expanding services in the prison, hiring more 
probation and parole officers or improving existing services and facilities has 
not been enough. Even in this time of return to more conservatism in Corrections. 
there is also a definite move toward developing productive, responsible citizens 
rather than r~inforcing undesirable criminal behavior. Institutionalized overkill 
is an undermining force which works against the natural socialization ingredients 
of family, school and community. It is necessary to provide a means whereby de
serving individuals are given an opportunity to change and repay society simul
taneously. 

Of primary concern in the development of Comlllunity Corrections in Region VIII 
is the vast number of miles in each state and the quanity of resources available. 
For the most part these states are rural with specific needs in relation to the 
adult offender. The In~titute was directed tm/ard providing an experience which 
would expose participants to the basic skills necessary to deivelop and imple
ment community programs which could have an effect on the need to construct more 
prisons. 

The sessions included information addressing the issues of planning. management, 
budgeting and financc, programming, evaluation, staffing, legislation, volunteers. 
legal issues and community realtions. 

The Institute was conducted with a sense of urgency as four of the six states 
had no alternative programs for adult offenders other than probation and parole 
and the prison population in Region VIII had increased 24~ in 1975, compared to 
a total increase of 11% for the entire United States, with no slackil1g of pace 
anticipated. To forsee a disaster is to facilitate its prevention. An obvious 
course of action \'las to provide in'terested professionals all opportunity to gain 
knO\~ledge of potential community progl~lII~mino and the skills to il1\plement such 
programs. An additional benefit was an exchange of infm'mation and ideas among 
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participants. It was expected there would be an clwakening to Community Cor
rectiQns in each of the states as a result of the Institute. 

Carolyn P. Zimmet~ Chief 
Communi ty Se)"vi ces Bureau 
Department of Institutions 
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IlnRODUCTION 

Considet"able concern has been raised across the nation regarding the 
problems of institutional overcrowding. The pervasiveness of the problem 
within LEAA Region VIII and the impelling need to address the concern led 
to a five day Institute directed at developing community--based corrections 
as a response to institutional overcrowding. The papers in this manual were 
developed as presentations at the Institute and topics therein serve the needs 
of both administration/management \>Iho are responsible for planning and develop
ment and line level personnel who are responsible for actual imp1ementation. 
It \~as expected this type of approach would provide the participants \'/ith new 
skills and abilities in planning, l..:ol1cy development, resource allocation, 
implementation and evaluation of community-based correction programs. 

Participants I'anged from law enforcement to County Commissioners, Legis-
1at~rs, Administrators, Program Directors and line personnel. With such diverse 
and broad based representation it \'/aS felt there was an excellent opportunity 
to effect meaningful change regarding institutional overcrowding and would have 
a positive influence on correctional programming within the Region. 

Of primary concern in the development of community corrections in the Region 
'\s the vast number of miles in each state and the paucity of resources available. 
This uniqueness contrasts with more urban states where resources are readily 
available and within reasonab1e accessibility. The Institute \'las conceived 
with a number of identifible goals which would address the uniqueness. 

1. To increase knowledge of potential community programming and funding 
services available to rural states. 

2. To provide personne1 in states without alternate programs to incarcera
tion; a means of gaining skills necessary to establish programs within 
rural communities~ 

3. To increase the flow of communication among Criminal Justice personnel 
in Region Vlll. 

4. To provide an opportunity \~hereby personnel in Region VIII can exchange 
information and ideas. 

Under provisions of the grant, six participants from each state were approved 
to attend. Participants \'/cre chosen by the State Planning Agencies. of the six 
states comprising Region VIII. To ascertain the relevance of the Institute to 
a group with such diverse backgrounds Md orientations~ an ~valuatiot) question
naire was administered. 
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~valuation of the Institute 

Results of the evaluation questionnaire indicated 97% of the participants 
attended 93% of the sessions. Participants rated the Institute "BII on a 
scale of "A" through "E". The 3% who attended less than 93% of the sessions 
rated the Institute "C" orbelow. It was generally felt five days was too long 
for an Institute and that there was a noticeable uneveness in competence of 
speakers. Even though participants came with varying expectations, most felt 
their expectation had been met. A least one participant from each state indi* 
cated they planned to formally encourage community corrections upon return to 
their home state. Followup has indicated several states have had either state~ 
wide conferences or regional workshops and/or presentations, and all states have 
had some activity directed at promoting community-based corrections. 

A second evaluation instrument was ad~linistered during the workshop and 
readministered via mail six months later. This questionnaire looked at specific 
issues such as recidivism, faci'Iities, role of community corrections. community 
resources, accreditation, evaluation, programming and management. Results of 
this instrument are as fo1lows: 

M There was an increase on the second test in those who saw themselves 
as liberal and also those who marked moderately conservative or con
servative. Those who chose middle of the road the first time tended 
to make specific choices the second time. 

Liberal 
Hod Liberal 
Nid-road 

firs1 

Mod COl1servati ve 
Conservative 

17. 4~~ 
41. 4$$ 
20. 7$~ 
17 . 2$~ 
3.4% 

~S~cond 

20% 
35$~ 
15~5 
25% 
5)~ 

.. Most (90.5$~) felt conferences are important. 'There was an increase of 
25% from the first questionnaire. (65.5%; 90.5%) 

- 44.85~ felt half\'/ay houses were better off in low class areas the first 
time; only 38.1% felt so the second time . 

.. Nost now feel there should be a close relationship beb/een halfway houses 
and existing community agencies. This is up 42$~ from the first question
naire. (60.7%; 90.4%) 

- Nost (89. 75~) feel vol unteers are useful, but on the second questi onna; re 
there were 4% 1 ess (85. 7~n \'1ho felt so • 

.. At the time of second testing fewer (6. Hn felt Community Corrections is 
the road of the future. Responses \·,ere more conservative than before. 
9.6% answered the second test more conservative'y.(96.6%~ 90.5%) 
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.. 96.3~~ felt graduated reintegratiol1 was as effective as prison 
rehabilitation compared to 89.5% on the second test- again 
indicating a more conservative response the second time • 

.. More (90$0 now feel halfway house capacity should not he O\f~:r 
30. On the first test this was 82.8%. 

... Host felt recidivism was not the best measure of program sUccess. 
There was no noticeable change. (72.4%; 71.4.%) 

~ There was a noticeable shift on the secDnd test that an explanation 
of legislative and political structures were very important as 
opposed to important. A ri S9 of 44% from 57. 1 $~ to 90,'4$S was 
indicated. 

- Most felt (90+%) on both tests that an understanding of the legal 
and judicial roles in community corrections is 'Important. 

- Kllowledge of management techniques was rated very important by 
more respondants on the second test (61,9% compared to 55.2%) 
Most felt (90+5n that management knowledge was either important 
or very important on both tests. 

- More on the second test felt knowledge of volunteerism and com
munity resources was important or very important. HmoJever, there 
also was an increase in those who felt it was unimportant. 
Those expressing no opinion on the first test tended to respond 
conservatively. 

M Fewer (9.5~n on the second test felt information on selling community 
corrections to the community was important (100% felt so on the 
first test; 90.5% on the second). HO\'lever~ 90.4]~ on the second 
test felt information on locating and obtaining a faci1ity to house 
the program was very important or important compared to 75. 8$~ on 
the first test. 

- On the second test 8.fi}j Illor:~ falt info~mation about writing grants 
and proposals was imlJortant or very important. Conversly, 8.7?5 
'fewe\~ on the second test felt information pertaining to budgeting 
and fiscal affairs was important or very important. 

... Three fourths of the respondents on both tests feel it is necessary 
to accredit COnDllUr'li ty correcti cns pr'ograms. 

- Over 90$~ fel t kno\,/ledge of treatment programs important or very im~ 
portant on the second test. This 15 down 2.4)') from fi rst test. 

... An upward shift of 11.2~§ felt infor"~ation about the offender as 
a human being was important or very important on the second test. 
(90.5$~; 79.35~) 
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I 
- There \'Jere 13.1% fewer on the second test who felt information on I 

evaluation of programs was important or very important. (80%~ 
93.1%) However, there was an upward shift of 8.6% who felt it 
very important. I 

- There was a minor increase of 2.2% who felt information on con
tracting with the client for behavior change was important or 
very important. I 

Organization of the Manual 
The major thrust of this publication is focused on community-based corrections I 

and the issue§ associated with the concept. Collectively the papers express much 
of Ii/hat is known about community correcti ons, and in addi ti on, provi de the reader I 
wi th II how to" knowl edge. 

The first four papers address management issues which are critical to com
munity corrections programs. Through effective management, credibility is es
tablished both within and without the program. Delivery of services to clients 
is strengthened and evaluation of pr"ograms is made possible by organizing and im
plementing an effective management system. 

The next four papers support concepts developed in the Management Section. 
Legislators and others are questioning what corrections programs are doing and 
how well they are perfoY'minq their mission. Developing data, evaluating programs 
and accreditation are areas which serve in assessing accountability of specific 
programs. This section also speaks to management of community corrections in re
gard to prisoner rights. This is an issue which has gained momentum within the 
prison in the last decade but has only recently become an area of concern in re
sidential corrections centers. 

The subsequent five articles describe various ways community corrections per
sonnel can deal with the community, bureaucracies and legislators to establish 
a climate which is receptive to and supportive of rehabilitation of the stig
matized within the community. 

The next two papers describe specific on-going programs for adult offenders 
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\,/hi ch emphas i zed programmi n9 and deemphas i ze lockup facil i ti es. I 
The final four papers deal with the client as an individual and those services 

provided within the community corrections center addressing client needs. I 
I 
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EDUCATIONAL ISSUES AND COMMUNITY RESIDENTIAL CENTERS 
Norman F. Chamberlain 

The educational issues related to social rehabilitation programs are 
rooted and grounded in an understanding of the stigmatized and socially dis
advantaged individual and his or her perceived relationship to self and 
soci ety. 

II Every person who enters ali fe of crime does so for very personal 
reasons. We must look at the factors that predispose one particular 
person to commit an anti social act .. Until we come to grips with this 
and understand this, we are not going to be able to work effectively 
with criminals. You first have to stop seeing criminals as a class 
and being to see them as individuals, understand their personal prob
lems, personal motives, personal circumstances, and then provide a 
criminal with the personal resources and the motivation to do some
thing personally to change his situation, so he doesn't have to commit 
another crime .. Until society itself takes responsibility for crime and 
criminals, nothing much can be done - by policemen or rehabilitators .• 
Until we take personal responsibility for doing something about crime, 
\'Ie have no choice but to become victims. II 1 
The same dimensions and dynamics that apply to the criminal offender and the 

process of rehabilitation also apply in a modified form to the alcoholic, the 
addict, the mental health client, to delinquent and dependent youth. and other 
miscellaneous categories involving social stigmatization. Wherever one encoun-. 
ters an individual or isolated group of outlaws or social outcasts and attempts 
to deal with their problems and needs, one is forced to deal with the same pri
mary facts and factors. A 11 of these categories share the common rehabil itat; ve 
need for the supportive services in a structured living environment that are 
typified by the community residential center. 
Background to Community Residential Services 

Social rehabilitation ;s a growth industry that is expanding at an explosive 
l~ate. This is particularly true in the area of community based res idential 
treatment. The 1968 International Halfway House Association Directory2iisted 
less than 300 residential centers in the United States serving alcoholics~ 
addict5, dependent and delinquent youth) mental hea1th and mental retardation 
eli ents, and adul t offenders. The 1978 IHHA 0; rectory \,,;11 1i s t more than 3000 
such programs. In Washington' state, more than 160 agencies have been identified 
that provide over 800U residential placements for those requiring social re
habilitation services. The economic value of these services in this state has 
been conservatively estimated at more than $32,000,000 annually. 

1 



Uhen this value is multiplied by the national figures it reveals an im
posing industry approaching $600,000,000 each year, which affects the lives 
of hundreds of thousands of socially handicapped individuals. Paradoxically, 
this new field of human services has grown so rapidly and emerged so suddenly 
that it suffers from many intense growing pains and problems that are character
istic of any new profession or field of human service. Interestingly, almost 
all of these areas of concern can be considered as educational issues, if one 
defines education in its broadest sense as preparation for life. 

In preparing this paper, in addition to doing the necessary bibliographic 
preparation, the writer conferred with and sought input from twelve other 
colleagues and associates in identifying the critical educational issues. These 
insights and inputs are developed in the following paoes under four broad topical 
classifications: 

1. Critical Issues Related to Conceptualization and Content. 
2. Critical Issues Related to the Client. 
3. Critical Issues Related to the Community. 
4. Critical Issues Related to Practitioners and Professionals. 
Because of the necessary brevity of this paper,the critical educational 

issues in each of these categories will merely be identified without a elaboration. 
There is, of necessity, some degree of overlap and duplication between categories 
with resultant redundancy. 
~ritica1 Issues Related to Conceptualization and Conte~t 

1. ~habil;ta~ioB versus Retribptio~. One of the key issues is to develop 
and implement educational and public policies which clearly spell out the degree 
of help or hurt society wishes to impose or ~xtend to the deviant individual. 
A careful study of the root words contained in 1~~e_duS2tloll"and II.Qabilit~tiqD~~ 3 
indicates that they convey a similar connotation - to gain or improve in ability, 
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I or to qualify oneself in life. Hany of the socially handicapped have never been 

properly habilitated (educated) in the first place (90% of the inmates in Federal I 
Youth Centers are high school and junior high school dropouts, and the majority 
behind their appropriate grade levels).4 Rehabilitation mciY then be a misnomer, I 
as would the term re-education, to describe a person who has never been educated 
or habilitated in the first place. 1Jtcarceration versus Decarceratt9.n. The same 
question may be posited in the context of the degree of loss of freedom or 
institutionalization society will exact of the deViant, and whether the emphasis 
will be on retribution, punishment, and deterrence, or on rehabilitating them to 
become useful, functioning human being who are capable of being reintegrated 
; nto soci ety. 5 
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2. Rehabilitation: Art, Science or Religion. There is a great deal of 
current controversy over what constitutes rehabilitation and whether it really 
occurs. 6 In the past rehabilitation has been associated with the experience 
of religious conversion. It has also been strongly identified with the human
istic tradition as a stage in social renaissance or psychological metamorphosis 
and regarded as the art of personal development. More recently, with the advent 
of behavior modification, mind control, psychosU\~gery and similar technologies, 
rehabilitation has come to be viewed as the result or end product of a scientific 
mentod. In truth, the concept of rehabilitation may contain elements of art, 
science, or spiritual experience, all of which are legitimate areas in the 
province of education. 

3. Philosoehy of Service. Those who work in the field of rehabilitative 
services need to epitomize their professional objectives in a clear and concise 
philosphy of care and concern for their clients that integrates the essential 
elements of theory, practice and ethic into a rational statement of motive and 
purpose. 

4. f\ Body of Fundamental KnO\~ledge. Every profession is based upon a fund 
of knowledge that can be convincingly documented. \Iith the publication of 
Standards Jmd Guidel ines for Half\~ay Houses and Community Residential Centers 
(Mangogna and McCartt) in 1973, and the Jrainin8 Manual for Community Residential 
Centers in 1975, documentation is slowly being developed. It is critical that 
this process be expanded wi~h expedition. 

5. f_duca_tion in Standards of Performance and Accreditation.~ The Commission 
on Accreditation for Corrections was brought to birth in 1974 and has now pro
duced the standards and procedures that will permit community residential centers 
to become fully accredited programs. The Joint Commission on Accreditation for 
Hospitals offers a similar opportunity to drug and alcohol rehabilitation programs. 
There is a great need for prog)'am managers to be trained to be able to implement 
the accreditation process. 

6 . .B.E21egetics: D.ealing with Critics and Critigues. As the body of funda" 
mental knowledge and standards of accreditation are developed, it will become 
possible for those in the field to adopt a less defensive posture and be better 
able to answer their opponentsin terms of objective criteria and documentary evi" 
dence. 
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It is important that a national exercise in apologetcis and polemics be 
launched at the earliest practical time in order to correct erroneous 
conceptions and to stimulate positive support for the potentials inherent 
in the dynamics of rehabilitative programming. 

7. Models. It is essential that community residential centers avoid over 
identification with medical or mental health models of treatment or client care. 
Both of these models are under heavy attack as being inadequate to deal with 
the conceptualization of the rehabilitative approach. Serveral leaders in 
the field are in the process of designing and developing what may be called 
educational models that will avoid stigmatizing cl :ents with labels such as 
sick~ unbalanced or abnormal, and replace these with more meaningful and ap
propriate concepts such as life preparation, skills development, vocational 
and occupational training, etc. 7 The brightest hope for the future in many minds 
lies in developing a workable educational/rehabilitational model. 

8. Correctional/Rehabilitative Education. Few professional educators 
recognize that correctional education is a highly developed specialization that 
requires advanced training in methodologies appropriate to the rehabilitative 
setting. 8 Correctional education must address itself to two settings - the 
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inside or institutional setting, and the outside, or community residential setting, II 
Rehabilitative education must be as much a reality for the mental health/mental 
retardation client, and the alcoholic and addict, as it is for the adult or 
juvenile offender. Teacher specialists are the key to educational success in all 
of these social service areas. 
Critical Issues Related to the Client 

Regardless of the social disability category or stigmatization clasifica-

I 
I 

tion, all client groups have need fat' a clarification of educational issues I 
with respect to the following concerns. 

1. ~abits and Habitats. There;s a great deal of discussion and debate over II 
the"causes and cures" of various social disabilities, particularly in the area 
of chemical or substance abuse. On the one hand there are those who hold that 
alcoholics and addicts are victims of a habit that has become so chronic as to 
be pathogenic, of the nature of a disease or illness. Others hold that the 
true cause is cultural or sociological, and that the disorder must be dealt with 
in terms of the habitat or sociological/cultural milieu. Some hold that alco
holics can return to social drinking by learning new social and control skills. 
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Others maintain that the habituated person may never again use the dependency 
sUbstance. This issue must be addressed as soon as possible to prevent the 
further destructive effect of uncertainty on the part of clients who are 
still victims and are not able to handle these higher issues of rationalization 
and theroy. 

2. Prescrigtion Packages versus Personalized Plans. Over reliance on the 
medical model has led to the development of neat mass prescriptive package 
approaches that have sometimes been doled out like medicine to victims of an 
epidemic. These mass treatment strategies have been singularly unsuccessful, 
but are still widely employed in situations where program adminis~rators or the 
general public demand or desire a single simplistic solution. Like the IIback 
to basics" movement in traditional education, there are those who would pontifi
cate slogans and formulas (Alcoholics Anonymous and Anabuse; Lock the door and 
throw the key away). One cannot over emphas'!ze that the most responsible ro
search indicates that the greatest hope for genuine rehabilitation lies in 
individualized planning and programming. Personalized plans such as the ~1utual 

Agreement Programs (MAP), sponsored by the Department of Labor, and other varia
tions need to be more widely utilized and intelligently employed. 

3. :rren_ds in Treatment~. Rehabilitative practitioners need to be aware of 
the newest an~ latest advances in treatment theories and techniques~ while at 
the same time they must avoid becoming victims of the latest fads and fashions. 
Mechanisms must be developed that allow for creative experimentation in new and 
novel approaches without violating client rights, public confidence, or program 
integrity. 

4. ,~lecting Target. P_ol2ulations: Screening Admission and Selection. The 
most recent and reliable research indicates that abandonment of the medical/ 
mental health models, coupled with the utlization of individualized and per
sonalized program plans will assist the practitioner in avoiding the error of 
typing to be all things to all people, and to provide something for everyone. 
Specialization is critical to success. Research indicates that there is ! 
program that may help almost anyone, but there is no such thing as J:bi program 
that will help everyone. IISuccessful rehabilitation appears to be possible only 
when offenders who can be helped are matched with programs that fit their needs ll .9 
It is essential to recognize that not all persons may want help or may benefit 
from individualized programming. There are career criminals and habitual criminals 
v/ho do not want to change. II lie chose to be a criminal because he saw something 
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beautiful in the hard, fast, noisy life of the petty thief. He never 'felt 
that he should harness his talents for some greater reward; he never acknowledged 
the possibility that his life ought to have meaning beyond the immediacy of drugs 
and \~enching .. the world did not conspire to keep John Allen a criminal, for no 
matter how often he was convi cted, he sti 11 found hands outstretched to him". 1 0 

5. The Legitimization of the Place of the Rehabilitated Person in Society, 
High Education and the Professions. All of the barriers and obstacles to full 
reintegration into a normal and meaningful life must be removed. There has been 
encouraging progress in this regard, but much remains to be accomplished. 
Critical Issues Related to the Community 

Concerns related to public awareness, acceptance and support are crucial to 
the future of community residential centers and their impact upon the field of 
human services. 

1. Public Education. Lurid headlines and outrageous stories about vicious 
criminals, irresponsible alcoholics, demented addicts, crazed mental health 
clients, genetically inferior mental retardates, and syrupy stories about mis
guided youth and wayward adolescents combine to give ~he general public a very 
distorted view of the realities in the field of social rehabilitation. The 
natural proclvities of the media to maximize the extraordinary for new value and 
to minimize the ordinary as not interesting contribute to the public's unclear and 
uncertain perceptions of precept and practice in dealing with the deviant. A 
single article dwelling upon the negative aspects of a single case can counter
balance the less commanding results of a thousand minor success stories. An 
article such as "Inside the Juvenile Justice System: How Fifteen-Year Olds Get 
away with murderll makes the publics blood tun hot and cold at the same time. 
Positive press that is not factual and based on reality can be as damaging and 
detrimental as critical CJmmentaries because the public is given a false im
pression that may lead to cynicism or unrealistic expectations. 

Public education is much more than public relations. In a democracy, the 
understanding and support of the citizenry is essential in any program affected 
by political pressure and public:: policy. No area is more of a goldfish bowl 
for public scrutiny than the field of social rehabilitation, and it is imperative 
that the public be correctly informed as to the basic facts and central issues. 
Since public education for the most part occurs in a non classroom setting and 
is the result of a multiplicity of imiJressions from a wide variety of sources, 
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it is especially difficult to achieve and forever remains an abiding educa
tion~l issue and concern. 

2. program Environment and PhysicaJ Faci1.ities.J~ Perhaps the most obvious 
point of contact with the public stems from the fact that residential programs 
are conducted in faci1ities which are a physical reality that cannot be hidden 
nor denied in the communities where they are located. Building codes, zoning 
ordinances, land use planning, environmental impact studies, and health,fire 
and safety concerns are a'1 part and parcel of the package of problems that 
surround site and plant considerations. Education must be done not on1y with 
the genera 1 pub 1 i c l but wi th the bureaucracy and pub 1 i c offi ci a 1 s as WElll. The 
most difficult and ultimately decisive decisions that spell life and death to 
residential pt"ogram survival are most typically sett1ed on this turf. 

3. Public v~.r.§.us_ trl.Y..atllProgram Qp,]!'atiotl' There has been a long standing 
debate over the question of who is better equipped to provide residential services, 
the public or private sectors. This is an educational issue in that practition
ers in both sectors must be made aware of the role and relationship that each 
party has to play in the continuum of social service delivery. The input and 
influence of both pub1ic and private sector programs are necessary to the pro
vision of adequate services to the community, and the efforts and energies of 
both need to be integrated into a single service delivel"y system. 

4. PrQ.9,tam Eff~..9_tlv~_. The public must be informed as to the t.rue 
facts regarding social rehabilitation programs. Residential services are the 
most costly, complex, and controversial to administer. The issue of incarcera
tion versus decarceration hangs not only upon program effectiveness but costl 
benefit analysis and cost/effectiveness factors. Most of the controversy re
garding the public/private issue centers on program and cost effectiveness con
cerns. Funding and financing residential programs adequately are the key to 
present success and future survival. 

5. ",\ccQ.,untabi1 1 t1.:...,~.ua ti on ~_"~es.§,~lent aJlsL.B.e.§ear.9h_... The si ng 1 e mos t 
predominating demand of the pbulic and public officials at the p\~esent time is 
program accountability. Such accoUlltab11ity concel"ns not only dollars and cents. 
or program inputs, but also results and consequences, or program outputs. 
The critical educational issud is how does one measure success or failure. What 
are the criteria for determining whether or not a program is truly effective and 
accountable? There 1s a great need to develop more useful and usable instruments 
of evaluation, better methods of assessment, and more rel iable t'esearch designs 
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and models. It is in this area that the academic community, higher education 
in particular, can provide leadership in addressing this fundamental 'issue 
of accountability. 
Critical Issues Related to Practitioners and Professionals 

It is when one begins to study the staff and personnel policies and 
practices of social service agencies that the full impact of the inherent 
problems in the social s~~rvice delivery system become most apparent. The 1evel 
of education, experience and expertise varies so widely from person to person 
and place to place as to make any attempt at standardization or regulation seems 
almost impossible. A cluster of related issues centers around concerns regard
ing rehabilitation service personnel. 

1. ,Competency. There is a definite need to demonstrate the competency of 
residential center staff to responsibly conduct the affairs of the program. 
Formal education and training are vital and necessary, but are not enough by 
themselves. Former clients and consumers in the system must also be included 
if a balanced approach is to be achieve. It is easy to measure formal education, 
and even experience in terms of time and training, but how does one measure ex
pertise, the ultimate product of effective practice and personal development. 
The whole area of competency based learning and experiential education must be 
considered in addressing this issue. 

2. Certification. A variety of efforts are underway to attempt to certify 
competency but this development is still in its infancy. Projects such as the 
National Training Institute on Community Residential Treatment Centers are at
tempting to provide advanced training and certification of personnel. The various 
agencies dealing with licensing, program approval and accreditation also are 
dealing with this concern. Many states, including Hashington, have now developed 
and implemented the structure necessary to certify alcoholism workers. Similar 
trends are observable in corrections, drug abuse and juvenile justice programs. 
Who is to be certified, and who is to do the certification are vitally important 
questions that constitute a major educational issue. 

3. Multidiscjplinary/Multicultural Concerns. Since the clients who populate 
community residential centers represent a wide diversity of disabil ities and 
socio/economic/ethnic backgrounds, it is important that hUman service personnel 
be able to deal with the clients in their cultural context and social milieu. 
Concerns ranging from linguistics to ethnic ethics are involved. Since the 
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problems of clients differ widely within any given cultural/ethnic group, 
the added dimension of special services for special disabilities is inter
jected, and the aspect of a multidisciplinary staff representing a range 
of professions and specializations becomes a factor. In these days of 
affirmative action, equal opportunity employment, and "hire the handicapped" 
campaigns the difficulties of blending and ba'iancing mult'idisciplinary/ 
multicultural concerns becomes an even great challenge. 

4. Generalist/Specialist Concerns., The overriding issue in personnel 
development in a context of limited resources, and almost unlimited demand for 
services, centers on the question of whether it is better to train and develop 
generalists or specialists as a matter of educational policy. In the earlier 
period of community residential services, the generalist philosophy was over
whelmingly evident. As programs have increased in size, complexity and credi
bility, the expectations have also risen in terms of meeting the special needs 
of individual clients. Some of this concern can be addressed by referral to 
resources in the community. However, as the size of program populations in -
creases, the desirability and cost effectiveness of "in house" services in
creases. This is especially true when many programs are considering adopting 
an educational model as their treatment approach. The result will be a new 
field of educational specialization that will no doubt be represented in the 
educational curriculum in higher education in the near future. 
Summary 

All of these educational issues and concerns are related to assisting the 
socially disadvantaged and stigmatized in their attempts to become better pre
pared to deal \'1ith 1 i fe in the real wor1 d ; n a product'j ve and persona l1y 
satisfying way. All of these issues, then, have their proper beginning and 
ending in the focus on the individual life of the individual client, and in the 
place and part to be played by the community residential center in achieving 
these ultimate purposes of rehabilitation and reintegration of the individual 
into the human family. 

tlThere are t\'10 thi ngs that can make a man cry, 
Love and a jail cell. 

"There are two kinds of freedom for me -
Freedom from the cel'l which holds me 
And freedom from the cells and walls within me. 

liMy days in this cell are gro\'1ing short
The hurt, the suffering, the lonliness, 
The hell I've been through is almost at an end 
Soon, there vlil1 be no more bars in my \'1ay 
But yet there will be. 1112 
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THE ~IASTER MANAGEMENT MODEL 

Norman F. Chamberlain 

ABSTRACT 

It is criti cal that agency admi ni stY'ators understand the rel at; ve 
position of their organziation in current context, and know where they 
plan to go with it in the future. Because they often lack a historical 
or professional perspective, they are swept up in a tidal wave of demands 
and pressures that tax their energies and imaginations and leave them 
without a sense of direction or destination. 

This paper seeks to provide the program administrator with a brief 
but basic background in the field of administration by considering the 
following topics: Management Theory and Theorists, Management Styles and 
Origanizat'ional Behavior Models, A Brief History of ~1anagement Methods and 
Practice and Maslow's Model of the Hierarchy of Human Needs. It then pro
ceeds to introduce a comprehensive management model. 

The Master Management Model provides the executive director or program 
manager with a comprehensive, coherent and consistent design for agency 
administration that is simple and practical. It divides agency operations 
into four stages which proceed in logical sequence from program development, 
inplementation and operation to a refinement phase before repeating the cycle 
in an evoluntionarily improved form. The Model identifies eighteen ~teps, 
which include functions or_activities that are critical to agency operations, 
and matching systems or actions required for their accomplishment. Each 
Management Function seeks to answer the question,"What are we trying to do?" 
(Activity) Each Management System ask, IIHow do we plan to do it?" (Action) 

The Master Management r~ode 1 \'/as developed by Norman F. Chamberl a in 
during four years of teaching public administration at the University of Puget 
Sound. It has been field tested in hundreds of stiuations and it has proven 
its usefulness in four primary applications. First, it may be used as an 
administrative model and applied as a guide in operating an ongoing agency 
program. Second, it can be employed as an 2na1ytic method by which an existing 
program may be evaluated against specific criteria. Third, it can be utilized 
asa design for developing public policy or social strategies. Fourth, the 
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model may also serve as a guide in writing grant proposals or agency work plans. I 
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In the hands of a resourceful and imaginative executive, the Master 
Management Model can serve as a tool for micro or macroftdministrative applica
tions ranging from a specific public relations project to a ten year feasi
bility study. If its potential as a management instrument is fully developed, 
it can make a positive contribution to make agency programs more effective 
and efficient. 

THE MASTER MANAGEMENT MODEL 

MANAGEMENT FUNCTION(ACTIVITY) T MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (ACTION) I 

"\~hat are we trying to do?" 11 "How do we plan to do H?" 

Stage I. THE DEVELOPMENTAL PHASE I. THE DEVELOPMENTAL PHASE -1. The Input Function l. Tho Data Collection System 
2. The Planning Function 2. The Data Synthesis System 
3. The Proposal Preparation Function 3. The Work Program System 
4. The Regulatory Function 4. The Accountability System 

II. THE IMPLEMENTATION PHASE II. THE IMPLEt~ENTATION PHASE 
s:- The Finance Function 5. The Fiscal Management System 
6. The Organization Function 6. lhe Operations System 
7, The Staffing Function 7. The Personnel Management System 
8. The Phys i ca 1 Environments 8. The Faci 1 i ti es r~anagment Sys tem 

Funct'ion 

III. THE OPERATIONAL PHASE III. THE OPERATIONAL PHASE 
9. The Communications Function 9. The Communications System 
O. The Control Function ~O. The Systems Management System 
1. The Oecisionmaking Function ~1. The Executive Option System 
2. The Performance Function ~ 2. The Service Delivery System 
3. The Coordination Function 3. The Referral System 
4. The Pu~lic Relations Function 4. The Information D(~livery System 
5. The Community Relations Function ~ 5. The Community Support System 
6. The Citizen Participation n 6. The Volunteer Service System 

Function 
-IV. THE REFINEMENT PHASE IV. THE REFINEMENT PHASE 

7. The Evaluation Function p. The Output Measurement System 
8. The Evolution Function ~8. The P\~ogress;ve Change S~stem_, 
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THE M.n.STER r~ANAGEMENT MODEL 

Management Theory and Theorists 
One weakness that is often apparent in analyzing the administrative or 

managements functions in a business or service agency ;s that all too often 
those who hold the power positions in the agency either have been promoted 
from within the ranks because of their abilities as professionals or prac
tioners, with little regard for their training or qualifications as adminis
trators, or if they have received training, it is specialized in nature and 
related to a specific field. As a result~ many who find themselves in such 
positions do the best they can do adequately perform their functions as ad
ministrators but with little general training or background in administration. 
This paper is an attempt to provide a brief introductory overview that may 
assist the administrator in designing a personalized plan for professional 
development. It is suggestive; not exhaustive, and should be considered a 
first step in creating a basic structure which will serve as a launching pad 
to more advanced management methods and techniques. 

Traditionally, the words management and administration have been used 
interchaneably, as have the terms manager-administrator-executive. The fields 
of Business Administration and Public Administration are closely related and 
share many common concpets, much common literature, and myriads of common tools 
and techniques of the respective professions. 

Basically management can be reduced to what is called the three M(3M) 
formula which is: Management=manpower + materials x methods. Manpower 
refers to the human resources available to the manager, his reservoir of time 
and talent. Materials refer to the physical and economic resources needed to 
produce a product, or provide a service and include the money, machinery, raw 
goods and other resources needed to get the job done. Notice that we add man
power to materials to arrive at the sum total of our resources. Now we must 
multiply by our methods (management skills) to maximize our potential outputs 
(products) or outcomes (services). 

The concepts of cost/benefit or cost effectiveness may also be considered 
as apart of the management equation. Here we must deal with the coined term 
"mini/max" which assumes that the ultimate ideal or goal ;s to minimize costs 
(human and material) and maximize benefits (human and material 

Sharkansky designs his model administrative system around a three phase 
progression that begins with inputs from the administrative environment such 
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as client demands and agency resources, and proceeds to process these inputs 
through the administrative apparatus where they are transformed by means of 
internal structures, decision, executive experiences and controls, identified 
as wi thinputs, until they emerge as outputs to the envi ronment in the form of 
goods and services. Dye1s model also has three components \'Jhich he builds into 
a triangular construct in which the three elements, the environment, the politi
cal system and public policy, interface and interact with each other in a number 
of dynamic relationships which can be analyzed and used in administrative 
deci s ionrnaki ng. 

It would appear that the Master Management Model conforms closely enough 
to these concepts to qualify as a basic systems approach. 
Management Style§.. and Organizational Behavior Models 

Modern stUdents of administrative practice have concerned themselves with 
models of organizational behavior and have identified cartain basic types. 
Before looking more closely at these approaches we should note that the Master 
Management Model could probably be linked to anyone of them and is not de
pendent upon being associated with a particular behavior model. 
Keith Davis 4 has identHied the following four basic types of Organizational 
Behavior Models and their' related characteristics and compared them. 

Autocratic: Basic motivation is based on power exercised by managerial 
~au-thori ty. Employees are expected to be obedi ent and personally depen
dent. Since only their basic sUbsistence needs are met, performance ;s 
usually minimal. Compliance is the basic measure of moral. 

Custodial: Emphasizes economic l'esources, matel~ial rewards and security. 
Encourages'~organizational dependency through maintenance of employee 
needs. Elicits passive cooperation and attempts to develop employee satis
faction. 

Sup~oytive: Attempts to direct by leadership ability and by providing 
'einp1o.veeswith a supportive environment. Emphasizes employee partici
pation and performance and attempts to meet higher emotional and social 
needs. It attempts to awaken latent drives and talents and to generate 
positive motivation. 

S;.9Jl§.9..i..~J: Seeks to create a climate of mutual contribution through 
integration of functions and teamwork approaches. Emphasizes employees 
need to assume responsibility and exercise self-discipline. Attempts 
to create a sense of self-realization and enthusiasm that results in 
commitment to team and ta~k. 

~110st admi ni strators, by proc1 iv; ty or personal i ty or pt~ofessi onal preference 
adopt one of these management styles consciously or unconsciously. Each 
organization or agency tends to have a IIpersonalityti of its own, that is, 
a phil osophy on how it intends to do bus i ness and treat employees, c 1; ents and 
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customers. All four models have been successfully employed and no one model 
can be said to be superior to the others. Many variables such as size and age 
of the organization, levels of education and compensation and emp10yee individual 
nod group characteristics. 
A Brief History of Management Methods and Practice 

If one looks at the development of administrative science since the turn 
of the century, it becomes evident that there has been an evolutionary progres
sion that can be.divided into at least four identifiable periods. 

Classical Period (1900-1930) During this era economic :" ;3 were empha
sized in planning. Efficiency and production were emphasized and the man/work 
relationship and individual performance were of critical concern. Formal chain
of-command organization on a hierarchical or verticle model was the major mode. 
Decision making was centralized and budget building was from the top down. 
Industrial engineering techniques were introduced extensively and there was a 
high degree. of division of labor. Authoritarian leadership prevailed and positive 
and negative economic incentives were emphasized. Surviva1, security and safety 
needs were addressed. Management techniques inc1uded cost accounting, time 
standards, visual aids, charts and graphs. 

Neo-Classical Period (1930-1960) Social goals were added to economic goals, 
and group orientation augmented preoccupation with individualism as psychological 
and sociological concepts were introduced into the mangement milieu. Man-tow 
man relationships vlere carefully com;idered and horizontal, informal, two-way 
communications and encounters encouraged. Social incentiVes and social needs 
were identified and dealt with. Decentralization and group control were attempted. 
Participative leadership, group suasion and group performance were vital aspects. 

Modern Period (1960-1970) This period featured the combining of elements 
of the two previous eras and added several new dynamics and dimensions. Com
bined economic and social goals attempted to address the twin issues of produc
tivity and work satisfaction, The dignity of work was emphasized. Strategic 
planning and program control models such as PPBS and PERT were introduced. The 
concept of self~direction through Management by Objectives gained currency. Many 
new contro1 mechna;snls were introduced such as operations analysis ~nd research, 
computerized information proceSSing and quantitative controls, and professional
ization of staff esteem and self-actualization needs were considered in program 
planning and resource allocation. 
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Neo-Modern Period (1970-present) The current impulse that gives impetus 
to management thought focuses on the concept of systems management. This 
approach emphasizes a formal process by which the administrator studies the 
environmental inputs, manipulates the organization "withinputs," (trans
formation units or conversion processes), and controls the calculated outputs 
(of goods or services). All of the concepts and components of previous periods 
are creatively employed in developing an integrated model. Advanced practi
tioners are using a modification of the scientific method and proceeding through 
a process involving philosophy, assumptions, principles and theory in attempting 
to develop a body of knowledge that may someday be properly identified as a 
discipline, 

The systems model is a complex and multidimensional model that focuses on 
the concept of interrelationships. A system is defined as "A set of inter
related parts, working independently and jointly, in pursuit of common objectives 
of the whole, within ~ complex environment." 3 of p122. 

By this definition, there are innumerable systems that interrelate with 
each other in a complex web of ordinate and subordinate, primary, secondary and 
polyfaceted arrangements. At this point, the model becomes so complex and 
cumbersome as to challenge credulity. It is well stated that II There are no 
experts in the systems approach." Since it is still embryonic and in an early 
evoluntionary stage, it ;s too soon to critically evaluate the ultimate utility 
of the systems approach. 
Maslow's Model of the Hierarchy of Human Needs 

Abraham Maslow was one of the major personality theorists and humanistic 
psychologists of the modern era. Unlike most other theorists such as Freud and 
Adler, who concerned themselves with sickness, his life study was devoted to 
researc ing the qualities characteristic of a healthy, fully functioning human 
being. The concepts that he developed have been widely accepted as valid and 
have been applied in many fields. They have a useful application in administra
tive science as well, 

To understand Maslow one might construct a simple diagram that would resemble 
a set of stairs and would represent a series of steps or stages through which 
each human being would progress in the growth process towards full maturity, 
Each step or stage would represent a basic human need or cluster of needs. A 
need may be defi ned as a fundamenta 1 human dri ve or des ire whose fu 1 fill man t or 
satisfaction is critical to health and happiness or the well being of the indi
vidual and which requires inputs of both human and material resources. We can 
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elaborate on Maslow some\~hat by paralleling each stage of human development 
by a matching statement of material resource status. 

MASLOW'S MODEL OF THE HIERARCHY OF HUMAN NEEDS 

HUMAN RESOURCE STATUS 
STIMULUS 

SELF-ACTUALIZATION 
(Self-Realization) 

STATUS NEEDS (Ego Esteem) 

SOCIAL NEEDS (to Love and Be 
Loved) 

PSYCHO-EMOTIONAL NEEDS (Pscho
genic) 

MATERIAL RESOURCE STATUS 
RESPONSE 

SATIATION -Independent 

SURPLUS (Fame and Interdependence 
Fortune) 

SUFFICIENCY (Acceptance Dependence 
and Belonging) 

SUSTENANCE (Safety and Tomorrow 
security) 

PHYSICAL NEEDS (Physiogenic) 
Hunger-Thirst-Thermal 

Comfort-Sleep 

SURVIVAL (Food-Shelter-Rest) Today 
Steps & 
Stages 

Maslow~s basic concept holds that one cannot progress from a lower to a 
higher level until the needs are met on the lower level. Once satisfied, the 
needs of the lower level no longer serve as a key factor in needs fulfillment 
drive or motivation. 

Maslowls concepts are useful in analyzing existing management models and 
styles, and in constructing new modes or developing new methods. They provide 
a fundamental rationale which is usable in predicting human response to system 
inputs. 
prgans, Organisms and Organization 

Definitions sometimes provide perceptive insights. Note the continuity of 
concept between the following words. An grgan is Iia part or structure .. adapted 
for the performance of some function or functions; ... ab instrument or medium 
by \'/h i ch an important act; on is performed or end accompli shed. ,,5 An .Qrgan ism 
can be described as "a highly complex thing or structure with parts $0 integrated 
that their relation to one another is governed by their relation to the whole." 
An organization is "an organism, any vitally or systematically organic whole.,,5 

These words paint the picture of an agency as an organization having a "life" 
of its own \,/hi ch is nurtured and naur1,:,f:ad by the organs whi ch are the pi eces 
and parts that perform special functions by employing special systems for their 
accomplishment, and in which all of these parts are interdependently related 
to each other via their relation to the whole, or in other words, a system ap
proach. 
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~ct, Activator, Activity, Action 
The following definitions are also helpful in seeing the nature of the 

relationship of administrative parts to the organizational whole. 
Act: liThe Exercise of Power: That which is done. 1I 5 
-~tl0n: "The kind of Activity proper to a person, thing or institution. tiS 
Activity: "Na,tural or normal function" 5 

.System: II A Coordinated body of methods or actions, or a complex scheme 
or plan of procedure. 1I 5 

Action: II The act ... of performing a function." 5 

"Getting your act together II is more than pithy aphorism. It is the ultimate 
administrative imperative. The concept of "act" embraces a script, scenario 
and staging of an organized production, a management of people and resources 
to achieve a desired result or intended end, not left to chance or happen
stance. The Master ~lanagement Model is an attempt to put "it all together./I 
The agency act is "that which is done." The executive is the activatol~ 

who lIexercises the power." Activities are executive concepts of what is to be 
done, functions. Action involves executive conduct, which is the exercise of 
the privileges, prerogatives and powers of the executive office or officers. 

The key figure in this chain reaction and relation (act-activity·.action) is 
the activator. Administration can be defined as the activity and actions of an 
executive officer. Executives execute. They are equally concerned with policy 
and practice and bridge the gap between planners and practitioners. They are 
the generalists who direct the specialist. They mold th~.brain an~ body of an 
organization into an jntelligible being. 
['tasters and Mastery: A Management Model 

The Master Management Model offers two advantages to the agency administra-
tor. 

First, a master model is like a master plan - it provides a unified pers
pective that is discreetly jnclusive and ~_xclusive. 

It is inclusive in that all of the key elements or ingredients that are 
essential to a successful program are arranged in a logical or sequential order. 
It establishes a major management mode which can be used to blend and balance 
all program elements and to which all other plans or subsystems should be sub
ordinated and coordinated. It is exclusive in that it daes not accept pieces 
that are not part of the whole. It demands congruence and conformity from all 
components and constituents. It is the tread on which all of the program pearls 
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are strung. It keeps them in order, holds them together, helps to achieve 
the best possible appearance, and maximizes the total value of the program. 

Second, the master model helps the practitioner achieve mastery of the 
art and science of administration. Because \,/ith it he enjoys 'the advantage of 
a superior perspective, he sees how things fit or should fit, he can organize, 
delegate, coordinate, and improvise. He is not left a helpless spectator; he 
becomes an informed innovator who can take command of the dynamics of a situa
tion and creatively use them to accomplish his ultimate ends. The model assists 
thy manager in becoming the master of his circumstances and in achieving 
mastery of skills and techniques associated with good management, professional 
proficiency, and the pursuit of executive excellence. 
The Four Stages 

Every management model is mUlti-dimensional in terms of structure. However 
many theorist ignore the fourth dimension, time. The Master Management Model 
begins with a temporal frame of reference and must be viewed logically and 
chronologically. Activity and actions take place in time, and take time. The 
four stages are logically related to each other in a progressive sequence. 
However, this sequence is not a straight line, but circular, and should be con
ceived of as an upwardly ascending spiral that repeats the sequence pattern 
as a cycle that then repeats itself in a new time period chronologically. 

Stage I:. The Developmental Phase involves planning and program develop
ment. It concerns itself with gathering data, identifying facts and values, 
designing a plan, establishing goals and objectives, assigning priorities, de
termining legal liability and regulatory restrictions, securing resources s and 
other preliminary functions that precede program inauguration. Hhen the cycle 
repeats itself in an established agency, it becomes a period of conceptualizing 
program modifications before init~ation. 

SillLlli The Implementation Phase concerns itself \,/ith introductory or 
commencement tasks which serve as the prelude to the major organizational revenue 
and resources, people and plant, facilitators and facilities. This is a time of 
"tuning up" and shaking down," testing and trying the management mechanism before 
trying to fly with it. In an eXisting organization, when the cycle again returns 
to this point, program modifications and improvements are introduced and inte
grated into the existing structure. 

§tage III: The Operational Phase begins when the training and trial exer
cises are complete and the organizational structure is certified to carry the 
full load of production and performance demands it was designed to meet. The 
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agency now must concern itself with attaining and sustaining its motivational 
momentum and it must strive to thl~ive and survive. A ritual or rhythm of 
regularity must be introduced, policies must be established and executed, per .. 
sonnel must be directed and inspected, and the community must be consulted and 
cultivated. The agency must be bifocal and look at the micro world of withinputs 
and its own internal mechanisms, and the macro world of externalities where its 
outputs and outcomes will be received or rejected. In an ong01ng program this 
stage in the cycle is largely concerned with maximizing benefits, minimizing 
costs, humanizing relationships, and controlling both quantity and quality in 
the conduct of agency affairs. 

,Stage IV: .Th,e Refinement Phase serves two basic purposes. First, it prow 
vides an opportunity for program operators to consider what they are doing and 
how they are doing it. It is consciously concerned with assessing and evaluating 
the origianl organizational objectives articulated in the developmental phase, 
initiated in the implementation phase~ and hopefully achieved in the operational 
phase. 

Second, it affords the agency a chance to change its objectives, outputs 
and outcomes by typing original search or data collection to research or data 
evolution. By carefully considering what the agency is or is not dOing, it cal, 
provide an opportunity to reconsider and reconstruct the total agency program. 
It can serve as the bridge or link in the periodic cycle. The results achieved 
in this phase are transmitted into the next periodic cycle and become the input 
data for the next planning and developmental phase. It provides an internal loop 
or feedback Cil4 cuit built into the basic mechanism that helps the agency to 
become a self-correcting evolutional4Y organism that is constantly refining and 
improving itself and insuring its survival. The refinement phase distinguishes 
between growth and change and provides for each to take place within the agency 
in a planned format and under controlled circumstances. This ability to measure 
mistakes as well as success, to contain and control weakness and capitalize 
on strength through the exercise of a critical faculty is the key to program 
effectiveness 
,The Ei ghte_@..§..tEWJL 

Stage I The Developmental Phase 
,SJep 1. .. TheJJlPJ!.tJunction and tb.e Data Collection_S,xstenl 

The input function concerns itself with data development and gathering 
information pertinent to the program or problem being addressed or analyzed. It 
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involves searching and researching for sources and resources of basic back· 
ground material which may be categorized in many ways such as primary or 
secondary sources, hard or soft data, subjective or objective, impressions, etc. 
Since a great deal of time and money can be wasted in collecting useluess or 
marginal material, reason dictates that a formal data collection system should 
be employed which insures comprehensiveness and relevancy. 

With the advent of sybernetics, computers and calculators, data prolifera
tion has become a problem. Too much raw data can present problems as serious as 
too little. Management and manipulation of data as well as processing and re
trieving it are contemporary concerns. Confidentiality also is a continuing 
consideration. Many fine systems exist ranging from simple to complex in 
structure and capacity, and nominal to phenomenal in costs. 

The informational input system should not only have the capacity to deal 
with facts and figures, but also insights, concepts, and value judgments. Data 
collection involves the intake of statements as well as statistics, citations 
as \W~'I1 as syphers, narratives as well as numbers. Such a system must be able 
to deal with both qualitative and quantitative concepts. 

Delimitation is the answer to proliferation. Planners must deal with the 
so-called GIGO phenomenon (garbage in-garbage out)which in computer parlance 
means that the quality of your output is dependent upon quality of input. Data 
sources range from libraries to person-to-person interviews, from computer print
outs to public opinion surveys. The field of data collection is too vast to 
deal with in detail except to say that the good administrator will make certain 
that his management assumptions are based on adequate and accurate information, 
and that data development ;s a continuous part of program operation, change and 
growth. 
SteR 2. ~he Planning Function and the Data Synthesis System 
Planning for the most part involves analyzing and arranging raw information into 
an intelligible form or format. It may involve developing a design or outlining 
an organization, procedure or process. It involves the conceptualizing of 
executive conduct or the building of a management model. 

It includes extrapolating meaningful and relevant facts and factors from 
the total environment (inputs, manpower and materials) and combinging them with 
a transformation uni't or conversion process (wHhinputs, methods or means) to 
produce desire or desirable outputs or outcomes (results in terms of goods and 
services) • 
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Every agency or program should be able to enunciate its definite major 
purpose(s), and basic philosphy and enumerate its goals and objectives as they 
are defined alld developed through the planning process. Planning also involves 
arranging these concepts in some sort of a continum or time line that may involve 
short term, intermediate and long term considerations. 

Today, planning is fast becoming a speciality and plannel"S specialists. 
The planning models have become increasingly complex and technical in the past 
ten years. Ever since leaders such as Robert McNamara brought cost/benefit 
and cost effectiveness concepts into private industry and later the PPBS Inodel 
(Planning-Programming-Budgeting System) into the Defense Department (in 1963), 
the planning process has become more and more sophisticated. 

As an example, PERT (Program Evaluation and Review Technique) was developed 
by the Navy Special Projects Office and Booz, Allen and Hamilton as a planning 
system to develop the Polaris missile program. It is basically a plan that is 
designed to eliminate or reduce production delays, conflicts and interruptions 
and to coordinate and control simultaneous and sequential events and activities 
so that a complex project can be completed on schedule. Events happen at a 
point in time; activities involved the use of time; hence, events signify the 
beginning and the end of an activity. 

Numerous variations such as the PERT milestones model, and ePN (Critical 
Path Method) have been derived for special applications in many fields of 
business, industry and service. 

MBO (~1anagement by Objectives) is a currently popular model that attempts 
lito transform the statement of organizational purpose into precise operating 
objectives, plans and budgets in such a way as to influence the behavior of 
members of the organization in support of agreed upon goa1s·· 3 It generally 
follows a three phase cycle that includes: 1) Identification of goals, re
sponsibilities and tasks; 2) Development of standards of performance; J) 

Measurement and evaluation of performance. 
It is interesting to note that most of these plans include some statement 

of the basic economic equation: resource allocation= results. In many instances 
it has been accountants and auditors working with or as management consultants 
who have developed these models and nlethodologies. Although the federal govern
ment has subsequently ceased to use PPBS, variations of it such as BARS (Budget, 
Account'jng and Reporting System) are still popular in state and local governments 
and MBO is being used on all levels in both the public and private sectors. 
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Planners also need to be familiar with various analytical models~ ex
pecially when developing policy. Concepts such as systems theory, game theory, 
elite theory, group theory, rational decision making theory, incrementalism and 
institutionalism have useful applications in agency administration. 

Planners also can benefit from being familiar with concepts such as the 
"criterion of efficiencyll which holds that when all the facts and values in a 
given situation are weighed and evaluated, only one logical choice remains. 
"Economies of scale" refer to the relationship between size and cost and 
"biggest bang for the buckll considerations. It Externalities" or "Spill over 
Effects" must be addressed as the unanticipated or unplanned results or effects. 

Data collectioll may be likened to "picking the fruit.1I Data Synthesis or 
the planning process~ like the digestive system, must ingest, digest, absorb, 
assimilate, eliminate, and otherwise process information from its raw form into 
an action format. 
Step 3. The Proposal Preparation Function and the Work Program System 

This function is so broad that it requires treatment in a separate paper. 
Noetheless, some general observations should be made. Once data collection and 
synthesis have resulted in a viable plan of action, the next step is to trans
late the material and modality into a formalized written document. This is 
sometimes ca11ed an "Action Plan," "Work Program", Upolicy Nanual, Administra
tive Handbook or Program Description Document. Each funding source generally 
publishes a set of standards, directives or guidelines which it expects all 
funding applicants to follow. Compliance and conformity are generally critical, 
and failure tofol10\'l the prescribed course can be extrell,ely costly in tet'ms of 
time and ultimate funding. Grant writing has certainly become an art, if not a 
science. It is often advisable to employ an experienced professional to prepare 
such documents rather than risk producing an inferior or inadequate proposal 
that may lessen the project's chance of gaining funding suPPOt't. 

It is often a wise investment to pay for or provide training in technical 
writing or proposal preparation. Documentation is increasingly critical to 
program success and survival and staff and line personnel must constantly up .. 
grade their writing and reporting skills. 

In evaluating an ongoing program, frequently the best place to start is 
to read the original grant proposal or the present program description and study 
the materials related to its developntent. Every grant-in-aid administrat.or should 
constantly restudy the \'Iork plan to make certain that he can justify any departures 
from it or unapproved deviations. Particular attention should be paid to 
preparation of required documentation, i.e., Project Structure B,'eakdm'm Charts, 
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Task Matrix Charts, demographic studies, organizational charts, etc. Particular 
emphasis should be given to the accuracy of the budget and financial pages. 
Step 4. The Regulatory Function and the Accountability System 

Hrit'lng a grant proposal for submission to a funding agency for initial or 
renewed appropriations, responding to a RFP (Request for Proposal), or sub
mitting a bid proposal, are all only visible portions of the bureaucratic ice
berg Beneath the surface are the real difficulties related to securing funding 
that are often found within the complexities of the funding agency's structure 
and working apparatus. Each public and private agency usually must conform to 
a mountain of legislatiVe mandates and a maze of intragency policies, procedures 
and regulations. 

The grant or bid proposal generally must be approved on the local level 
by a planner, a citizens review board (usually community people or unpaid pro
fessionals) and an advisory council (generally connected with local government). 
Sometimes there are regional bodies (Intercounty Governmental Council) or 
intermediate boards (LEAA Technical Advisory Committee) \t/hich must also approve 
any funding proposal. Final approval ma.y ultimately be made on the state or 
federal level. Because of this cumbersome and time consuming process, it has 
been said that funding is as often dependent upon "who you kno\'/ as what you 
propose", It cannot be overemphasized that the competent administrator will be 
fully aware of the s'tructure within which he must work and the necessity of 
cultivating good working ralations with those in that system. 

Most funding requires careulf reporting and accounting and administrators 
must establish immediate credibility and confidence. Personal bonds of $10,000· 
$50,000 are often required. Integrity in terms of accuracy and timeliness must 
be observed with respect to required reports which are generally on a periodic 
cycle, i.e., monthly, quarterly, annually. These reports are often the determing • 
factors in whether a project is terminated or refunded. Suffice it to say that 
the good administrator is aware of both"bureaucractic policies and politics", 

Most funding agencies have published regulatory manuals that prescribe 
standards for accounting and financial procedures, reporting, employee integrity, 
acquisition of property, inventories, anti-discrimination and affirmative action 
activities, and other areas of concern which should be scrupulously observed. 
t~ost projects are funded through the vehicle of a contract \vhich is often quite 
lengthy and complex. Administrators should be fully a\t/are of all civil and 
criminal penalties which may be related to their performance. 
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As agency programs become more accountable and professionalized they are 
being compelled by governmental agencies and policies as well as by forces 
in the private sector such as insurance companies and Health Maintenance Or
ganizations to meet or match certain standards. Bodies such as the Commission 
ON Accreditation of Rehabilitation Facilities (CARF), the Joint Commission on 
the Accredit~tion of Hospitals (JCAH) and the Commission on Accreditation for 
Corrections (CAC) are representative of such bodies. In addition, certain pro
fessional bodies as well as state and local boares serve similar functions. 

Executives nlust become familiar with the following terms and concepts in 
order to deal effectively with these bodies. 
Standards and GUidelines Authoritative or official statements related to the 
planning, development, implmentation, operation, evaluation, modification, and 
continuation of a practice, project, or program that insure that certain basic, 
essential and minimally acceptable levels of competency, efficiency, and ac
countability are met, thus protecting both the public and private interest. 
Certificate of Need: A document issued at the culmination of a systematic 
planning and review process which indicates that a proposed program or facility 
will provide a service or resource not currently or sufficiently available in 
a community and which will be in harmony with a comprehensive plan and long 
term needs and objectives. 

A) Review Boards Composition 
1. Professionals 
2. Program operators 
3. Citizens-Public-at-large 
4. Consumers-Special interest Group 

B) Review Process 
1. Local planning commission-city or neighborhood 
2. County or burrough 
3. District or region 
4. State 

C) Staff Function 
1. Findings of fact 
2. Recommendations 

D) Typical of Health Care and Social Service Fields 

E) Duration: Generally Perpetual unless program seeks modification. 

F) Process is mandated: PO\'1ey' to Recommend Only 

G) Can be Appealed or Overruled 

Licensure: The process or procedure whereby an agency or agent, institution, 
or individual may be legally authorized to operate a facility, carryon a ac
tivity or provide a service for a specified period of time as long as certain 
basic requirements are met. 
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A} Issued by an appropriate agency oT government exercising its 
statutory or regulatory powers 

B) Staff: Full powers of enforcement; sanction and controls 

C) Subject to review -Standards must be maintained 

D) Subject to renewal -Temporal 

E) Subject to revocation - Appeal process 

F) Conformance Mandatory: Codes, ordinances, standards, statutes 

G) Usually issued by a general bureau, not special 

Program ARproval: - Authorization to receive funding from the public sector 
under the condition that a facility, staff and program conform to all pertinent 
and prescribed rules and regulations related to program integrity, qua1ity, 
and accountability. 

A) Generally conferred by a special bureau which has regulartory and 
accc)untabi 1; ty author; ty 

B) Mandatory if public funds are sought 

C) Subject to change, modification 

D) Subject to periodic review 

E) Subject to renewal 

F) Subject to revocation 

G) Qualifies agency for funding, but does not guarantee funding 

Accreditation: A certificate of excellence voluntari1y solicited by the 
recipient agency which is awarded to a program that conforms to high standards 
of quality and competency. 

A) Conforms to standards established by a board or commission of acknowledged 
and qualified professionals who are duly constituted so as to properly 
issue such an award. 

B) May qualify the recipient for both public and private funding and sup
port 

C) Generally not mandated by 1av.[. 

Certification: Acknowledgenlent of personal professional proficiency conferred 
upon an individual practitioner who is deemed fully competent by a board, 
commission or professional organization, which by virtue of law or reputation, 
is recognized as authoritative in the field. 

A) May involved review 

B) May involve renewal 
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c) May be subject to revocation 
§tep 5. The Finance Function and the Fiscal Management System 

\~hen any project or program is funded by public money or private philan
thropy or charitable contributions, it should be considered an inviolable confi
dence invested in the chief executive that he be held accountable by the board 
for those funds entrusted to him. The second most important officer in agency 
operations is the comptroller or financial officer. Since money is regarded as 
the universal solvent in our society, it is a widely held myth that given enough 
money, anything can be accomplished. Unfortunately, many programs have not 
proven their value or viability. All too often they are granted their heart's 
desire only to learn, too late, that money is not enough. In order not to vio
late public trust or personal integrity, the chief executive must assure that his 
program has an adequate fiscal management system that keeps accurate books of 
record, follows good accounting practices and procedures, has a budget for a 
guide and follows it wisely, and is aware of and conforms to all fiscal regula-
tions and restrictions incumbent upon the agency. The single most important 
deterimant in the success or failure of most projects is the degree of expertise 
and maturity manifested in money management. Every agency should produce a 
monthly financial statement and be independently audited on an annual basis. 
Since fiscal management is a highly technical area, it must be left to another 
paper for detailed discussion. 
Step 6. The Organization Function and the Operations System 

The term organization implies structure and structure involves the concepts 
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I of ordinate and subordinate. The chain of command in most non-market or service 

oriented organizations is generally based on a hierarchy model of the power pyramid'

l Authority, responsibility, and accountability are interdependent and are in-
vested in the chief executive by the governing body. He is the "Hierarch," the 
supreme ruler, the final authority, the executive director, sometimes misspelled, 
"dictator". Since hs is accountable for all, all are accountable to him. Most 
agencies have some type of organizational chart that shows relative positions 
in the management structure. In order that there can be no uncertainty as to 
who is responsible for what and where the real authority is invested, most or
ganizations develop an organizational chart, job descriptions and personnel and 
program policy manuals. All operational procedures are directly related to or
ganizational position and the "deed" and the "doer" are inextribably connected 
by the dirE!ctor. Th~ operational system must therefore be entirely correlated 
to the organizational structure in a conscious, cohesive and comprehensive way. 
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Step 7: The Staffing Function and the Personnel Management System 
In relative position in the power structure is essential to the integrity 

of agency operation, then it is critical that the proper person be assigned to 
the proper position. Even the smallest project must think in terms of talent 
and temperament ~ persona 1 ity and performance, cha l~acter and competency. EVel'y 
employee is entitl ed to know what is expected of him, what hi s duti es. are and 
are not, what are his or her rights and restrictions, privileges and limitations. 
Every agency lnust have well defined policies and procedures for dealing with the 
eventualities of personnel management or "continuous crises may create chronic 
cahos". The staffing function, which is the proper matching of person with 
position to insure maximum output and adjustment, should be controlled by mana
gers who will scrupulously follow the directives of a well planned and fairly 
administered personnel management system. In creating an organization chart~ 
careful attention should be given to the following concepts. Line staff: Per
form direct production or service supervision, and are responsible for unit or 
component functions. General staff: Perform support services for total or
ganization, not specifically related to any single unit or component, usually 
general, technical or periodic nature. Chain of command: direct linkage 
between each superior and subordinate should be clearly established so that 
everyone knows who his supervisor is and whom he supervises. Span of control: 
no supervisor or administrator should have more than 3-5 persons reporting to 
him or under his direct supervision. Job Descriptions should be required for 
every staff pos iti on and shoul d refl ect the previ OllS concerns. Ol~ientati on 
training should be provided for all new staff and inservice for old staff. 
Every agency should develop a personnel manual. 
Step 8: The Physical Environment Function and the Facilities Management System 

Every program that wishes to achieve maximum efficiency and optimal output 
must be housed in an adequate physical plant that affords all the needed and 
necessary fixtures and equipment. In these days when \~ords like biosphere, 
territoriality, ecology and habitat are applied to human surroundings and cir
cumstances, and everything from light intensity to decor design and motif has 
been studied in terms of human needs and functions, the agency director cannot 
afford to ignore the physical environment. Procurement and purchasing are 
areas that require special competency and experience. Repair, renovation 
and maintenance are continuous requirites of most ongoing programs. Zoning 
regulations, building codes, health and safety regulations, security standards, 
and custodial and site maintenance functions are essential parts of facilities 
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management. Therefore, the agency must create the physical and psychological 
climate that enables its employees to function adequately. Offices that are 
too hot or too cold, a substandard lunch room or rest rooms, inadequate space 
or substandard qUipment, or even lack of privacy can create conditions that 
are detrimental to client or employee morale. The physical environment must be 
under the constance control of persons who are competent and qualified in these 
areas of special expertise. 
~tep 9: The Communications Function and System 

Communi cati ons are concerned \'.Jith .i ntra and .i nter agency exc:hanges. The 
structure and organization of a program determine the type of system required 
for intraagency communications to take place on two levels and in two directions. 
The two levels of communication are formal and informal. The two directions 
of communication are horizontal, or peer to peer, and .vertical, superior to 
subordinate. Every agency director should be aware of the multitude of problems 
within the organization which are directly related to failures in communication. 
Constant efforts must be made to keep staff morale high and barriers broken down 
so that informal communications, which carry most of the horizonta'J load, can 
function smoothly. Formal systems must be developed and kept in constant repair 
so that there are no bottlenecks or logjams in the vertical communications system. 
Staff meetings ,department head meetings,planning sessions, in-service training, 
written memJS, memograndums and directives, intercom systems, message trans
mission and transfer systems, must all be constantly reviewed in order to keep 
communications free and open. 
Step 10: The Control Function and the Systems Management System 

The concept of IIsystemll has one basic weakness that is inherent in its 
definition and if unaddressed and uncorrected~ can cause the entire administrative 
structure to waiver and crumble. This weakness is also the conceptls basic 
strenth and that ;s the requirement that each part or sUb-system be I'elated to 
every otherpart or subsystem through its relation to the whole. The \\Ihole or
ganization is greater than the sum of its parts. It tends to develop a life of 
; ts own, a w; 11 of ; ts own, even a personal; ty of its own. Th; s penomenon ; s 
due in part to the fact that the organization has power to regulate its organs 
to and for the good of the whole. This control function is critical to success 
and survival and has been identified and commented upon by almost ever-y ma.jar 
theorist. 
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In ancient Persia, one of the first world empires of antiguity, the monarch, 
whose authority was absolute, found it of great value to appoint a new body 
of officials who vlere commissioned to act as the Heyes and ears of the king". 
These officials were neither line nor staff. Their function was merely to 
observe and report, directly to the king. The monarch then had the option to 
act upon unbiased, factual information which he could then employ in the de
cision making process. He was able to measure the input he was receiving through 
the regular chain of command and validate it with an independent point of 
reference. 

A similar function is needed within any organizational system. Depending 
upon the size, age and complexity of the agency, this control function will be 
either formal or informal, conscious or unconscious. It will, however, be 
present in some form. Coordination, cooperation and consolidation within the 
organization cannot be left to chance and circumstance. Some one must be re
sponsible for integrating and articulating the subsystems, organs and parts into 
a comprehensive unity of being and action. 

Whatever device is set up to deal with this need may serve as a systems 
management system. It is the balance wheel that keeps the entire mechanism 
ticking along, synochronized and driven in the direction dictated by the direc
tors. It involves more than a carrot and stick concepts of an applied punishment 
and rewards. These are, of course, a part of control; but it also involves eM
ployee morale and motivation, cri'3is management, resource, allocation, and the 
dynamics of daily management style and routine. Evet'y executive should con
sciously conc-ern him or herself with how they can best exercise their options 
and express the; r management styl e and phil oso;:lhy through creat; ve ly util i zi n9 
the control function . 
. St<iLlk.!.._.Lle~ct~.toJ1li~ak.lnfL£..illJ.£..ti o.n_anW Executi ve Opti..Q.!) System 

One of the most significant social thrusts in our age is the egalitarian 
notion that everyone should playa part in the making of decisions that affect 
his or her life. Hhile this ideal is 1ll0st cOllllnendable in private life, it can 
hecome a real stumbling block in effective agency administration. People are 
sick and tired of being treated as punch car non-persons and members of the 
masses. They want to feel indiviclual and unique. They enjoy a sense of mutual 
participation and shared pO\ver. They like to believe that they are important 
and have a voice and a vote and deserve to be heard. The creative administra
tor must provide more than an occasional forum for discussion and debate. He 
must initiate more than a grievance committee or complaint department. He can-
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not count on the suggestion box or the incentive bonus to capture and trans-
late all of the creative talent and ability latent in his organization into 
measureable output, Today's administrator must learn the tactics and techniques 
of sharing power without losing power or respect. He must learn to intervene 
when appropriate but to otherwise exercise his option to share the decisionmaking 
process or his authority with others. He needs to plan and provide an identifi
able system for staff authority or identity. The executive option system con
ceives of the administrator transferring as much of the problem solving and 
practical implementation process as possible down through the ranks. By adopting 
a questionning attitude of "Hhat's your opinion?" or "How do you think we should 
do it?" he can effectively glean and gather the best ideas and suggestions 
from his associates and subordinates, giving credit and compensation where they 
are due. This makes decisionmaking on the higher levels of philosophy, principle 
and policy easier for him, it gives him vital input from all levels, and helps 
those who work with him to be more receptive to his exercise of ultimate authority 
when it is proper and necessary. The Executive Option System allows the admini
strator the fl'exibility to intervene at any level at any time it becomes necessary 
but does not weight him down with the thankless chore of doing everyone elses 
thinking and deciding for them. Besides building a stronger and more mature 
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staff, this systems frees the administrator on each successive level ~~ 1~ a ~ 

better job. 
Step 12. The Performance Function and the Service Delivery System 

Agencies and businesses exist for one purpose. to produce goods and services, 
outputs and outcomes. The agency in itself should be considered as a conversion 
process plant or a transformation unit that takes the raw materials or inputs 
and systematically changes them into final form. The entire agency exists 
basically to perform this function. All other functions are supportive of service 
del i very or production performance. In the mil itary, it frequently takes 
five or more men in the rear echelon to maintain one man in the field. In 
professional racing, the pit crew is as important as the driver and outnumber 
him as well, but all are devoted and dedicated to the common cause and total task
to win. Likewise, in the public or private social agency, the total team effort 
must always be focused on the finish line, and on the final product that is the 
result of the process. 

All of the more advanced concepts such as systems management, management 
by objectives, and cost/benefit analyses, are aimed at improved performance. 
There is only one word that seems to be universally accepted as the measure of 
a person's worth - competency - knowing \t/hat the job is and getting it done. 
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In the final analysis service delivery provides the ultimate measure of 
al' other components in an organization. This is where dollars and cents, 
plans and preparations, staff and facilities, functions and systems a~e finally 
translated into results. It may be that only a percentage of the agencies 
resources al'e spent on di rect servi ce deli very, but ; t shoul d never be forgotten 
that other areas and functions are subordinate and supportive to it. Their 
value must be measured by how well they contribute toward service quality and 
quallitity. There is not excuse for continuing to perpetuate an administration 
that serves itself rather than its mandate. To do everything else well except 
service delivery is ultimately a tragic failure. 

One note of caution, although performance and production are the ultimate 
reasons and measures of agency existence and success, some administrators make 
the equally tragic mistake of concentraiting exclusively on this one area to the 
exclusion of all else. They get good results but can't prove it or go broke 
proving it. This is not an "either-or"situation, but a balanced approach that 
is imperative. "These ought ye to have done and not left the other undone". 
Step 13: The Coordination function and the Referral System 

"No man is an island" and no single program today can provide or perform 
all the necessary functions and services that al'e part of meeting and matching 
human need in the social mainstream. We live in an age of increasing specializa
tion and proliferation of the service function. Therefore, it is critical that 
programs working together in the same field or area, or serving the same clientele 
or community, \'1ork creatively and cooperatively. So called" Articulating link
ages" or "interagency" referral mechanisms" should be developed. Sometimes these 
may be only informal working relationships. In many instances, however, agencies 
may formalize their realtionship with a written understanding or contract. Com
bined staff meetings, conjoint in-service training programs, seminars and work
shops, as well as interdisciplinary or multidisciplinary approaches, hold 
interesting possibilities. Sharing staff, facilities, or equipment, combining 
purchas i n9 power, and formi ng consorti ums, coal i ti ons, council so.· social acti ons 
societies are different ways in which agencies may more properly serve the client 
and community. 
Step 14. The Public Relations Function and the Information Delivery System 

Keeping the public informed as to the purposes and performance of a program 
is obviously vital to program acceptance and support. Wise and discriminating 
use of the media, attractive promotional literature, newsletters, conrnunity 
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service functions, guided tours and a host of other activities call atten-
tion to what you are doing. It is not enough to leave Public Relations to chance, 
as most older agencies and businesses have found out. One must be constantly 
working to be heard above the din and clatter of the crowd. A well planned 
and executed public relations program not only enhances the program image but 
serves to educate the public as to its responsiblity. 

Since Public Relations is a highly specialized field, it cannot be adequately 
dealt with 'in a sununary. Each agency, however small, should attempt to develop 
a PR program appropri ate to its s1 ze, needs and resources. t1any PR projects 
can make money for the agency or at least pay for themselves. Each agency 
should give careful attention to developing a written philosophy, a statement 
of purpose, a motto, a logo, a letterhead, and a monthly newsletter. These 
features cost little and their benefits are many. Also, careful attention should 
be given to developing possibilities for a newspaper, a brochure, publication 
of the annual report, audio-visual materials, including films, cassettes, and 
autio and video tapes. Investments in basic equipment such as a good camera, 
a video tape machine or even a small printing press sometimes pay handsome 
dividends. Careful attention should be given to developing a media file and 
someone in every agency should be assigned the primary reponsibility for working 
with the media people. News releases about significant or interesting agency 
activities or events will frequently result in positive news or press coverage. 
Agency publications should be designed to enhance agency fund raising activities 
in both the public and private sectors. 
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I Every person and program, each event and activity associated with the or

ganization should be analyzed and exploited for its full public relations potential. 
~tC!.:1{l 15. Community Relations Function and t~.e Commun~uRPort System _ I 

Public Relations and Connumity Relations seem synonymous at first blush. 
The "public" is obviously composed of a much larger body of people than is 
the IIcommunity". The concept of community involves a strong sense of social 
and geographical limitation. Sometimes it may also involve a degree of isola
tion or insulation from the public at large. Community Relations can be con
sidered a further specialization or subdivision of Public Relations so important 
as to have significance in itself. Programmatically it involves local friends 
and neighbors, chuY'ches and synagogues, clubs and lodges, schools and social 
ager.cies, bunks and businesses, and anyone else interested in the agency. For 
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fund raising purposes, it is extended to include all those who might possibly 
contribute to the program financially. While Public Relations largely in
volves disseminating information, Community Relations involve not only the 
giving out, but also the gathering in of information. It involves action and 
reaction. Two way connunication is essential. One must think not only in 
terms of what the community can do for the program but also \'!hat the program is 
doing or not doing to or for the community. A systematic plan of community 
contact and cultivation should be implemented and maintained. 
§tep 16. The Citizens Participation Function and the Volunteer Service Systgm 

Volunteerism is an underutilized program resource. Citizens can meaning
fully participate in the life of a program in a variety of ways, ranging from 
serving on a board of trustees or advisors to playing the role of the devil's 
advocate and social critic. Many progranls flounder and fall because no one 
bothers to complain or criticize, or cares enough to make an appraisal. Nega
tive feedback can have positive results if accurately perceived and discriminat
ingly accepted. 

Volunteers can fill a variety of roles an1 provide much useful service. 
HO\>./ever, they require orientation, training and considerable supervision. They 
can hurt as well as help a program if not properly directed, and therefore a 
vlise administrator makes provision for thei~' proper employment and utilization 
in the affairs of the organization. Some programs operate largely with volun
teer assistance; others ignore volunteers almost conpletely. Most programs are 
somewhere between these two extremes. Much has been written of late about the 
use of volunteers and the literature and discussion in this field is extensive. 
Perhaps the most useful materials have been developed by Goodwill Industries6 

in a series of 12 pamphlets entitled, "Volunteers in Rehabilitation ll which covers 
every area of using Volunteers, including Organizing, Administrating, Inter
viewing, Training and Orientation, Supervising and Evaluating, tlotivating, using 
volunteer groups, and a "Cata10g" of resources. All of these materials are 
useful in planning for the use of volunteers in an agency program. 
§tate 17. The Evaluation Function and the Output Measurement System» 

Perhaps the area most commonly recognized as being weal< and inadequate in 
most programs has been the research and evaluation component. lIe have repeatedly 
emphasized evaluation as a part of data input and synthesis, fiscal analysis, 
and service delivery and will only briefly review some of the basic needs in 
this area. Goals and objectives must not only be identified, they should be 
quantified. Almost all programs are amenable to some form of statistical valida
tion. Cost effectiveness or cost benefit analysis studies and comparisions 
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are sometimes most revealing and useful. If a program is doing somrthing, 
there should be some way of measuring output and reporting results. 

It is wise for the agency administrator to become familiar with some of the 
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tools and terms of evaluation. Concepts such as intra agency, interagency and 
independent evaluation are useful. Non-experimental evaluations, quasi experimenta11 
studies, controlled experiements, cost analysis, systems analysis and simulation 
represent possible approaches. Non-experiemental approaches such as case studies, 
surveys, time series (showing trends over time), cohort analysis (the record of 
performance of a group over time) and before and after studies have many ap
plications in agency work. 

Administrators should also be aware that the investigation and analysis in
volved in evaluation may not always be positive, and that the roles of evaluator 
and administrator are distinctly different. To be effective, evaluation and re
search must have administrative support in terms of access and resources, yet 
eVluation may adversely effect previous or present administrative practive. This 
dynamic tension can never be fully resolved but hopefully mature individuals can 
work out a satisfactory compromise. 

Again, proper planning, careful collection, skillful synthesis and realistic 
reporting of program results should be part of a formalized meth'odology for 
measuring effectiveness. Only when such evaluative data are added to the original 
data collection system and compared and contrasted with original conditions 
and expected results can progress be validated or required changes be determined 
and implemented. 
Step 18. The Development Function and the Progressive Change System 

Most programs must change to survive. The question is not Whether there 
shall be change but what kind of change shall occur and how it vii 11 be imple
mented. There are generally two modes of changing social models: evolution or 
revolution. Programs in which planned, progressive change is not a conscious 
element run the risk of being insensitive to subtle modification in the social 
milieu and may at an inopportune moment find themselves suddenly obsolete or 
out of touch with current reality. Therefore, a plan should exist whereby new 
insights, techniques, and methods may be introduced into the life and practice 
of the agency through Y/hatever means deemed desirable. The results of agency 
evaluation should be fed back into the program as a pal~t of the data collection 
and program planning functions, thus compelling the eiltire cycle or loop included 
in the Master Management Model. 
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,Cone 1 uston: 
One of the weaknesses of a systems approach is that in the attempt to 

interface each component with the structure of the whole many concepts must be 
repea ted many times and the effect may be to anes the 11 ze the reader \'1i ttl re w 

statements. Also, the attempt to explain each subsystem leads to a level of 
detail that may detract From the very purpose of the mode1 which is to provide 
a basic conceptual structure which provides a superior perspective. The Master 
Management ~1odel should be viewed as a totality and employed as a totality. To 
the extent that it is possible to formally implement each funct~on and system 
as a part of agency operation, this should be done. In those areas where it 
is not deemed practical to formalize an activity or action\ the manager should 
at least be consciously aware of what is missing or informally operational and 
compensate for this condition and be able to justify to his own satisfaction \~hy 
he has chosen not to fomalize that particular function. In so doing) the 
maximum advantages of the model may be attained with the minimum amount of effort. 

If one reviews these eighteen categories of activity and action in the 
Function .. System ~laster t'lanagement f10del t it becomes apparent that each component 
is part of a larger, organic whole and that each unit plays an integral part 
in the fUnction of the program as a totality. Not al1 categories are equal1y 
applicable to every agency program, but they can individually and collectively 
serve as a guardian and a guide to good public administration. 
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TEM1BUILDING 

Organizational Development for Improved Treatment Effectiveness 

By 

Frank Petrock, PH D and James D. Stilwell 

Do you have deficiencies in the fo110winr areas? Check those that fit 
your organization. 

-- Establishing goals and objectives. 
-- Staff commitment to goals and procedures. 

Effective use of leadership and authority. 
Know when to make decision through command, consultation, or consensus. 
Effective problem solving. 
Implementation and follow-through on action plans. 
Role definitions and role overlap. 
Effective utilization of staff. 

-- Managing staff conflict and developing cooperation. 
-- Trust between staff. 
-- Effective work relations between your organization and other organ;za-

tions,.or between your work group and other work groups. 
The above is not an inclusive list. But it is a significant list. A defi~ 

ciency in anyone area can mean a serious problem for your organization! 
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If you found yourself checking many of the items above, don't feel badly. I 
You have a lot of company. You are in company not only with other people involved 
in private or public Homes for Children, Halfway Houses, or community based 
Social/Treatment Agencies, but also with business and industry, volunteer organi
zations, correctional institutions, etc. Any time two or more people get together 
to achieve some goal through a cooperative effort, problems in these areas are 
likely to surface. They are in inevitable part of organizational life. Simply 
because these deficiencies are inevitable, however, does not mean that we must 
live with them. Appropriately, we should be developing and implementing methods 
for resolving these issues. Unresolved problems typically result in unachieved 
organi7ational goals. You may survive as an organization, but what will you 
achie\e? Many organizations perceive the list above as either insurmountable 
problems or unattainable ideals. They are not! They can be achieved through 
an Organizational Development/Teambuilding process. 

THE IMPORTANCE OF TEAt1~'JORK 

Before we present what Teambuilding is --the purpose of this article--let's 
first examim~ why teamwork ;s important. 

Whenever an organization is faced with the objective of solving complex and 
unique problems, whether routinely or periodically, a team approach is the best 
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way. Certainly, nothing is more complex and more dependent on the cooperative 
effort of highly skilled individuals than helping your clients or residents to 
devlop. People are very complex. 

Teamwork is an acknowledged given in Halfway Houses or other Social/Treat
ment Agencies and this was recently conceptualized as the teamwork primacy. 
You will probably find that there are very few people who will disagree with this. 
Yet, how much time is actually spent in developing team skills in these organi
zations that are so dependent on teamwork? Very little time is spent, if any at 
all! The usual thinking seems to be that if you have competent individuals, 
you wi 11 automatically have an effective team of people. Not true! Or, another 
line of thinking is that if you hold a group of people equally responsible for 
results and allow them time to meet to discuss problems of mutual concern, then 
an effective. team will develop. Again, not true! It is possible, but not very 
probable. 

Tili nk of it thi sway. A footba 11 coach, or a coach in any sport, recruits 
the best talent that is available. All of the players a}~e highly skilled. Then, 
how much time does it take to develop these individuals into an effective team? 
There are weeks of concentrated practice before the season begins and then there 
is daily practice throughout the season. All of this is geared towards having 

• 
the best team on the field for only one hour of actual playing time each week. 
The football players that win games--achieve results--are the best team. And! 
winning the game is not totally dependent on just having the best players. Winning 
depends on how the players are organized and their ability to work together as a 
team towards one goal. 

Working in Social/Treatment Agencies is more complicated than a football 
game. He have many Illo}'e goals to achieve, our goals are often in conflict with 
each other and are usually poorly defined. But, this does not negate the fact 
that teamwork is necessary. If anything, it makes tean1\'Iork more important. Yes, 
teamwork is important and it is a learned skill with which many of us are not 
really famil iar. 

It is important for the manager to recognize that the concept of people 
working together interdependently is a nevI idea for many. \~e have not 
been taught that way. In our schools and universities we have emphasized 
competitive, noncollaborative behaviors as a nleans of accomplishing tasks. 
Problem solving is done by the person along; regards are given to individuals 
rather than the group work-group; students are trained not to share or ask 
for help, expec;ally' from one another; goals are set by others and IllOSt 
decisions for a workgroup are made by others. Small wonde~' then~ that \'Ihat
ever collaborative behaviors our tribal ancestors had seem to have, have been 
lost! 
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Yes, teamwork is impor"tant. ~lost of use \~ould agree. But when ;s the last 
time that you, and those who work with you, took the time to concentrate solely 
on determining hO\~ \~ell your team is functioning in re'Jation to its goals and 
then decided upon ways to improve team effectiveness? 

TEAMBUILDING 
Teambuilding is astrategy to develop those skills and behaviors that foster 

team functioning. It has had a 'long history of success in improving the effective
ness of work-groups. Surprisingly enough, since the middle 1950's it has been 
used predominately in business and industory. Actually, tenmbuilding is ,just one 
of many strategies within the general technology known as Organizational Develop
ment. Organizational Development is usually defined as a planned and sustained 
effort of applying behavioral science knowledge for improving organizations. It 
is based on the scientific method and the underlying values which broadly embrace 
the concepts of democracy, open investigation, and experimentat;on. The goal 
of Organizational Development is improving the quality of life in oy'ganizations, 
solving work related problems and the achievement of results. 

Underlying Premise of Teambuilding: The underlying premise of teambuilding ---------------------------is that each organization, or sUb-unit within an organization, has within it the 
resources, knowledge and skills to solve its own problems. The task of Team
building ;s not so much of creating these resources, but of unfreezing and utiliz~ 
ing them. Teambuilding takes a positive approach to human behavior in organiza
tions. It assumes that people are capable and motivated to improve their own or
ganization. It accepts as inevitable the conflicts that exist between the needs 
of individuals, between the needs of work-groups, and the needs of the organiza-
tion as a whole. But, Teambuilding advocates confronting these conflicts openly, 
when staff ahve the necessary team skills to do so constructively, and using 
these conflicys as a catalyst for creative problem solving. A specific goal of 
Teambuilding is to maximize the solving of significant work related problems 
through the best use of the organization's human potential. 

The Process and Key Elements: Teambuilding is a planned change process that 
.- ---' takes place over time. It is not a "one shot deal." In effect, Teambuilding 
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is a series of brief, but carefully planned interventions into the ongoing II 
dynamics of an organization. The phrase, "carefully planned" cannot be emphasized 
enough. A "hit or miss" approach can do more harm than good. Each Organizational, 
Development/Teambuilding intervention must be designed specifically for a par-
ticular team or organization. No two teams or organizations are alike, even 
thou~~ they perform the same function. The overall structure of an Organizational 
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Development/Teambuilding illtervention may be the same, but the content and 
strategies within each phase of the intervention may be different. 

There are a variety of ways to do Teambuilding. I'/hat follows is a brief 
outline of a model we are currently using for a major Organizational Deve10pment/ 
Teambuilding effort for the State of Michigan's Halfway Houses under the direc
tion of the Department of Community Residential Ca\"e Services (CRC). This 
project involves key State Department administrators, county administrators, 
field placement specialist, Halfway House directors, Halfway House staff and 
residents. It should be understood that the decision to involve all of these 
people in a major Organizational Development/Teambui1ding effort was not made 
because the Halfway Houses were not doi n9 we 11. On the contrary, they were 
reasonably effective. Deciding to get involved in this process was based on a 
desire to do even better. Getting involved in Teambui1ding does not mean that 
one has to be experiencing major operational problems. The phases of Teambuild
ing used in the Michigan CRC Project are as follows: 

I. PLANNING AND ENTRY 

II. 

III. 

Executive Development Workshops were conducted with the administrators, 
directors and field placement specialist before any work was started 
in the houses. Two major objectives were: (1) to design the total 
intervention in collaboration with the consultants, and (2) to parti
cipate in the same activities that the Half\'tay House staff would eXh 
perience. The latter was done to insure that these key people would 
know exactly what would be done and that they could be supportive. 
After the initial planning meetings, these key people were involved 
in their own Teambuildfng sessions concurrently with the Teambuilding 
in the houses. It would have been foolish to develop the "bottom" 
wihtol,~t developing the Ittop". 

STAFF ORItNTATION 
A session with the staff of each house was held in order to give thenl 
an understanding of the entire design, the objectives, and their role. 
Modifications in the design were made based on staff input. 

ASSESSMENT AND EVALUATION 
The staff in each house was directly involved in identifying key 
problems within their own organization. This entailed the follo\~ing: 

A. Staff completed a survey related to how they perceived 
their program functioning and ho\'l they \'1ould like it to 
function ideally. This same survey was also given to the 
residents of each house. Examples of areas measured are 
relationships between and among staff and residents,treat
ment program, and the quality of the organization. 
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B. Staff completed a survey related soley to organizational 
climate, team functioning and leadership. 

C. Each staff person was personally inte\~viewed by the consul
tants in order to gather data and information not included 
in the surveys and to insure that each person's individual 
Views, needs, and objectives were known and inclUded. 

D. While these interviews are being conducted, the consultants 
had an opportun'ity to observe program operations. These 
observations served as another source of data. 

IV. TEAN CONCEPTS \'IORKSHOP 

I 
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V. 

VI. 

VIII. 

The staff of each Halfway House, including the director, participated 
in a Team Concepts Workshop. This was an experience-based learning 
laboratory. The purpose was to have staff exerpience ho\'/ an effective 
team functions and learn personal and team related skills so that they 
would be able to manage the data collected in Phase III. Staff were in
volved in experiences related to such concepts and skills as leadership, 
decision making, problem solving, competition versus collaboration, 
team member roles, etc. 

It should be noted that the Concepts \-Iorkshop, taken by itself, can be an 
effective training session. It can also be used as a method to make 
a decision as to whether or not to get involved in Teambuilding. But, 
taken by itself, it is not Teambuilding. 

I 
I 

DATA ANALYSIS AND PROBLEN IDENTIFICATION I 
Soon after the Concepts Horkshop, staff narticipated in another workshop\ 
At this session, the data collected in Phase III was fed back to the 
staff of each house 4 There was no confidentially! The objective of 
this session was for the staff to analyze their own data ( to find the 
meaning that it had for them) and to identify and agree upon the signi
ficant problems that they must solve in order to become an effective 
organ 12a ti on, 

PROBLEM SOLVING 
After analyzing their own data and identifying significant problems, 
staff at each house was involved in a series of meetings with and 
without the consultants, The objective \'las to methodically solve 
each problem and develop action plans to implement the solutions • It 
was at this time that the skills developed in the preceding phases were 
put to use. 

I 
I 
I 
I 

REASSESSt1ENT AND RE-EYALUATION I 
After implementing the action plans, staff then got reinvolved in re.~ 
assessing and re-evaluating the results, Much the same procedures out-
lined in Phase III were used again. With new data and information the I 
process begins over again starting with Phases V and VI and possibly 
Phase IV. This is done with little or no assistance from the consultants, 
Uhat the staff has developed \'lith the aid and expertise of the consultants I 
is now an integral part of the organization, Team and organizational 
development continues. 
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The entire process for each house, beginning with Phase II up to Phase VII~' 
collecting new data and feeding it back to staff, took sixteen (16) days over 
an average time span of three months. 

This was a very brief outline of a very complex process. It;s not within 
the scope of this article to give a complete understanding of the content of 
each phase of the i nterventi on or what staff and consultants di d bet~/een each 
phase. The significat1t learnings should be that Team~tork is a learned skill and 
that Tean~uilding is carefully planned, w1th objectives unique to each organiza
tion or team. In addition, staff get directly involved in assessing their own 
organization and working realtions, and work together to solve problems that are 
significant to them and the effectiveness of their organization. This is the 
process that builds an effective team. 

OUTCOMES 
The outcomes that can be expected from a successful Organizational Develop

ment/Teambuilding effort is the achievement of those areas listed at the beginning 
of the article. In effect,a better organizational climate where staff derive 
greater job satisfaction, where problems are perceived as opportunities for 
improvement, and where change and adaption become an important dimension of or
ganizational life for staff. 

But, you Illay say that the goal of yOUt' organization is not to make staff's 
work expereiences more satisfying. You are correct. The goal is to help residents 
to make a satisfactory adjustment in the cOIlHllunity. Therefore, let's look at the 
major outcome of Teambullding as reported by staff who were involved in the t.1ichigan 
Project. The major outcome was almost i~nediate behavior change on the part of 
'the residents and greater cOll1mitment on the part of residents to the prog\'am and 
their own development. This resident growth was the actual goal of Teambuilding. 
As staff developed into effective teams and prob'lems were solved, residents also 
changed without ever being the direct object of modification. 

\'lHAT DOES ALL THIS NEAN? 
\lhat does all this Illean? Hhy were there behavior changes on the part of 

res i dents when staff were the ones \~ho recei ved di rect serv; ces? One meani ng t 

or conc'usion~ is that a large part of inappropriate behavior on the part of 
residents or clients in our Social/Treatment Agencies is a direct result of the 
organization itself; hm'l it is managed and how staff work toegther. Therefore, 

I 

should the first object of modification ah/ays be the residents? Should \'1e always 
be looking for those "treatment programs" that are going to solve "al1" of our 
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problems by controlling residents in order to have them conform to an organiza .. 
tional structure that may be causing the problems in the first place? Or, if 
you are experiencing problems with resident behavior and tho achievement of your 
goal!)) should not the first object of modification by the organization? If you 

I 
I 
I 

do develop your organizations and teams to be the best possible, then any continued I 
inappropriate behavior on the part of residents is that which should be treated 
through specific treatment programs or procedures. 

Another meaninQ of all this, as reported by staff involved in Organizational 
Development/Teambuilding, is that the residents do what the staff do and not what 
they staff say they should do. That is, behavior changes in the residents result 
from modeling staff behaviorl Are sOlne of your goals to have residents develop 
trust in othe~~ people, work constructively through conflicts that they encounter, 
help and care for people, work cooperatively with others, and be committed to 
continued growth throughout their lives? Then, what better way to achieve this 

I 
I 
I 
I then for residents to observe staff behaving this way towards each other daily. 

Residents do model staff behavior. 
n"o other less complex conclusions are:1) through Organizational Development/ I 

Teambuilding, staff finally have the opportunity and skills to solve some nlajor 
operational problems and 2) as staff develop into cohesive teams and agree upon 
goals and procedures, it becomes more difficult for residents to manipulate 
staff by playing one against the other. 

CONCLUSION 

The technology of Organizational Development/Teambuilding has much value 

I 
I 
I 

for our work in Social Treatment Agencies. Business and industry had recognized 
this value 20 years ago. We are only beginning. Through this process some inherent I 
organizational problems can be dealt with, staff can be developed, innovative 
programs can be designed, and the organization can achieve a capacity for continued II 
growth in an ever changing environment. All of thh means ,imQroved treatment. 
effectiveness • 

fiany of us have had the opportunity to be involved in major changes in pro-
grams where we currently work, or even to have been involved in the starting of 
new programs, units or organizations. Hhat vie rmember is how energetic and 
committed staff were, how staff looked forvlard to coming to work, and how creative 
solutions \'lere generated to solve difficult problems. He remember hO\" exciting 
everything vias. But, as time "lent on and stability often referred to as, organiza .. 
,tiona1 rigor mortis , \',as achieved these rewarding experiences diminished. He 
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tend to blame this pehnomena on changes in staff, not being able to find as 
qualified staff as in the "good old days", changes in the type of residents, and 
beauracratic and legal constraints. These may have contributed to some degree. 
But, what was missing from our original planning was building in some mechanism or 
procedure in the organization that would continually revitalize and renew the 
organization. Something that would maintain the organiiution in a youthful 
stage of development and thereby prevent it from becoming stagnant and inflexi
ble. This mechanism or procedure is what Organizational Development/Teambuilding 
is all about --continued organizational renewal. It;s a process to be used when 
starting new organizations, developing new programs, modifying existing programs, . 
and for revitalizing organizations that have been in operation. 
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REPORTED CHANGES 

The basic intent of the Organizational Development/Teambuilding Project 
for the Halfway Houses in ~~ichigan was to intervAne in the on-going processes 
of each house in order to bring about change desired by both Staff and Residents. 
As mentioned, the targets for changes were the organizational structure and the 
!:)i,;aff teams. Below is a l<ist of changes reported by the staff of the six Houses 
involved in the Project from February 1976 to February 1977. 
1. Acting-out beha~ior on the part of youth decreased. 
2. New residents are easily assimilated into the nrogram and get off to a better 

start faster than before the Project. 
3. Residents seem to be more responsive to all staff and not just responsive to a 

select group of staff. 
4. Staff is assuming more of a treatment role with residents. Staff has taken 

over responsibility for developing and implementing treavment plans. 
5. The counseling role is more evenly spread among all staff. 
6. Agendas for staff meetings are prepared in advance. 
7. The working relationship between County Supervisors, Field Placement Special-

ists and House Directors has improved. 
8. Treatment plan formats have been developed and implemented. 
9. There is greater input from staff at the staff meetings. 
10. Staff has greatly improved in their ability to implement action-plans for 

problems to be solve~.. Before, decisions would be made and then nothing would 
come of them. 

11. There has been an equal distribution of the work-load. 
12, There is more personal sharing between staff. 
13. Disruptive humor and comments has decreased during staff meetings. 
14. Staff members are listening to each other more and are becoming aware of the 

difference of opinions. 
15. Problem-solving and planning skills have improved. 
16. The Directors are able to delegate more tasks and the staff is assuming the 

responsibility. 
17. The staff has developed a genuine concern for program improvement. 
18. Staff has become more sensitive to each other's feelings. 
19. Staff has implemented ways to get more resid~nt involvement in program and 

decision-making. 
20. Shift schedules are being \'JOrked out for better programming for youth as 

opposed to staff convenience. 
21. The amount and wuality of staff interaction has improved greatly. 
22. There is more teamwork within staff. People ~lJork together to solve problems. 
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23. All staff are voicing more opinions instead of sitting back and letting 
things go by. 

24. Differences of opinion are accepted and conflict resolution has been legitimiz
ed. 

25. Staff members are volunteering their own time more often to help the youth 
outside of their regular work schedule. 

26. More experienced staff are training less experienced staff. 
27. Staff has learned the procedures for solving problems and are using the 

procedures. 
28. Staff members are providing each other with more positive feedback and rein

forcement as they work together. 
29. Residents recognize that the staff is becoming a team. 
30. As staff has begun helping each other more t the residents have also begun 

to help each other more. 
31. Residents have ceased playing staff off against each other. 
32. The verbal and written communication between shifts has greatly improved. 
33. The job has become easier because staff members are making more use of in-

formation in the log. 
34. Staff has learned that there are many alternative solutions to any problem. 
35. Staff members are trusting each other more. 
36. Staff has learned to take leadership roles in staff meetings. 
37. Staff has revamped organizational goals and policies. 
38. All program rules have been evaluated by staff and residents. Those rules 

no longer functional have been eliminated. 
39. The residents are more relaxed. 
40. Group meetings with youth are of a better quality. 
41. Residents are invited to attend staff meetings. 
4e. Staff members are overlapping in the performance of their roles. 
43. Staff fi nds ~JOrk more enj oyab 1 e and they look forward to it every day. 
44. Staffs' family relations have improved. 
45. Staff can use various decision styles and are becoming skilled in consensual 

decision-making. 
46. r~ore communi cati on between di rectors and staff. 
47. Directors making more and better decisions. 
48. Directors get more feedback from staff. 
49. Staff understands how good teams work and are able to maintain the process. 
50. Group dec'ision making is more constructive and of a better quality than 

individual decision making for complex prahl ems. 
51. Staff now perceives problems as opportunities for improvement. 
52. Able to make program changes based on goal evaluation. 
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53. Staff is able to accept input from residents about program changes. 
54. Staff shares more information with the residents. 
55. Staff has become aware that there is an interdependence between them 

and the residents. 
56. Program activities are better organized. 
57. Staff is beginning to feel important on the job. 
58. Each staff person has better insight into his/her own behavior and feelings. 

I 
I 
I 
I 

59. Staff is becoming more career-minded. II 
It should be noted that this is not an inclusive list. t1any other changes have 
been reported by staff in the six houses. II 
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STAFFING AND PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT 
A HUMANISTIC LOOK 

Ken Ideus 

The phrase "people make the program" isn't all that ne\,/ to us and yet 
in these days of cost effect'iveness and accountability ~Je often fail to take a 
hard look at those people who make up the proqram. Our emphasis still seems 
to fallon organizational systems and structure and irregardless of the excel
lence of structured programs, some of them still fail. 

Community residential treatment centers, especially in the area of correc
tions, are a relatively new concept and are thus under constant scrutiny. 
Thus developing credibility through stability and success is a priority at this 
point in time. That credibil ity can be obtained by util izing a personnel 
management philosophy which will optimize individual staff potential. An 
emphasis is being placed in community corrections at looking at offenders as 
human beings rather than as social liabilities. In the same light WE can look 
at staff as human beings rather than employees needed to carry out specific 
goals and objectives of the program. We often look at programs externally or 
objectively in terms of its outcomes or impacts, etc. The individual, however, 
working in that program looks at himself in relation to the process involved 
and his place in that process. This is the perspective from which we will be 
looking. 

The intent here is not to de-emphasis the importance of organizational 
structure and program development as they are integrally involved in the success 
of a program. The point is in stressing the development of personnel management 
to a higher level of successful functioning. A marriage, then, of orvanizational 
management and personnel management can lead only to an optimally functioning 
program. 
pa§jc Personnel Theory 

A logical staring point for us would be to look at some general theories 
of man in relation to work. Through his research, the late Douglas McGregor 
developed or identified two basic theories which he called Theory X and Theory 
Y. 

Theory X is looked upon as the conventional personnel management theory 
which assumes the following. 
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1) That man has an inherent dislike for work and will avoid it whenever 
possible. 

2) Due to man's dislike for work he must be coerced, controlled, directed 
and threatened with punishment to get him to perform adequately 
for an organization. 

3) Nan prefers to be directed, avoids responsibility when possible, has 
relatively little ambition, and above all, seeks security. 

These assumptions coincide with an analogy made of Adam. According to that 
analogy, God created Adam with somewhat of a feeble mind and at the same time 
created the tree of knowledge. When Adam ate from that tree and was able to 
see and understand what was going on around him, God banished him from his care
free existence and made him work to stay alive. Thus work became a form of 
punishment and has remained so. We'll discuss a biblical counter so that analogy 
in a later discussion. 

Following Theory X has led to two basic types of management- hard and soft. 
Where hard forms of management are put into effect through the use of tight con
trols, threat of punishment for lack of activity and other coercive methods, 
negative results occur. The physical laws tell us that for every action there is 
an equal and opposite reaction. Thus, when a great deal of force is used an 
equal amount in the form of resistance can be expected. Though that resistance 
may not appear overtly it will most likely occur in the form of undermining, 
lack of incentive and the ever known method of "working to rule." In the same 
light soft management offers little more in terms of organizational output. A 
staff under very loose management with little direction or control may be 
working happily and harmoniously while accomplishing little. In both cases 
the problem lies in dis)'egarding the presence of positive motivational 
characteristics in individuals in establishing a management plan. 

Thi s 1 eads us to McGregor I s second theory \,/hi ch is Theory Y. Theory Y is 
based on beahviora1 research and motivational theory. The following are assumed 
under Theory Y: 

1) The expenditure of physical and mental effort in work is as natural 
as doing so in play or rest. 

2) Men will exercise self-direction and self~contro1 toward achieving 
objectives to which they are committed. 

3) Commitment to objectives is a function of the rewards associated with 
their achievement. 
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4) The average human being seeks out responsibility under the proper 
conditions. 

5) Most people are capable of a relatively high degree of imagination, 
inginuity and creativity in solving organizational problems. 

Should the above assumptions be true they do not imply that they will 
be displayed under any given set of circumFtances. One must, as a manager, 
be able to supply the type of system which ~111 allow and nurture their develop
ment. To do so, an additional understanding of motivation and how to tap its 
use is needed. 

Using another biblical analogy mentioned earlier, let's take a look at 
the character Abraham. Abraham was looked upon as a successful person who 
uti1'ized inginuity and responsibility in a productive manner. ~lork \'1as not 
looked upon as a punishment but as a means of gaining rewards which led to a 
more harmonious existance for him and members of his family. 
~otivati~na1Theorl 

In recent years management has begun to look at the work of Dr. Abraham H. 
Maslow, one of the leading behavioral theorists of our day. Through his research, 
Maslow has determined that man's behavior is determined through need gratifica
tion. Man continuously works toward basic goals and these goals take the form 
of basic needs we all have a desire to fulfill. His work is best illustrated 
in what is known as the "Hierarchy of Human Needs ll

• The Hierarchy is divided 
into five categories: Physiological Needs, Safety Needs,8elongingness and Love 
Needs, Esteem Needs and Self-Actualization. The higher the level of the need, the 
more intrinsidy gratifying is the fulfilling of that need. In addition, as 
Maslow sees it, we as human beings aren't concerned about meeting any given level 
of need until lower level needs are satisfied. 
Application of Theory ____ 

Now, how do we get around to applying all of this to personnel management -
well, no one said it was going to be easy. 

First a basic understanding of how to use motivation. Motivation is internal. 
A COlllmon mistake is our trying to motivate people externally. Example: II Hhat 
can I do to make you excited about your \'1ork?" A better question might be: 
"What types of rewards can I bui'id into my program that will help in yoUt~ be-. 
coming more excited or motivated to actively take your part?" 

Another step to take is to look at Maslow's Hierarchy and determining what 
it actually means in terms of gaining output from an individual toward achievement 
of goals. The first four levels relate to things that the program can do for 
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the individual. The top level, self-actualization, relates to ~/hat the 
individual can do for the program. This level is where the best of the individ
ual comes thl'ough in the form of creativity, accomplishment for the sake of 
personal accomplishment, what I am saying here is that if we set up our organi
zation in such a manner as to meet the first four levels of need we allow a 
staff member to reach for the next level bringing out the best in that individ
ual. 

In looking at how we can meet those lower level needs in our programming 
it might help to look at the work of Dr. Frederick Herzberg. Basically he has 
divided job satisfaction into two areas: job context and job content. Job 
context factors might consist of the following: 

1) company policy and administration 
2) supervision 
3) working conditions 
4
5
) interpersonal relations (with fellow workers) 
) sal ary 

6) status 
7) job security 
8) personal life 
Job content factors would be: 
1) achievement 
2) recognition 
3) work itself 
4) responsibility 
5) advancement 
6) gro\'Ith 
Herzberg named the two groups of f.actors dissatisfiers and satisfiers 

respectively. The reason for doing so was that in his research the context 
factors were mentioned by research groups only in relation to dissatisfaction 
while the second group of items were mentioned only in realtion to job satis
faction. This relates to Maslow's belief that lower level needs are only moti
vators when they are lacking. Whereas higher level needs may continua to be 
sought even after they are met. Looking at the above two groups of factors 
one might easily place context factors into lower level needs and content 
factors into higher level needs. What often happens, especially in larger 
organizations, is that a great deal of emphasis is placed on "personnel 
policy" i.e. benefits, retirement, vacation, etc. without looking at higher 
level needs. Managers are thus dumbfounded when, despite their excellent 
personnel policies, their staff remains relatively unmotivated. Again, the 
intent ;s not to de-emphasize good personnel policy but to add a "don't stop 
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there ll . The reason for the last point is that people will move to a higher 
level on the hierarchy until lower level needs are met. 

The primary point to be made of the above discussion ;s the motivation, 
satisfaction and achievement of organizational goals are heavily dependent on 
the proper consideration of higher level needs. 
!10tivation Exempl ified . 

To more clearly demonstrate my point on motivation, I would like to share 
with you the background for my intensity on motivation. To obtain some infor
mal staffing pattern information on residential programs I had decided to con
tact two model agencies - Boys Town based in Omaha, Nebraska and Lighthouse~ 
a therapeutic community for drug treatment, in Montana. 

Don \·Iebet', the personnel directot' for Boyls Town residential centers, de
scribed the highly successful use of the Teaching Family concept in their 
centers which number close to one hundred. As to why they deleted the use of 
shift patterns for staffing in their centers he cited the following: 

1) Lack or diffusion of accountability for staff responsibilities. 
2) High staff turnover and thus poor cost effectiveness in training. 
3) Shift staff were not int.egrally involved in treatment and thus had 

little investment in client success. 
4) One or more professional persons received credit for client success. 
The Teaching Family concept has been working well for them and when ques

tioned about burnout it appeared to be less than a problenl if any at all. This 
seemed surprising as Teaching Famil ies are on the job t\~enty four hours a day \ 
seven days u week with very little vacation. Yet their average turnover rate 
per center was between ei ghteen to twenty four months and then it was usually 
a transfer to another Teaching Family position. Weber attributed the success 
to the following pOints: 

1) Teaching Families are highly trained prior to their first position. 
2} The Family is accountable for the total program and maintains re~ 

sponsibility for control. 
3) Families have a great deal of personal investment in the pgoram. 
4} Attitudes are clarified prior to entering training. 
5) A career ladder exists. 
6
7
) Can raise their o\~n families in the work setting - work is home. 
) Enough space in the physical setting. 

S) Salary- good and getting better. 
Two things came to mind froln the discussion: 
1) Apparently the intrinsic rewards outweighed the physical demands as 

salary and time at work seemed less than desireable at first glance. 
2) How did Lighthouse, operating with a shift staffing pattern, also 

have such a high degree of overall progt'am success and low staff turn
over. 
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I then visited Lighthouse and spoke with the director, John ~leida, to 
find out some ans\>Jers there. He also informed me that burnout didn't seem to 
be an issue and that this point in their three years of existance they had 
only one full time staff member leave~ after over two years of serving the pro
gram. These are some of the paints he gave for their success as a staff: 

1) Each staff member is involved in the decision making process for the 
program. 

2
3
) Administrative considerations are shared by and with all staff. 
) The staff and clients function as a Family with group and individual 

responsibi~ity for its proper functioning. 
4) Recognition is given by and to staff on a spontaneous basis as positive 

things happen. 
56} Shift communication is structured and done in writing to assure flow. 
} Init1al screening for staff received a great deal of attention. 

7) Individual flexibility and creativity toward positive growth of the 
program is encouraged. 

By reviewing the information from both programs it became clear that pro
gram success and staff satisfaction were related to the meeting or allowance 
for meeting of higher level needs. As one example, in both modalities the 
number of staff is relatively low and individual involvement and responsibility 
is high. 
~otivat;on: A Step Further 

In both of the above examples, staff selection was perceived as highly 
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important. This leads to one nlore direct application of motivational theory 
to personnel nlanagement which is probably the most innovative and advanced process II 
available at this time. The system I am speaking of has been developed by 
Kenneth G. Neils, APD., and David E. Oarbee, PH.D. of Human Potentials, Inc.~ 

Big Fork, Montana. 
They have taken motivational theory a step further than we have talked 

about thus far. Basically, what they are saying is that all persons have 
motivational potential and furthermore, individuals have specific areas in which 
they are primarily motivated in their efforts to meet need levels. 

Responsibility then for personnel management lies in identifying those 
"motivational traits" in individuals and utilizing that information in staff 
selection for positions. By matching motivational traits to job descriptions 
we can obtain optimal performance from individuals. Staff selection is only 
one function of this system as it has implications for many other facets of 
personnel management. Human Potentials, Inc. has at this time the technology 
and developmental experience to assess motivational potential and has exper
ienced a high degree of success and support for their ideas and concepts. 
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~nother Screening Device 
Another technique which assesses both motivation for a given position and 

also current applicant competency is the ";n basket" technique. The lIin basket" 
technique was developed primarily for selection of applicants for administrative 
positions. The technique consist of analyzing the position in question and 
determining several situations which are likely to arise in relation to it. 
Those situations are then put in written form by way of hypothetical letters, 
mentos, documents, etc., which must be answered in the manner actual1y required 
by the position. The applicant is given a description of the applied for position 
and asked to respond in the appropriate manner to each of the positions. The 
a,pplicants responses are then evaluated in terms of interest, competency and 
appropriateness for the position applied for. 

Variations of this exercise can be generated to apply to specific positions 
even on a non-administrative level. 

In summal~y the staffing pattern is dependent upon the type of program with 
any number of variables given the wide use of residential facilities. Therefore, 
the patternitself will often be based on organizational need or the system to 
which the organization belongs. What is key then, is determining how to best 
utilize the motivation of individuals and thus optimize functioning of the pro
grams. 
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Sources of Information 

.Q2si£Jianagernent.Sk1tl§.., "Resource ~1anualll, ~~;l1;am E. Link, Course 
Deve1oper, National Drug Abuse Center 1901 North More Street, 
Arlington, Virginia. 

Ih(~.J!l!!naJL S1@.. of Entl!rP.!i se.J... McGregor~ Dougl as. HcGraw .. Hi 11 Book 
Company, New York, 1960. 

t~otivation and Personality, Maslow, Abraham H., Harper and RO~/, Inc., 
New York, 1954. 

David Barbee and Kenneth Neils, Human Potentials, Inc., Big Fork, Montana 

Dr. Frederick Herxberg, Professor and Chairman, Department of Psychology 
at Case lvestern Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio. 

Don Weber, Personnel Director for Boy's Town Group Homes, Omaha, Nebraska. 

John Weida, Director, Lighthouse, Galen, Deer Lodge, Montana. 
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EVALUATION 
E. L. Hall 

and 

Gary Buchanan 

The subject of evaluation is much too broad to cover in a two and 
one-half hour spssion on a Friday. Our purposes, therefore, are not to 
accomplish more than a brief overview of the area and achieve some 
familiarization with the concepts involved. 

Three definitions provide a basic groundwork on which evaluation can 
be understood: 

1. Evaluation 1) assumes the effectiveness of an on"'going program 
in achieving its objectives 2) relies on the principles of re
search design to distinguish a program's effects from those of 
other forces working in a situation 3) aims at program improve
ment through a modification of current operations. 

2. A process for making judgments about selected people, objects and 
events by comparing them with specified value standards for the 
purpose of deciding among alternative courses of action. 

3. The measurement of the achievement of a programts goal(s). 

Important in these definitions is a stress on the linkage between the 
goals/objectives of a program and measurement (by some means) of achievements 
or impacts. Goals/objectives must be very clearly defined to achieve measure
ment. 

Measurement is a key link. How do you measure? Hhat are the standards? 
(inches, grains, rods, attitudes, etc?) Measurement by some instrument in
volves.then, application of the cannons of social science research. How can 
we be sure what is measured is valid and reliable? 

The classical experiment is the chief tool used to be most certain of 
your results. The experiment controls extraneous variables, helps insure 
explanation without 'rival' causes being highly possible and provides for 
randomization. In social science a classic experiment is rare, very rare. 

Other means of assuring results which are often considered less lstrong' 
than the experiement, are: 
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1) Quasi experiments (locking full control of variables.) 
2) Pre-experiements or case study. 
3) Survey research 
4) Cost-benefit research 
5) Administrative audits 
6) Operations research 

There are numerous taxonomies of evaluation research. This is but one. 
Nonetheless~ the key in all remains the link between goals/objectives of a 
program and some measurement of accomplishm~nt or impact. 

In corrections, a focal concern in the nexus between measurement and goals 
has been recidivism. It has been defined hundreds of ways and remains a popu
lar measure. Alternative measures are warranted, are sought, but few are found 
which have meaning in terms of our stated goals/objectives. Recidivism will 
remain a popular measure as long a~ program goals are defined in terms of re
cidivism. 

Recidivism implies a need forllcorrection" and once corrected th~ effect 
is lasting. Perhaps measures of the "extinguishing" of correction once admin
istered may be useful? Further, recidivism relates to failures of a system 
rather than individual success or failures. Recidivism does not measure all 
aspects of a program's benefits or problems. Neither does recidivism do more 
than dichotomize into either success or failure. Recidivism tOOt is time 
bound, locked into a static,photographicslike measurement in what is really a 
fluid program (system). 

Ingenuity and creativeness can develop alternative measures on which pro
grams can be evaluated. For example, authors have created rates or ratios 
(such as a rate of failures per total time out for both failures and successful 
participants.) The "Relative Adjustment Scale" in Ohio (Seiter, Richard; 1974 
and 1977) uses factors \'/hich combine the two goals of community corrections: 

1} Reintegration 
2) Reduce Recidivism 

The scale, which combines measures of criminal behavior and "reintegrative 
adjustments" (keeping a job, etc.) provides a score upon which a program can 
be measured. Thus a program parti'cipant who cOl'rlllits a misdemeanor is not 
necessarily a failure and can even be very successful \~hen reintegrative ad
justments (working steadily for six months) are added in. 
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Seiter has done much to expand upon alternative measures and he has 
provided a succ'inctanalysis of the state of the ar't in evaluation of com
munity corrections programs. His work gives a good description of the types 
of evaluation which have been used as well as refining our thinking to look 
for alternatives to II rec ividistic ll measures. In his t'esearch on 55 programs ,I 

most (35) used a post-program success measure ( i.e. recidivism). Of these, 
17 were quasi-experimental. (Eleven report reduced recidivism, five report 
no difference, and one reported an increase in recidivisln.) Sixteen of the 
35 were non-experimental designs. In these, recidivism ranged from 0% to 
43%, averaging 20%. Two programs claimed to have experimental design and both 
found no significant reduction of recidivism. 

Thus, recidivism is a lockIng measure. Seek additional or alternative 
measures which are meaningful wherever possible. (It may be impossible in 
some instances.) Goals and objectives need to be re-thought to escape the 
inevitable measure of program success based on recidivism. State the goals 
clearly and in ways in which they can be measured Performing evaluation then 
becomes a matter of deciding at what level it is to be accomplished and what 
level of expertise is needed to accomplish it. 
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1. 

1. 

1. 

Step 1: Identify the evaluation priorities 
1. Ident'ify your evaluation interests - consider and list questions to 

be answered, hypotheses to be tested, jUdgments and decisions to be 
made, program goals and objectives, problem areas, major issues. 

2. Rank order these interests according to their utility-consider utility 
for management, publ'ic relations, accountability, reputation. 

3. Negotiate consensus on the order of ranking (priorities) 

§tep 2: Clarify the evaluation subject 

2. 1. Review the relevant literature, documents, records. 
2. 2. Identify the object, person, or event to be evaluated. 
2. 3. Determine the number of subjects to be evaluated. 
2. 4. Identify any features to be given special emphasis. 
2. 5. Identify the type of evaluation to be conducted: need, design, per

formance, impact. 

Step 3: Clarify the objectives of the subject 

St~ 4:_ Specify the objective of the evaluation 

4. 1. Identify the target audience of the evaluation. 
4. 2. Define the purpose of the evaluation in relation to the target, 

audience: information, judgment, decisionmaking. 
4. 3. Specify the decisions and the decision options the evaluation should 

address. 
4. 4. Determine the deadline(s) for the evaluation and the frequency of 

conduct; n9 it,. 

Step 5: Ascertain the feasibility of the evaluatiou 

5. 1. Determine whether the evaluation can be conducted. 
Identify any technical problems that might make the evaluation im
possible: lack of data, no objectives, no way to measure impact 
Estimate the resources potentially available and compare those 
with what might be required; or determi~e what could be done with the 
available resources of staff, money, time and equipment. 

5. 2. Determin~ the probability that the results will be u~ed. 
Identify the internal and external constraints that might inhibit 
the use of the evaluation results. 
Identify the positive internal and external factors that might 
support use of the evaluation results. 

5. 3. Revise the subject or obJective, if necessary. 

Taken from Management-Oriented Corrections Evaluation Guidelines 
by Jack Reynolds, Ph. D. 
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PHASE II: DEVELOPING THE EVALUATION PLAN 

A. THE JUDGMENT STEPS 

Step 1. Select the study design 
1. -1~ your evaluatlon 'neects"- (chack the purpose, audience, timing, 

contra i nts) , 
1. 2 Consider the alternatives: experimental vs. non-experiemental 

designs. 
1. 3 Select a design. 

Step 2. Select the evaluation criteria 
2. i Review your. needs (check purpose, decision options, program objectives, 

2. 2 
2. 3 
2. 4 
2. 5 

emphasis, and constraints). 
Consider the alternatives: effectiveness or efficiency or both. 
Select the criteria, 
Assign weights (unweighted, ranked, scores). 
Select the measures (counts, rates, ratios, proportions, per
centages~ indexes, formulas). 

Ste 3: Select the evaluation standards 
3. 1 Review your nee s see e type 0 evaluation and study design). 
3. 2 Consider the alternatives: need, demand, plan, past performance, 

3. 3 
3. 4 
3. 5 

similar subject, control groups, requirements, professional standards, 
optimal model. 
Select the standards. 
Assign weights. 
Select the measures. 

Step 4: Develop the analysis plan 
4. 1 Revlew your needs (revlew the purpose~ study design, criteria, and 

s tanda rds ) . 
4. 2 Consider the alternatives: statistical or nonstatistical t 

4. 3 Outline the plan; classification, codification, tabulation, statistical 
maniuplativn, interpretation t 

B. THE DATA PROCESSING STEPS 

Step 5: Develop the sampling plan 
5."' Review your needs (check the study des'ign and criter'ia) . 
5. 2 Consider the alternatives: nonprobability vs. probability samples. 
5. 3 Outline the sampling plan: population, sample design, sample size. 
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Step 6: Deve10 the data collection plan 
6. I Review your needs check the criteria'and sampling standards) . I 
6. 2 Consider the alternatives: direct observation, direct reports, record~ 
6. 3 Outline the data collection plan (sources, methods, 'instruments, frequency, 

and timing) , 
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Step 7: Develop the re ort;n larL 
7. 1 Review your needs audience, timing, frequency, purpose). 
7. 2 Consider the alternatives: oral, visual, both. 
7. 3 Outline the reporting plan (medium, format, timing, stYle~ 

C . MANAGEr~ENT 

Step 8: Develop the management plan 
8. 1 Review your needs (products, tasks, time-frame organization, resources). 
8. 2 Consider the alternatives: organization, resources. 
8. 3 Outline the management plan (organization, staffing, tasking schedule, 

budget, monitoring, and supervision) . 

PHASE III: CONDUCTING AND MANAGING THE EVALUATION 

§tep 1: Make staff assignments for the evaluation 

Step 2: Deve 10 the eva 1 uati on and managemen..LP..!:.9cedures 
2. Review your needs from Phase II: measurement, sampling~ data collection, 

data analysis, reporting, management procedures) . 
2. 2 Consider the alternatives: develop them yourself, consult experts. 
2. 3 Develop the procedures. 

Ste 3: Pre-test and revise the evaluation rocedures 
3. Review your needs time, resources, staff, methodology). 
3. 2 Consider the alternatives: review, simulation, field tests. 
3. 3 Implement the pre-test (select the procedure conduct the test, refine 

the evaluation) , 

Step 4: Collect and anal ze the data and re or.LiP:e results 
4. 1 Implement the Evaluatio~ Plan draw the sample, collect the data, 

analyze the data, report the findings) . 
4. 2 Identify and solve problems. 

Step 5: Develop strategies for using the evaluation findings 
5. 1 Review the evaluation findings (primary report, other literature). 
5. 2 Evaluate the Evaluation (Did it meet its objectives? Was it efficient?) 
5. 3 Develop action strategies (take no action, disseminate results, make 

recommendations, develop new programs, modify existing programs, terminate 
programs, invest; gate further) . 
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PROVING YOUR POINT 

J. Orian Riley 

Probably more than at any other time during the last decade, correctional 
programs are under intensive scrutiny. Rising crime rates, escalating costs, 
judicial intervention, disenchantment with past results, offender agitation for 
change, etc. have all contributed to this situation. Dr. Martinson's comment 
that "nothing works" based on his research finds, David Fogel's "justice model", 
mandatory sentencing, longer sentencing, efforts to eliminate Parole, ~1utual 

Agreement Programming, more institutional construction and commitments are a 
few of the responses to this scrutiny. This concern is most critical for com
munity residential treatment programs because of the reduction of LEAA money 
available for such programs while increased commitments further reduce the 
financial resources avialable. 

On the other hand, studies conducted by Ohio State UniveY'sity, the t1assa
chusetts Department of Correction, the Massachusetts Research Center, the Cor
rectional Economics Center, the University of Hawaii and Gene Karachaum, among 
others, have demonstrated that community residential treatment cetner's can be 
effective and efficient as alternatives to traditional incarceration. 

By and large, however, CRTC's have oversold their capabilities, have not 
identified and measured their performance in short term concrete behavioral 
goals, and have not developed public support for their continued growth and 
survival. Such shortsightedness has also prevented the development of data for 
making sound management decisions with'ln CRTC's. 

To reverse this trend, I recommend an internal data system to identify the 
programs I short-term goals, and to measure program performance in reaching these 
goals. Many programs are subject to' continuous criticism because goals are 
subjective and open to misinterpretation. The first step, then, is to state 
program goals in realistic, concrete terms. A program should not only say how 
many residents it will work with in a given year, but how many will successfully 
complete the program. For those successfully completing the program, a number of 
additional goals should be included. 

Such a statement has five main advantages: 
1. The public is explicitly told that_such a program..£~n do!... Implicit 

in the statement is what it cannot do or be responsible for. 

2. The potential residents of such a program have a ~learer idea of what 
will be expected of them. This will reduce manipulation and tension 
between residents aod staff. 
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3. It afford the program the .opportunJty to be measured against oth~ . .r 
Rrogram~ by objective criteria when funding priorities are considered. 

4. It establishes the performance to be measured for making management 
decisions. These measurements are used in identifying staff and 
resident strengths and weaknesses, as well as overall program results. 

5. It limits the confusion associated with the goal of reducing recidivism 
which can only be accurately measured scientifically over a much longer 
period of time. The need for a control or match group has also 
1 imi ted our abil ity to measure a program's impact on reci di vi sm. 

The fo 11 owng is an example of a summary of program obj ecti ves for a CRTC: 
Resident Flow Summary 

1. 75% of program screened applicants will be accepted. 
2. Occupancy wil 1 average 85% of capacity for the year. 
3. 80% of those released will be successful program completions. 

,Res i dent Servi ce Summary. 

1. Full-time Vocational Placement 
Employed 
School 
~Jcational Training 

2. Upgrading Vocational Skills 

3. Accepted by State Vocational Rehabilitation 
Agency for Services 

4. Money Management 
Weekly Financial Budgeting 
Average Savings 
Reestablish Positive Credit Rating 

5. Leisure Time Activity 
Individual 
Prog\~am 

6. Volunteer Community Service 

7. Participation in Out-Residency Before Completion 

8. Relocation to a New Neighborhood Upon Completion 
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% of Completions 
95~~ 
655S 
10% 
20;~ 

305~ 

25$~ 

1 005~ 
1 005~ 

$300 
50% 

lom~ 
75% 

100% 

50% 

50% 



I 
This summary should be accompa.nied by a fuller statement explaining each I 

point in more detail. Such a statement \vould also identify time frames in which 
activity will occur, and who on the staff will be responsible for providing or 
devloping which services. I 

In"order to monitor program, staff, and resident performance in these areas, I 
simple weekly, monthly, quarterly, and annual reporting forms need to be developed. 
Following are samples of these forms. 
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WEEKLY PROGRAM FACT SHEET 
Program~ ____________ _ Week Ending 

--------.-~-.-

# of Referrals _____ _ 

# Accepted, ______ _ Goal _____ ~ __ j)iscrepancy_. ________ O.ccupancy Rate.~" __ .. _~_~ .. 

# Released, ______ _ % Successfu' ____ ~_Goa' .. _. _________ ._Discrepancy~, _____ " __ ~~_.~"~ 

-- - -~ . . . . .. - _.uo~,,". 

Arrived Leaving Institution Status Name Vocational Skil , Sav- Vo1./ Out-Res/ 
Placement/ Upgrade/ ings/ LTA Re=Loc. 
Type Voc Rehab Credit 

- - ,,--~~--.,., 

I 



I 
MONTHL '{ )<£PORT I 

I 
Program. 

Month 

Prior I Discrepancj! Guarter Service Category Goal Performance 

I # Referred/ % Accepted /75% 
Occupancy Rate /85% 

I 
# Released/ % Successful /80% 
1- Vocational Placement 95% 

.. Employed 65% 

I -School 10% 
-Vocational Training 20% 

I 
2. Skill s Upgrade 305~ 

3. Voc. Rehab. Aceept .. 25% 
ance 

I 
I 

4. Money ~1anagement 100% 
.. Budgets 100% 
-Savings $300 
-Credit Rating 50% 

I 
5. Leisure Time Activity 100% 

-Individual 75% 
-Program 100% 

I 6. Community Services 50% 

7. Out-Residency 50% 

8. Relocation 50% I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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The quarterly and annual report forms are identical to the monthly form. 
As you can readily observe, it is quite simple to understand a program's strengths 
and weaknesses at a glance with this data. 

Other variations would be to report out the same information on unsuccessful 
program releases monthly, quarterly, and annually and/or compile these reports 
by counselor before doing the consolidated program report. 

Counselors are directly responsible for their clients. Their supervisors 
are responsible for validating the accuracy and completeness of the information. 
Program directors are responsible for analyzing the information and developing 
immediate corrective action when performance falls more than 10% below the goal. 

To enhance the image of the program other data can be easily included, such 
as each resident's weekly salary, federal and state taxes paid, family support 
payments made, program costs, etc. 

This approach clarifies what a prograol can do and takes very little time to 
set up. Staff resistance results because the information proviaed can lead to 
staff accountabil ity. Therefore, these performance goals must be cleve loped 
with the staff, and reviewed at least annualy to ensure staff acceptance and 
commitment. 

In spite of the value of such an approach, possible limitations that need to 
be watched for are: 

1. Goals can be reached without learning desirable behavior patterns. A 
resident could save $300 without developing a stab1e 1 realistic budget 
and thus not learn the skills of money management. 

2. Areas outside the control of the resident or program could prevent the 
desired performance from being achieved. A sudden drop in employment 
opportunities would have an impact on not only the vocational goals but 
also the money management goals. The same is true if the number of 
referrals is insufficient to maintain the occupancy rate. 

3. Services may become limited to insure a program's or staff member's 
"successfu1" performance. Higher risk goals could be dismissed while 
high probability goals would be included. 

4. These limited goals could force residents to reject their needs ~nd in
terests for the programs. 

5. Staff could lose sight of individual resident concerns and become focused 
on the numbers game. 

6. The goals could become too rigid. eliminating the necessary flexibility 
for insuring real istic expectations afforded by resident and staff 
capabilities and community resources. 
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7, Programs may attempt to "cream" residents and reject applicants 
who need the services the most. 

Careful consideration and monitoring of these issues is critical if 
continued growth of viable and effective CRTC's is to occur. 
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COMMUNITY CORRECT~)N MANAGEMENT AND THE LAW 

Professor Larry M, Elison 

Upon conviction of a felony a person loses his presumption of innocence; 

his life pattern is for~ed to change in many ways. The change can be as real 

as prison or as ephemeral as a phychic click. 

In Montana the judge has'sole and exclusive authority to sentence the con

victed felon. I'he judicial discretion is enormous and ultimately determinative 

of the kind of physical and legal changes. Essentially the judge does one of 

two things; locks the person behind walls or releases him from physical custody. 

If he is released from physical custody it will be on one of two theories; one, 

on a deferred imposition of sentence, i.e. a decision by the judge that the 

defendant is free to go and sometime later he will be sentenced or perhaps if 

all goes well for a stated period of time the charge may be dismissed and the 

record cleared; two, a suspended execution of sentence, i.e. an actual sentence 

is imposed but its execution is suspended. If either of these sentencing tech

niques is used (deferred imposition or suspended execution) it is assumed the 

defendant will be placed on probation for either the period of the deferred 

imposition or the suspended execution. Finally, if the defendant is locked up 

it is likely that within a few months, or at the most a few years, he will be 

released. Upon release it is expected that the defendant will be placed with an 

officer for the period of his parole. 

A new direction of some significance in this whole process is community 

coY'rections, often equated with half-way houses but in fact encompassing a 

much broader concept than half-way houses. Any local operation or facility 

that attempts to deal with criminal offenders should be a part of an integrated 

correctional scheme referred to as community corrections. However, this discus

sion will center on so called half-way houses or community correction facilities 
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which strive to re-integrate offenders on their way back to the community from 

centralized prison facilities. Unfortunately, such facilities are so limited 

in availability they should probably be used primarily for offenders before 

they enter centralized prison facilities in an effort to socialize and re-inte

grate without institutionalizing. 

There are generally three alternative approaches by which clients enter 

community correctional facilitie~. They include pre-trial diversion, direct 

court commitment after a plea of guilty or after convicted, and after a term 

in prison but before outright release. 

Pre-trial diversion is a quasi-voluntary commitment and as close to 

a voluntary commitment as you are likely to encounter. Although the arrange

ment may be extra lega1 it would nonetheless be advisable to formulate a written 

contract signed by the client-suspect, the county attorney and perhaps a repres

entative of the community correction facility. Any agreement made is probably 

not enforceable. The real outer limit is the applicable statute of limitation. 

A direct court commitment after a plea of guilty or after conviction 

might be made as a condition of probation associated with either deferred 

imposition of sentence or suspended execution of sentence or a direct commitment 

might be made as if the community correction facility were a prison of sorts. 

Since there are no cases directly in point these approaches might be contested 

but not likelY, because success for the unhappy client would mean new sentencing 

by the judge which would be to a fomlal correctional institution and not as a 

condition of probation. The "correctional institution" would most likely be 

the prison. 

A return to a community correction facility after a court commitment to 

the prison ~ould rely on some scheme of parole or work furlough. 
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The discretion to assign is within the department of institutions and ;s 

limited according to legislative authorization and guidelines prepared by the 

department. The conditions of any release to a community correction facil ity 

should be clear, concise and specific and should be communicated to both the 

client and the director of the community correction facility. 

Insofar as possible, the conditions should be the same whether the commit

ment ;s made at pre-trial diversion, after plea or conviction by the court, or 

after a return from prison. This should not be a large problem in a community 

correction facility since the client population is carefully selected and the 

total client population is very small relative to the administrative staff 

and the case workers. However, to protect against biases and unfettered dis

cretion, parameters of approach and presentation should be established. 

It is easy to treat people according to what we think is good for them. 

It is difficult not to be influenced by sex, color, age, general appearance 

and general attitude. and respond accordingly. Hence there is a need for defin

itive guidelines. Statutes and case decisions attempt to establish minimums 

but can only do a rough and somewhat uneven job. 

The lawyer's advice is based on what is the "legal minimum" in a correc

tional setting. The community correction facility shou1d decide what will 

satisfy the needs of the center ... and then ask the question, is it legal? 

I doubt there will be any legal question if you proceed on the basis of what 

is good for the communi ty correcti on facil i ty. Some thi ngs to remember as you 

formulate guidelines: 

1. The facility must be safe to be legal. 

2. The faci 1 i ty needs some secur; ty to meet communi ty protecti on 

requirements and to avoid tort liability. 
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3. The clientele needs to be carefully selected to meet the 

limited security the facility provides, to avoid tort liability 

and to be accepted in the community. 

4. The consent or the commitment which is the basis of the client's 

presence should be known, but the operation should be such that any 

"ordinary consent" or "typical commitment order" will provide all the 

authority any community correction facility would ever need. 

5. Regulations should be clearly defined and made known to the 

clients before the fact to avoid charges of capriciousness and arbitrari

ness. 

6. Finally, regulations should be directed toway'd the needs of 

clientele first; the protection of the community first; and the conVAn

ience of the administration last! 

The courts are unlikely to interfere \'J~th community correction efforts 

insofar as the techniques are less restrictive than a prison environment. 

The principal difficulty in assessing the legal position of the client 

of a community correcti on facil i ty is the vari ety of terms of confi nement 

coupled with the dearth of court decisions dir~ctly in point. In general, 

the law urges a balancing of the legitimate interests of the state against 

the personal liberties of the individual. 

In application this standard for measuring the activity of a community 

correction facility will be different than that for prisons since community 

correction facility residents are by definition less dangerous than inmates 

of prisons. In judging on scale, a community correction facility being a 

"half wayll measure of control bet~/een prisons and on the street supervision 

should be permitted somewhat less restrictive control devices based on the 

original classification of the client or the advancement made by the client 
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or the client's nearness to institutional release or ultimate freedom frohl 

any state supervision. 

The need to confine is less, therefore the legitimacy of confining regu

lations is less. 

Prisoners ['etain all rights except those taken from them by law. In some 

jurisdictions the 1egislative pattern is very restrictive and conviction of a 

felony destroys all or most. civi1 and constitutional rights. Some constitutions 

declare felons civilly dead with all the collateral disadvantages that entails. 

Montana places the burden on the court to specify and to justify a'1 rights 

taken from the prisoner. The Constitution and the Montana statutes automatic

ally restore all r'ights upon termination of state supervision. 

For community correction facility administrators, the first concern is 

to maintain due process and equal protection. 

As to ~gua1 Rrotection within the community correction facility, it is 

necessary to treat each rer.ident in an even-handed fashion. This does not 

mean each person ; s tt"(:!ated exactly 1 i ke every other person. Each per~.\)n 

is a separate human being with unique needs, but all should receive ntedical 

care as needed; al' should be treated in an equal manner for violating the 

same regulation. 

The resi dent !lll!.st klLoji what. ; s permitted and what is prohi bi ted. \~r; tten 

rules with explanation are essential. 

In any treatment. center the resi dent shaul d understand "\tJht' conduct is 

permitted or is prohibited. Even though the resident disagrees with the rule 
~ 

or contests the logic or effectiveness of the rule or its purpose, at least he 

knows what it is and \'1hy it is. Further, explanation forces the creator of 

the rule to consider the justification and if he can find no justification the 
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administrator wou1d do well to reconsider the rule. 

The rules and their explanat1'on should include the disciplinary measures 

that attach to the breach of each rule. The ultimate sanction in a community 

correct; on fad' 1ty ; s a very easy one as campa red to a central pr; son facil 1ty , 

i.e., transfer back or re-commitment by a court, or outright release if based 

on voluntary consent with no coercive aspect; often, however, this could mean 

sentencing or facing criminal charges. 

Rules should be clear and concise. Insofar as possible, they should be 

geared to spec; fi c 1 imHed puni shments.. Not only to sati sfy due process but 

also to meet the legitimate demands of treatment. 

Fact finding should be a very serious matter if the resulting punishment 

could be substantial. Due process requires that the client be given notice 

of the charges, an opportunity to be heard with a decision by an impartial 

decision maker. A written record and a careful investigative process should 

be part of every determination. 

The problem areas most likely to erupt can be divided into two groups. 

Group I inc 1 udes : ',r 

a) drugs b) theft c) assaultive conduct d) misuse and abuse of 

property or of staff. 

Group II includes 

a) refusal to maintain sanitary conditions b) refusal to go to \'1ork 

or c) refusal to help in the center. 

The first group are in all probability potential criminal offenses and generally 

will result in the offender going before the court. The second group should be 

hand1ed interna11y. 

Punishment must be proportionate to the offense and cannot be cruel and 

unusual. 
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Kinds of punishment classified as cruel and unusual by the U.S. Supreme 

Court include the following: 1) Anything unnecessa-,..i1y cruel (Trop,..Y. Dulles, 

365 U.S. 86, 99 (1958)); 2) Any punishment which is disproportionate to the 

offense (Weems v. U.S., 217 U.S. 349 (1910)); 3) Any punishment which is 

unnecessarily painful or unreasonably severe (La. ex rel Francis v. Reswebber -

329 U.S. 459, (1967), Wilkinson v. Uta~, 99 U.S. 130, 135 (1878)); 4) Any 

punishment for status crimes is cruel and unusua1. (Robinson v. Cal., 370 

U.S. 660 (1962)). 

In judging punishment in the institutional setting the questions most 

often raised are: Is the prison penalty disproportionate to the offense? 

Is the implementation unreasonable? Corporal punishment is out, that is, 

whip, fists, and electric prods. This does not mean physical contact is 

always i'1ega1, Force to move a prisoner or in ~ defense may be required. 

Confinement in a nluximum security facility does not constitute cruel and un

usual punishment. Prolonged nudity, overcrowding, unjustified physical assaults, 

inadequate food and water, inadequate ventilation or heat, inadequate nledical 

care, unsanitary living conditions, and excessive length of confinement are 

cruel and unusual. 

Cruel and unusual punishment should not be a real problem in a conrnunity 

correction facility unless some unusual psychological techniques are employed. 

A lot of discussion has recently centered around the concept of "l east 

restrictive alternative. I' Cruel and unusual punishment could build on that 

base and be given a more understandable direction. Such a legal prentise 

might, for example, support capital punishment in one case and deny jail time 

in another. It might support isolation in prison but not in a community 

correction facility. 
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In prison freedom of movement, of action, of association and of expres

sion is necessarily limited. The most significant right that remains is the 

right to be protected from physical and psychological assaults that threaten 

health and sanity. 

But there is a very real difference between prisons and community correc

tion facilities. P.risons are forced to deal with the most difficult population 

that can be found in a given geographical area, whereas residents of community 

correction facilities will be selected individuals. Further, if any action 

by the resident is so severe that the staff cannot manage within the limits 

of their ingenuity and the limits of the facility the act almost surely wi" 

be criminal and potentially subjec't the offender to a new court determination 

or justi fy a transfer to a more secure facil i ty. 

Genera 1 ly, a pri soner has a ri ght of access to the courts an d some ki nd 

of right to counsel. In Montana the right to counsel is primarily maintained 

via a law student program. Access to courts and counsel ;s maintained by 

direct interview and mail. The prison's right to block or censure correspond

ence between inmate and court or counsel is limited but exists. 

Inmates have a right to worship and to be visited by religious repre

sentatives. Religious belief and religious ceremony cannot be enforced 

Ot' prohibited. ihis is not unlimited. If the religious activity represents 

a clear and present danger to prison security it may be restricted. There 

have been S~me disputes as to what constitutes a religion. As to speech and 

correspondence, the new trend is twoard requiring the prison officials to 

justify any restrictions. The prison's legitimate concern for security and 

discipline i's balanc\:d against the inmates· interest and need to correspond. 

Rights to receive visitors may be More restrictive but must be based on secu

rity or administrative manageability. There are very limited rights as to 
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groom; ng and at'ti re. Ri ghts as to court access, to counsel, to exerc; se of 

religious freedom, to correspond and to receive visitors are ~~ ~ as broad 

for clients in a community correction facility as in prison and should be more 

expansive, although courts are not l'lke1Y to demand more rights or more 

complete exercise of rights for community correction facility residents. 

Each community correction facility should develop a process for dealing 

with disputes between inmates and inmates and staff. The process should be 

swift, fair and decisive, inc1uding a process of complaint, investigation, 

hearing and resolution. 

Disciplinary nmthods emp10yed cannot be crul:ll or unusual. They must 

follow procedural due process~ They may include punitive segregation~ loss 

of good time and loss of vi sitati on ri ghts. The process requi red \'Ii 11 vary 

depend1nq on the seriousness of the potential resulting punishment. The More 

serious cases may require notice, hearing, proof, counsel and the decision 

should be subject to some kind of appea1. 

Every inmate or client has a right to a safe and healthy environment. A 

first requirement is the protection of inmates from each other, from themselves 

if they are sel f-destructi ve, and to provi de them with a facil i ty whi eh meets 

minimum safety standards. 

An equally impartia1 and collateral right is the right to adequate 

medical treatment. Broad discrotion is permissible but must be reasonable. 

The medical service provided need not be the best but cost cannot justify 

linrlting health care. 

A prisoner's right to be free from searches and seizures is na~~t'\o\'lly 

limited. Generally, pri~on officials may subject inmates to institutional 

searches unimpeded by 4th Amendment barriers. The developing case law seems 

to be not so much toward the elimination of the 4th Amendment protections fot' 
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various classes of persons, but rather the utilization of a sliding scale of 

reasonableness. For example, there is a vast difference in the need to search 

and the scope of search depending on whether the search is in an airport, at a 

border, in a private home, iri a prison, or in a community correction facility. 

Standa~'ds for a community correction facility search should avoid undue force, 

embarrassmen't or indignity; they should rely on non-intensive sensors whenever 

feasible; and should be no more frequent than absolutely necessary. Rights 

of privacy and the right to not have conversation surreptiously seized are 

of doubtful availability to prisoners. 

Miranda rights and the right to counsel are available if the interroga

tion goes to a new crime, but not if it relates on1y t~ a prison inv95tiga

tion leading to potential punishment for vio18t1on~ of a prison regulation. 

Fi na lly, every person has some ri ght to pri vat.y, e~(en pr; soners and 

persons in community correct; on fad 1 iti es. The ri ~jht is fi rs t based upon 

the U.S. Constitution, second upon state constitutions, third upon federal 

statutes, fourth upon state statutes, fifth upon a number of court decisions, 

and finally upon a plethora of regulations. With such impressive credentials 

you would think the right is well protected. Not so! 

We are in the age of cybernetics - a technological revolution centered 

around the computer. No people in the world are scrutinized, measured, counted 

and interrogated by so many poll takers, social science researchers and govern

ment officials as are Americans. 

There is too much data. The data is too sensitive and subjective. 

Access is too easy for too many. The contr,uls are too few and not effective. 

There is too much inaccuracy and it is too difficult to get corrected. 

The information is gathered and disseminated by Banks' credit agencies 

and other private businesses; by hospitals, doctor's and educational institu-
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tions; and by governmental agencies, including most specifically the FBI, 

CIA~ NCIC, LEAA, state crimina1 bureaus, and local police. In the process 

of interchange controls are lost and accuracy is sacrificed. 

Law is traditionally slow to respond to emerging needs, especially as to 

an emerging technology as complex, frightening and apparently uncontrollable as 

the computer. Law is not quite up to handling the printed page and the file 

cabinet. 

LEAA has been pressing the states for control plans and computer capacity 

to develop computerized criminal histories. The information now being collected 

includes arrest data, offense data, court data and prison data. 

Montana's legislative package to support the program failed. North Dakota 

is exempt because they received no LEAA money for computer or communication 

systems. They have developed a relatively primitive manual of criminal histories. 

South Dakota's Attorney General promulgated rules to meet the federal guidelines 

and is developing career crinlinal files, plus a statistical analysis center. 

Colorado passed implementing legislation effective as of January 1, 1978, 

but doubtful the plan will be inlplemented by January 1, 1978. Utah has promul

gated rules tu meet LEAA guidelines by executive order. Utah has a conlputerized 

criminal history probably now on line. \t1yoming's situation is unknown. 

Other information that is being accumulated and poses significant problems 

includes intelligence information, juvenile information and medical information 

including both psychiatric and physical. 

Montana's legal approach gives an adequate guide to dealing with the 

probl ems ina practi ca 1 fashi on. t·1ontana' s Consti tuti on provi des: 

Article II, Sec. 10. Right of Privacy. 

The right of individual privacy is essential to the \~ellbeing 
of a free society and shall not be infringed \~ithout the showing 
of a compelling state interest. 
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Article II, Sec. 9. 

No person shall be deprived of the right to examine documents ••. 
of public bodies - except in cases in which the demand of individual 
privacy .qlgarly exceeds the merits of public disclosure. 

Article II, Sec. 28. 

Full rights are rest(lred by termination of state supervision for 
any offense against the state. 

The thrust of all the law (If privacy is based on the balance between 

compelling state interest and the right to be let alone. 

The right of privacy vis-a-vis any state interest varies according to 

classification of the people involved. The usual classifications of persons 

involved would include juvenile-adult, male-female, prisoner and, within the 

term prisoner, could be sub-classifications of dangerous-nan-dangerous, on 

parole, on probation, and in community correction facilities. The next step 

is to identify the information which ranges from official court records, to 

closed court pre-sentence investigations, to comprehensive social histories, 

to intelligence information. 

The problem is what information should be collected and what inforntation 

should be released and to whom. First, consider the nature of the information. 

Second, consider the person requesting the information. Third, consider poten

tial tort liability. Fourth, consider fairness. I urge limited accumulation 

of sensitive personal material to be stored in perp~tuity. The need for such 

material may seem crucial to the social scientist; the danger of careless 

dissemination is apparent to the attorney. Be extraordinarily cautious in 

the release of such material. Ery' on the side of refusal and you will more 

likely avoid adver~e 1ega1 consequences. 
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ACCREDITATION AND THE FUTURE OF 
COMMUNITY CORRECTIONS 

Thomas J. Mangogna 

Those who are working in community programs have noted a decided shift 
in public opinion in the past few years. At one time in the not too distant 
past our programs were received with benign kindness or indifference. The fact 
of ~ne matter is we were in the "honeymoon" period of our marriage to local 
communities. This period has not ended and a'l of us are engaged in the task 
of making the marriage work. 

In the past few years we have come under much closer scrutiny by nUl" local 
communities. We can blame increased negative media coverage, a philosphical 
and political "s\'1;ng to the right ll

, a simplistic public attitude toward the 
pro~'ems of crime and diseases such as alcoholism and drug abuse. We can offer 
any reason we wish, real vI" imagined, for the termination of our honeymoon. 
The simple fact of the matter, in my view, is that the public is demanding 
accountability in all areas of endeavor, public and private. 

Just a few years ago a sever recession and double digit inflation hit us 
simultaneously. We suffered the trauma of seeing millions of citizens without 
a job who wanted a job. We saw prices skyrocket for all forms of energy which 
are used for basic necessities such as oil, coal, natut'al gas and electricity. 
W{~ saw food costs soar and new housing priced at such an all time high that most 
middle class American'~} felt th,~ American dream of owning their own home \'las 
melting before their eyes. 

The majority of our citizens became painfully aware of what it meant to 
"cut back" on their standard of living. He know that our resources - human, 
material and fiscal- al~e not limitless. We know we are unable to provide every
thing to everyone. He kt10\'l that from any economic standpoint we still htwe some 
rough times ahead. 

In this climate every facet of our society and how well it functions is 
being questioned; governme~nt, Federal, State and local; business, particularly 
bis business; organized labor, educational systems: medical and health care 
systems. particularly hospitalsJ and our social service systems, just to name a 
few. One of the basic questions being asked is whether what \'Ie are producing 
and consuming is really worth \'1hat we at'e paying for it. 

Cherished ideas of just a fe\'1 years ago have lost their once high esteem. 
The fever to insure the Civil Rights of all of our citizens; the once vocal 
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concern over water, air, noise and other types of pollution; ecology and 
environmental issues in general seem to have given way to our concern for 
economic survival. 

In this atmosphere our citizens wish to know that they are getting a 
fair return for whay they give in dollars and they want proof. There is a 
very perceptible trend toward quality vs. quantity. 

At this point in time there should be no surprise that simple assertions 
as to how good our programs at"e, they they are helping people, that they are 
helping to alleviate the problem and the like are no longer good enough. We 
may well have good programs, but someone more disinterested in the results than 
We had better be ready to say so and have the data to back them up. 

Given the current climate, what is the future of community corrections? 
In my personal opinion this depends on serveral variables, not the least of 
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which ;s economic. I 
At the pY'esent time we are experiencing a trend toward more punitive measures. 

Cry I s for more and longer pri son sentences have become cons i stently louder and I 
there is evidence that our courts are listening. 

There are demands for a more restrictive use of probation, the abolition 
of parole, mandatory ~9ntencing and an increasing hostility toward community II 
residential centers of all types. 

The net effect is to place enormous pressures on institutions which wet"e not 
designed for and cannot accomodate the number of individuals being committed to 
them by our judicial systems and not being released from them by our parole 
systems. 

To insure the Constitutional rights of those who are incarcerated, our 
courts, particu1ar'ly Federal Courts, have intervened in several situations and 
have found many institutions to be in violation of those rights. 
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As the overcrowded conditi ons of our jails and pri sons becomes more criti ca 1 I 
the contradiction between demands for more and longer sentences with the refusal 
to support necessary costs for the construction and operation of new institutions I 
which will not be considered cruel and inhumane will become evident. 

In my view this will necessitate a reasseSSlTlt~nt of our policies which \<lill 
result in a decrease in massive incarceration. 

To give a graphic illustration of the capital and operating outlay of 
case required were we to continue on our pr~sent course, take a careful look at 
the following quote from a Congressional Budget Office Report dated January, 1977. 
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II The report speaks only to the needs of the U. S. Bureau of Prisons and not 

to State and local units of government which collectively, incarcerate the 
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majority of our offenders. 
\I The choices for prison construction over the next ten years can be 
illustrated by describing four different capital investment strategies, 
including current Bureau of Prisons policy. The first three options deal 
primarily with variations in the quality and type of confinement (size 
of institution, amount of living space and privacy, and location of 
confinement) based on the same population p~'ojection of 33 j 900 by fiscal year 
1987. The fourth option reflects a significant expansion in prison popula
tion due to greater use of imprisonment. 

Option 1: To provide for projected population growth only with no improve
ment in eXisting prison conditions. There is no ten year investment cost 
under this option; the estimated increase in annual operating costs would 
be $57 million. This option would provide no new prison beds and 1,350 
additional half-way house beds. 

Option 2: To provide for projected population growth and continue the 
current Bureau of Prisons policy of improving the quality of confinement. 
The ten year investment cost would be $285 million; the annual operating 
costs would be $38 million. This option would provide 6,750 new prison 
beds and 1,350 additional half-way house beds. 

Option 3: To reduce the emphasis on conventional imprisonment by stressing 
conmunity-based programs (half-way houses). The ten year investment cost 
would be $70 million; additional annual operating costs would be $14 million. 
This option would provide 1,700 new prison beds and 4,300 addit10na1 half
way hOllse beds. 

Option 4: To increase the emphasis on the use of conventional imprison
ment - requiring a significant expansion of prison capacity. The ten year 
investment coust would be $510 million; additional annual operating costs 
would be $186 million. This option would provide 12,050 new prison beds 
and 1,350 additional half-way house beds. 1I 1 
With the above information I would contend that the sheer weight of the 

system will begin to contribute to its breakdown unless steps are taken to reverse 
current trends. Part of the reversal process will require that community resi
dential centers continue to grow as an integral part of our justice and social 
servi ce deli very systems . Although it may not seem so nO\I/ 1 am conv; need that 
the future of community residential centers is a bright one and that in a few 
short years we will see another spurt of growth in their establishment. 

In light of what has been said above it has become unmistakably evident 
that some device for measuring quality as "/ell as quantity of ser-vices is needed. 

1. Congressional Budget Office Report, Federal Prison Construction: Alternativt 
Approaches, January, '977, Summary pp. xi,' xi; 
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For many years efforts to establish measurable standards of practice 
have been underway in several areas of human service including education. 

As we know there are vaious standard setting and accrediting bodies in 
the field of education. We are also familiar with the efforts of the medical 
profression to set standards for and to accredit hospitals. 

In more recent years attention has been given to setting standards for 
community drug and alcohol programs by the Joint Commission on Accreditation 
of Hospitals (J.C:A.H.). In addition, sheltered workshops and rehabilitation 
facilities have had standards set and are being accredited by the Commission 
on Accreditation for Rehabilitation Facilities (C.A.R.F.). 

In the field of corrections the need for a set of universally accepted 
standards has been felt for some time. In 1946, the American Correctional 
Association developed a document called the "Manual of Correctional Standards". 
The 1 ast time the document \'Ias revi sed was in '1956. The document was a yeoman' s 
effort to begin the process of standard setting in the field. 

In 1968, the American Correctional Association secured a grant from the 
Ford Foundation to develop a method of self-evaluation and accreditation. 
Standards without an objective process for applying them, i.e., accreditation 
may end up being as useless as no standards at all. 

The Ford Foundation project was completed in 1970 with a document entitled 
II An Ae<:reditation Plan for Corrections ll

• However, it was realized that A.C.A.'s 
Manual of COY"fecttmal Standards would need complete reworking and updating to 
implement accreditation. 

Just 't/hat ; s Accredi tati on? As defi ned in Webster's di cti onary, Accredita
tion is a voucher of an acceptable relationship or status with regard to a 
standard or set of standards. Approval by some authority is implied. 

The National Commission on Accrediting has defined accreditation as II a 
method of protecting the public by identifying qualified institutions and helping 
to raise and mantain institutional standards". 2 Accreditation complements, but 
differs from licensure or certification whereby states and some professions 
identify individuals who are competent to perform profes~;onal duties. 

Accreditation assumes the existence of objective and quantifiable or 
measurable standards. Standards themselves are considered to be the minimally 
acceptable levels of practice in any given field. 

2. IIAn Accreditation Plan for Corrections";7r:c-;-A., f9=rO, p-:-4----·c-*~----
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In 1974, with the assistance of L.E.A.A. and several private foundations 
and corporations, the Commission on Accreditation for Corrections was established. 

The Commission is a private not-for-profit corporation which is composed 
of twenty Commissioners who are nominated and elected by the membership of A.C.A. 
All Commissioners, with the exception of the Citizen representative and the 
Education/Research representative, must be full tilne practitioners in corrections. 

The Commission ;s responsible for: 
1. The development and executi on of pol i ci es and procedures in 

accrediting both adult and juvGnile programs. 

2. Developing and executing procedures whereby correctional standards 
can be used in a program of accreditation for corrections. 

3. Developing and approving; along with the American Correctional 
Association, standards for application to all areas of corrections. 

To insure a broad base of input 1 no standard may become a standard without 
the consent of both the Commission and A.C.A. However, it is important to note 
that in all matters relating to accreditation the CornmissiJn is autonomous and 
it's decisions are non-reviewable by I\.C.A. 

How are standards developed? At the outset it was important to note that 
the process is a dynamic one and that standards undergo continual review. As 
new knowledge and practice emerge from the field, standards will be revised or 
new standards developed. 

Any individual or group may have a standard or group of standards con
sidered for adoption by submitting them either to the Commission or to A.C.A. 

At the present time the COnlmi ss i on has over one hundred fi fty (150) source 
documents which ave been used to develop the standards which have been promul
gated thus far. Currently, the Commission has promulgated standards in the 
following areas: 

1. Adult Parole Authorities 
2. Adult Community Residential Services 
3. Adult Probation and Parole Field Services 
4. Adult Correctional Institutions 

By the end of December, 1977, the Commission will have promulgated Standards 
for Adult Detention Facilities and by the end of January, 1978, Standards for 
Juvenile Community Residential Services. 

The timetable for completion of all other segments of the standards is 
December, 1978. Remaining manuals of standards will address the follO\'Jing: 

1, Youth Probation and Parole Field Services 
2. Youth Detention Centers 
3. Youth Training Schools 
4. Standards for Correctional Systems 
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In all, ten separate manuals will be promulgated covering all adult and 
juvenile correctional areas. 

Standards are developed in a systematic fashion. A review of the process 
of their developmen~t$ in order. 

A team of highly qualified consultants are selected by the Commission to 
develop standards in a specific correctional area; e.g., Jails. The consultants 
collect and review all source documents which are relevant to that area as well 
as any proposed standards ~,hich may have been submitted by individuals or groups. 

An initial draft of the standards is then developed which is then reviewed 
by Commission staff for conciseness, clarity and measurability. Once this 
initial process is completed the draft is submitted to a Committee of the Commis
sion. The Committee is composed of from three to five members of the Commission. 

The Committee will review each standard and will make any additions, de
letions or changes it believes necessary. The standards are then returned to 
the consultants and staff for further refinement. When the second draft is com
pleted it is again sent to the Committee where the process just described ;s 
satisfied with the end product. Once the Committee is satisfied the standards 
are then submitted to the fun Commission which repeats the process engaged in 
by the Committee. 

Once the full Commission is satisfied with the end product the standards 
are then sent to the A.C.A. Committee on Standards and Accreditation where the 
same type of reviev.J occurs. The A.C.A. Committee has the authority to approve 
standards in the name of the Association's governing body. It is composed of 
twenty correctional practitioners who are appointed to the Committee by the 
President of A.C.A. 

After consensus is arrived at by the Commission and A.C.A. 's Committee the 
standards are then promulgated. 

The process described above is very thorough and painstaking, but very 
necessary to arrive at a set of reasonable, well thought out standards. 

As you are aware anyone can promu1gate standards. Hithout a system of 
standard 'implementation, however, many such efforts end up collecting dust on a 
shelf. 

The system of implementation in this instance is accreditation. Hhile we 
described what accreditation was earlier you should know something of the process 
as to ho.,., an agency or institution becomes accredited. 
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Once an Agency or institution applies for ,ll.ccreditation and meets the 
entrance criteria it enters the first of three phases in the Accreditation 
process. The three phases are known as: 

1. Correspondant Status 
2. Candidate Status 
3. Accreditation Status 

Each of these phases has a network of tasks which must be successfully 
completed before moving on to the next phase. Let's take a brief look at the 
requirements of each phase. 
Correspondant Status 

The Agency has applied for Accreditation and has paid one-third of the 
fee required to cover Accreditation costs. The Commission sends the agency 
a self-evaluation kit consisting of the Standards applicable to the Agency and 
the Commission's "Agency r·lanual of Accreditation Policy and Procedure ll

• 

Agency staff are oriented to the self-evaluation and accreditation proceGs. 
The self-evaluation report is comp1eted and sent to Commission staff. If the 
self-evaluation report is accepted and the Agency meets minimum levels of 
standard compliance the Agency enters Candidate Status. Minimum levels of 
standard compliance for a three year accreditation are 90% Essential, 80% Im
portant, and 7m~ Desirab1e. For a five year accreditation the levels of com
pliance are 1QO% Essential, 90% Important and 80% Desirable. 
pgndidate Status 

After entry into Candidate Status the Agency prepares for the Visiting 
Consultant Audit. The Visiting Consultant takes the completed self-evaluation 
report and document that the Agency does indeed comply with the standards with 
which it states it complies. 

In order to be judged in compliance with the standard the Agency must be 
in total compliance, not just partial, and must be able to present written proof 
or documentation of same. 

Once the Visiting Consultant has completed the audit a preliminary report 
is preapred within 15 days and sent to the Commission staff. The final Visiting 
Consultant report is submitted within 50 days of completion of the audit. 

Commission staff forward final copies of the Visiting Consultant report 
to members of the l30ard of Commissioners at least 30 days prior to the Commission 
meeting at which the Agencyls Accreditation status is to be determined. 
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Acct'editation Statu~ 
The Visiting Consultant is present when the Board of Commissioners 

review the consultants rep·Jy't. The Agency may send a representative at it's 
own expense to the Commission meeting. 

Based on the level of Agency compliance, the Board of Commissioners awards 
or denies accreditation for the appropriate period of time. If Accreditation 
is denied the Board of Commissioners may refer the Agency back to Candidate 
status. 

The above is a broad overview of the Accreditation process. What it 
accompl'ishes ;s assurance that a given agency or institution is implying with 
nationally recognized minimum standards in all facets of it's operation. In 
effect, it assures the public of the .9.uality of the agency's operations. It 
assures them that through sound administration, fiscal and programmatic practices 
that they are receiving value return for value given. 

The process assists the agency in correcting those deficiencies which may 
be preventing it from achieving it's goals. 
measurement of agency needs. 

It also provides an objective 

forearm for corrections professionals 
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Standards and Accreditation provide a 
to pool their best know1edge and expertise 
throughout the nation. 

to raise the level of agency operations II 
It promises to be the most significant development that corrections has 

seen in decades. It holds the promise of withstanding the scrutir~ of our 
citizens and assuring them of the efficient and effective operation of their 
public and private institutions and agencies. 
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HOUSE HUSTLING 
Gary Hi 11 

The practices involved in the selling of the community res;del1tial 
treatment center to the community are the same as those involved in selling 
any produce. This training Institute is going to provide a great deal of 
technical and practical information. All of that knowledge will help you 
do a creditable job in establishing and operating community residential 
treatment centers which can withstand the thoughest of tests and the closest 
of scrutiny. However, like all products -- no matter how well built or 
how comfortably priced, it doesn't mean a thing if no one buys it. 

Before we get into the haws, let us establish a basic ground rule. I 
contend that it makes no difference if 11m selling a salad maker, automobile, 
or community treatment -- the techniques are the same. With community re
sidential treatment centers, I think you have a few more things going for you. 
The community may question the quality of your produce Ol~ there may be some 
fear of the lithe undesirables" you're bringing into the area, but generally, 
'y"'O~llr._.credibi1ity as an individual and what you stand for is accepted 

At the same time you at~e trying to sell the public, you must also warn 
them of the dangers, so once they are sold, they don't come back with an 
accusation that they were sold a lie. People basically want your product. 
Don't go getting defensive, think logically and positively. Consider 
historical procedent. 

In 1820, a special t1assa(.husetts commission reconunended the establishment 
of residential community reatment 'facilities. (12) In 1870, at the National 
Congress on Penitentiary and Reformatory Discip1ine, strong recommendation 
\-/as made for: 

... a probationary stage, into which are admitted only such as are 
judged to be reformed, and where the object is to test their moral 
soundness - - the reality of their reformation. The prisoner must 
be tried before he can be trusted. It;s the want of a gua,'anty 
of his reformation that builds a wall of granite between the dis
charged convict and honest bread. This trial stage is an essential 
part of the reformatory pri son system, S'1 nce ; t fm'ni shes to society 
the only guaranty it can have for tll.1 trustworthiness of the liberated 
pdsoner; and such guara)1ty is the ~ole condition on which the various 
avenues of honest toil will be freely open to his entrance (52:549) 

Going back even further, the Walnut Street Jail, built in Philadelphia in 
1770, as well as other local jails found throughout the Colonies, illli_Il.Qt~ 

os~~Q.~.t~.n t i3lLlL£Le'p_aLV'!J~!lt 1.h.ELJ.all1ill., .PLO.d.~J • 
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Eighteenth Century jails, in fact, closely resembled the household 
in structure and routine. They lacked a distinct architecture 
and special procedures ... True to the household model, the keepel" 
and his family resided in the jail, occupying one of its rooms; the 
prisoners lived several together in the othel's, ~~ith little to dif
ferentiate the keeper's qual"ters from their own. They wore no 
special clothing or uniforms and usually neither cuffs nor chains 
restrained their movements. They walked --not marched--about the 
jail. The workhouse model was so irrelevant that nowhere were they 
required to perform the slightest labor (49:53) 

As a matter of fact,David Rothman, in his e,){cellent book The Discovery of 
the Asylum, points out that: 

Jail arrangements so closely replicated the household that some 
colonists feared that prisons would be comfortable enough to at
tract inmates ... This is why towns frequently required prisoners 
to provide their own food and lito use such bedding, linen and 
other necessaries as they think fit, without their being purloined, 
detained, or they paying (the jailer) for the same. 1I So long as 
they did not cost the town money, inmates could make living ar
rangements as pleasant and as homelike as they wished. A few 
communities carried this logic to its end and simply dispenses with 
a jail, allowing those awaiting trial to post security and stay at 
home ... they saw no difference between the household and the prison. 
(49: 53) 
Every major task force on corrections, from Colonial time to the present, 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I has supported the position of utilization of conununity treatment centel's as a 

preferred (l.lternative to the "10ck'em Up" syndrome. The 1967 Task Force on I 
Corrections, the President's Commission of Law Enforcement and the Administration 
of Justice, speaking specifically about community treatme~t centers states 
that: 

... they offer a set of alternatives between regular probation 
supervision and ;ncarceration~ providing more guidance than 
probation services commonly offer with the various disruptive 
effects of total confinement ... Evaluation has indicated that 
they are usually at least as effective in reducing recidivism and, 
in $~me cases, significantly more so ... These programs are reviewed 
here as examples of approaches that are capable of, and deserve 
widespread application in a variety of modifications. (146: 38) 
More recently~ and probably better known to most of you, is the current 

report of the Nati~nal Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and 
Goals. Their' Commission Task Force Report on Corrections states, II If asked, 
a clear majority of the community would probably supr,ort halfway houses for 
those offenders who are not a serious threat but still require some resi
dential control. (47: 31) 
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Philosophically everybody loves the idea of a halfway house or com
munity based corrections. There's just one minor problem --they don't want 
it next door to them. Remember that part of your job is basic salesmanship. 
The United States is the greatest example in the world of a nation that has 
bu il d its economy on se 11 i ng people what they don I t want and oftenti mes 
whay they don't need. Why should you be different? At least you have a 
product that is needed. You can get a general consensus about the need for 
your product and services. All you have to do is play salesman. 

Every single day the American people give away (donate) more than $68 
million dollars. Six and a half million dollars go directly to agencies 
such as yours and $3.5 mil 1 ion, each and every day, seven days a week, is 
given away by the American people to help public and civic affairs efforts. 

For those of you who aren't interested in the financial end of things, 
in my town of 150,000 people, in early September of this year, on a Tuesday 
(which isn't even a ~~rticularly active day) a quick glance at the Want Ads 
of our newspaper gave me the foll owi ng resources just waiti ng for my cl i ents 
or, if need be, my fellow staff members. 

Twenty-five jobs for professionals or administrators 
(salary ranging up to $19,000); 

Fifty-seven jobs ranging from cooks to restaurant managers; 
Twenty offers for full-time domestic help 
Twenty-six positions in hospitals or nursing homes; 
Sixty office/clerical positions at a top salary of $20,000; 
Thirty-four requests for salesmen from automobiles to real estate 

(with training and help in getting a license offered); 
Forty-nine technical and managerial trainee positions; 
Sixty-eight screaming ads for part-time help. 
In other words, with a little advance salesmanship, 340 organizations 

which advertised for employees might just as easily have saved the money 
and called me first to see if I had any qualified indiViduals around. Not 
counting the local Volunteer Bureau, the university volunteers, or any of 
the city, county, or state agencies, there are 162 free services at n~ beck 
and call. They t'ange from legal aid to psycbologica1 services; transpor
tation; housing, child care; clothing; people \'Iho furnish friends; and, 
those who love to bat heads with legislators. 

As in just about everything else you handle, attention to details is 
the key ingredient in determining success or failure. You might start by 
identifying all of the organizations and individuals within the area \'Iho 
can have an impact on your program. Such general groups include businessmen; 
clergymen, business organizations, local legislators, county board members 
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and city officials who might live in the area, local school administrators, 
civic groups, the National Organization of Women, League of Women Voters~ 
Junior League, labor union leadership, the news media (don't forget those 
local neighborhood newspapers), sheriff, police officials (especially any 
of the beat cops,) judges, probation agents, representatives of the Division 
of Vocational Rehabilitation, representatives of state departments of cor
recti ons; Jaycees, Rotary, Kiwani s, Li ons Cl ub. And, dependi n9 upon your 
area, some of the radical or ethnic groups: Green Berets, Black Panthers, 
La Raza, communes, B'nai B1rith and people representing welfare interest. In 
other words, anybody and everybody. The lists are easy to get. Visit with 
the local Chamber of Commerce to see if they have one. See if there is a 
Community Resource Directory or a listing of civic organizations. Visit a 
local church and get a listing of all of the groups they might know about. 
Read the newspaper for a couple of days and identify a spokesman or two for 
the underdog. Visit with teachers; attend a PTA meeting and see who speaks 
out. Pay .particular attention to anybody in the student or adult population 
in the area who sounds offbeat and kind of far out. Get next to them to find 
out the names of other individuals or groups who might give you a clue to 
some of the more eloquent and respected liberals or conservatives. 

t~ake 1; sts of everybody and every organi zati on you I ve been abl e to 
identify and give them a ranking. From actual knowledge of gut-level feelings, 
determine which must cooperate in order for your program to succeed. Also. 
find out what steps you might take to neutralize their opposition should it 
arise. Go through your ranking to determine the relevant, even if not the 
essentials, participants and supporters of the program. When you get lists 
of people, don't forget the people who might be clients of your program. If 
your people are coming from jails or institutions, go into those institutions 
and jails and find out who lives, or has family in the area you're interested 
in. Find out anything you can about the particular area. Find out: if 
they are big on block parties, if there is a particular ethnic interest, if 
there are particular hangouts, and if there are any general likes or dislikes 
characteristic of the area. 

In order to list everything, start early and do a thorough job. Not 
only will it be useful to you in selling your program, but the resources you 
come up with which can be utilized later in helping your client and allowing 
you to be a good neighbor pay big bonus dividends. After you have everything 
listed, then decide on the means you wish to use to influence the community 
leadership and non-leadership on the benefits of your program and to gain their 
support. 
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Various processes that you use are absolutely~.!_ You may wish, for 
example, to collect a small group of interested citizens to become a part of 
the planning group. This is the group which can help plan your method of 
attack. They are people you will have identified in some of your initial 
homework as being friendly. The group can include persons in the criminal 
justice system, or more importantly, interested, respected lay people. A 
second method might be the forming of an Advisory Council of the more inM 
fluential persons in the community. Be sure that the people you pick for 
IIshow and tell tl have enough know'ledge to do the job adequately. This is a 
group which can also be utlized to establish potential financial contributors 
or liaison with those who can provide direct services. As another technique 
use your board of directors. If you go this route, remember that they would 
be concerned with hiring personnel and setting policy., If you give them the 
job you must also give them the authority and make sure they understand their 
own accountability. 

Persons to be contacted, by the way, should not hear of the program from 
other sources first. In your initial approaches, both while gathering facts 
and gaining a few allies, I would suggest you avoid all publicity. It may, 
however, be wise to invite a trusted news reporter or two from the local or 
neighborhood newspaper or other media to join you as an observer and/or 
participant, but do so, if possible, with the understanding that the proceedings 
at this stage are strictly off the record. You might tell your media contact 
at this stage that it is strictly exploratory and you want to keep things 
fluid so the people you talk to do not have any pre-Gonceived notions. Be 
sure they understand that when you prepare to launch into the implementation 
stage, they will get all of the information. During this stage, you don't 
have to do all the work yourself. You might use one of the groups like the 
League of Women Voters or Association of University Women, etc., to do the 
studying for you. Other board members or interested individuals may also have 
useful talents --useful, however, only if you use them. 

There are, of course, many other techniques. You can hold a luncheon 
to find out those who have a genuine interest; you might bring in a couple of 
potential clients to give generalized talks on the utilization of conmunity 
treatment and then judge audience reaction. Then, too, you can utilize specific 
groups within the particular area to form a public awareness committee or do 
some very generalized public education. Toastmaster organizations; Junior 
leagues; Jaycees, are particularly ~ood for these endeavors. All you need to 
do is feed them the background information. The Chamber- of Comnerce currentlly 
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has some fine slide presentations and booklets for genet'al community eduw 
cation. This is the type of education which can yo uri in advance of coming 
out with your IIguess who's coming to dinner" routine", 

A couple of quick reminders. First, we use the basic premise of atten
tion to details; therefore, with all of your meetings,contacts, and everything 
else, make careful notes of your sessions; be sure to send letters to every
bodyw--and I mean eVl!rybody .. --\~ho attends, even if it has to be a mimeographed 
letter to 350 people who showed up at the church social. Whenever possible, 
follow-up with phone calls and set up your files from the very beginning so 
you and everybody else you'll be working with can fit1d things immediately 
when they are needed. Second, and probably most important, make sure that 
your product is well developed and worthy of selling to the community. t1ake 
sure, also~ that every sales pitch, formal or informal, is extremely honest 
and backed with tile highest degree of personal integrity. 

You wi 11 ut'il i ze di fferent pi tches for di 'fferent types of pr'oducts and 
different audiences. Though the guarantees may vary with what it is you are 
trying to sell, make sure that you can back up your guarantees--or don't make 
them. Also, don't underplay any of the bonuses which might accrue as a 
result of what you are selling. You are able to help establish a 1I!i~~nse of 
community" through a cooperative venture. If your clients are able to provide 
some services to those they will be living next to, then count those as 
bonuses and play them to the hilt. 

Thi s nO~1 bri ngs us into the use of and access to the communi ty resources 
themselves. By the time you finish developing your initial lists, by the 
time you've gone to the various groups and worked through your committees 
and done whatever it is you've decided to do to sell the program to the 
neighborhood, you will probably have the finest resource list for that par
ticular neighborhood, area or community of anyone in town. Be sure to go 
over and cross index all of your notes, not only from a power position or an 
influence position, but also in terms of who provides what services. 

It is very important for you to identify the criteria established by those 
you mi ght uti 1 i ze for the e 11 gi bil i ty of people referred to them, \<Jhether 
they are your clients or others. For instance, if there is a lawyer or 
doctor who lives within a couple of blocks and who wouldn't mind providing a 
little service in an emergency, \t/hat's his/her definition of a "little 
service?" With regular human service agencies, what it their current work load? 
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How many more can you add to their workload without he1ping them acquire 
additional resources? Wh~t'~ the current workload of a group like the 
League of ~~omen Voter;;? l~hat are their l)l'ioritH~s? Though they can be 
tt great ally in everything from your local zoning fights to changing legis
lation, if they are currently into a program which is taking up all their 
time, don't hit them with another one right away. Save it until they can 
handlf::, it. 

Since you have al' the information written down and the names, addresses. 
and phone numbers of various organizations, you might put together a catalog 
and let it be known to people in the neighborhood, as well as the various 
agencies, that you'd be happy to help them w'ith referrals. At the initial 
stages, dOI'\'t be protecttve of the sources of information or potential help 
for fear tha't somebody e'lse might use them and they \'/on't be available for 
you. The mo~'e you s ha re, the mo\~e you I 11 get. I f you can become the i nforma 1 
hub, supplying the infol"mat.ion to everybody within the area, they \'1'/11 be 

much more likely to want to see your efforts continue and they will be much 
more wil1ing to reciprocate by providing help. 

Now you 1 re ready to dig into securing neighborhood or area consent ~nd 
support. I donlt have to tell you that timing is extremely important. After 
you have done your homework and aftQr you have made a numbel" of informal con
tacts) and after you have provided for some general education of the public 
at 1arge; and after you have set a schedule for yourself~ then you can determine 
when the neighborhood is ready to be approached for a systematic campaign. 
After some of your informational approaches,you may utilize specific target 
audiences to present your program to and waft for reactions. After you have 
had a chance to get and analyze the l"eaetions, then you ca~ go back in and ex
plain it again -~ this time in the pl"oper terms. 

Befo\'le you start; be sure yO!J know where you stand legally. Zoning laws, 
bun di n9 codes, health and sani ta\"Y 1 a\~s, fi re codes -.. a 11 of them· ... can 
easily be researched very quietly 1n advance by friendly legal professionals, 
building contractors, various city departments or religious organizations 
which have had to meet similar standards. Not only is it impressive to have 
done your homework and emphasized in all your publil: presentations your can ... 
ce~"11 for safety and health standar'ds and neighborhood beauty and property values~ 
but it also prevents you from looking like an absolute idiot \~hen at the final 
publ ic hearing the only one in town \'1ho is against you points out you vio1ate 
some ordinance. 
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As soon as you get going, there are some absolutely essential things II 

which you should be aware of. Put local people, like neighbors, on your 
board of directors, advisory councils, or public awareness committee. 
Remember how many of us like to work up a sweat and get our hands dirty, as 
opposed to just giving money to somebody elses' charity. Ask neighbors for 
help in the form of manual labor. Let local construction companies supply 
some materials for repairs (maybe it will even at at no cost). Make a neigh-
borhood project of remodeling and redecorating. 

A housewarming party is another absolutely magnificent method for 
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getting the neighbors in--nothing pretentious and not for all those good friends I 
and supporters from clear across town or local aide society, but for the 
neighbors and local merchants, those you are really going to be living and 
dealing with. Then there are those thousand little things you do just for 
the sake of neighborliness. If you end up with lawn mowers and tools and ex
tra cans of paint and nails; make sure all your neighbors know about it so that 
oj f they need to borrow somethi ng, they can. But, make sure they return it and 
make'sure, too, that they know you might borrow from them at some future time. 

The best way to secure neighborhood consent and support, and to maintain 
it, even when you have a crisis, isn't by throwing together a series of con
trived projects; it's merely a matter of old-fashioned neighborliness. If your 
clientele is made up of people who at one time or another have been on the 
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I skids, they'll jump in with both feet when given a chance to help little old 

ladoies, kiddies or neiyhbors. By doing all of the things that fairy tales talk I 
about,they'll totally outdo anything normal do-gooders can think of in showing 
how pop1e are supposed to live as good neighbors. 

Once you get initial support, there are a thousand and one other things 
you can do. Some of the obvious I haven't even mentioned--such as keeping 
your facility and grounds both attractive and \ve11-cared for. Or, if you want 
a really good one to help gain community confidence and support, get together 
with the local sheriff and sponsor the Neighborhood. Hatch Program, a burglary 
prevention activity which includes training neighbors to look out for each 
other and protect their valuables. Or, get material and spread the Lock It 
and Pocket the Key campaign to reduce auto theft. There are many other crime 
prevention activities which don't take any special expertise to support-
merely someone with the desire to head the effort. If you do support any of 
those types of activities, or lead them, don't advertise them as "c1asses by 
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experts"--do it as normal neighbors wishing to protect their own property 
and teach others how to do the same. 

You might invest $150 to $200 in an old theatre-style popcorn machine. 
Not only is it good,cheap munching for your residents and their visitors, 
but it you also get a refriger'ator dolly you can transport it to local 
churches, outdoor neighborhood parties, or other neighborhood events such as 
socials or bazaars. You will be amazed how much good will you can establish 
by loaning your talents and your equipment rather than just throwing your 
voice. 

A final area that is worthy of consideration is the informal establishment 
of a counsulting, cooperative, or funding relationship with the public and 
private criminal justice agencies and agents within your area. These include 
such groups as the State Planning Agency, State and/or Regional Crime Com~ 
mission, State, Regional and/or County Probation and Parole Agency, sheriff's 
department, police organizations, judges, State Department of Corrections\ 
Commi ss i oners of Correct; ons, and all the ather gl"OUps. \'Jhen I tal k about 
establishing a relationship, even a financial n~e, I'm not necessu}"ily talking 
about your using these agencies--rathel-, I'm emphasizing their using you. 
Between yourself and your residents, you can provide valuable input to theln 
without even asking fer something in return. 

The court has a vol unteer probati.'1i progy'am. Whether or not they let 
your people serve as probation counselors, they can surely use them in training 
classes or doing some of their paperwork for them. Fl"om a formal consulting 
standpoint, it's conceivable that val"ious othel" agencies or even business 
enterprises may wish to hire some of your talent$,whether it is your staff's 
management ability, your client's insight, or all your strong bodies. The 
poss ibn ities exi st. That arrangement of hi re servi ces, by the way, wo\"ks 
the ot~\er t>Jay, too. Wherever possible, deal locally. The amount of respect
abil ity you build up by providing YOUI' talents and services free to other a
gencies has a way of coming back to you when you need legislative support or 
when one of yoU\· clients is caught with his hands in the local "cookie jarll. 

City, county and state employees always feel they are underpaid and 
overworked. So, if you've got law enforcement officers who cover your beat, 
street repai rment, gas company personnel, or fi l"emen wOl"ki n9 wi thin the 
neighbol"i'IOod, make sUI'e they know that they always welcome to drop in for 
a cup of coffee and that you'd love to have them break bread with you. Make 
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sure they know it ;s not a "freebie" and they are expected to pay their 
fair share of the meal--no more and no less. You will be amazed at the 
sphere of influence firemen, policemen, garbage collectors or gas men can 
generate if they think you are getting a raw deal over something. 

I want to make sure I don't leave you with the impression that we are 
talking about a series of tricks or devious activities. I reiterate that your 
product must be solid and backE1d with integrity; but the art of selling, to 
be a success, is a combination of many diverse activities. 

First, it ;s to give up, deliver or exchange a produce for money or its 
equivalent. It's not begging--it's exchanging. No sale or business trans
action;s so sweet as one in which all parties walk away feeling they carne 
out ahead on the deal. Second, you must offer your product for sale regularly 
and conveniently. Maybe if you build a better mousetrap, the v/hole world will 
beat a path to your door--but probably not. Today you have to market it, 
distribute it, and keep advertising it all the time. 

Public relations, ;s only one phase in selling your program to the 
community. The things you do every day, from the delivery of service to your 
clients, to the integrity and ethical code under which you operate, to the 
promises you make, to the lies you don't tell, are part of your selling job. 
Plan your strategy, develop your individual activities, pay strict attention 
to details, and, above all, take heart in the fact that with more than 200,000 
civic, social, and fraternal organizations in the United States, surely there 
;s one willing to jump onto your bandwagon. 
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SELLING COMMUNITY RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT 

CENTERS TO BUREAUCRACIES 

Representative Parker Evatt 

The Alston Hilkes Society has been selling itself to communities and 
agencies in South Carolina for more than 13 years. I would not recommend 
that all private agencies follow our example, but our experience may prove 
useful in structuring other programs. We have always maintained a strong 
Board of Di rectors, and at pt1esent boast of 6,000 members throughout our 
state - individuals, groups, civic clubs~ businesses, and churches. Through 
our volunteers, avenues have opened to other agencies. It has been a real 
selling job, but when our name is mentioned, peopl, know the programs we 
sponsor instead of giving us a puzzled look. 

The Soci ety has never tri ed to dup 1 i cate servi ces prov; ded by othe~' 

agencies in the community. Because of this approach we have been able to staff 
serves on many advisory committees in both the public and private sectors. 
This has enabled us to have an impact on policy and also gain professional re
spect. 

How to I1P.proach the Slstem __ 

Approaching the community with a halflvay house program depends on the situa .. 
tion - whether the agency is already established or if it is new. If the agency 
is new then ; t must be SO'l (~ along \vith the halfway house concept, wbi 1 e an es
tablished agency only has to seel the new program. 

The first question to be considered is \vho is going to seel the agency and 
program: The director of the agency ( and the director of the program if different 
from the director of the agency), and several prominent members of the Board of 
Directors are preferred. Too many persons "telling the storyll can result in con~ 
flicting presentations. Hhen many pel'sons are inVOlved it is hard to keep from 
saying different things, and this tends to confuse the conmlUnity. It is most 
important to use Board Members \vho a\~e I~ecognized as community influentials~ pref
erable important business leaders. 

An excellent way to gain the respect of other private agencies is through the 
United Hay. This has proven to be 'invaluable. Never miss the opportunity to speak 
(group, radio, television~ etc.) because you never know who will be listening. 
Hhen speaking always challenge the group to get involved in your' wot~k. 
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When speaking before a group (governmental, civic, church, etc.) you will 
probably be asked about cost. Costs are always an important feature in selling 
a pY'ogl'am to businessmen. Do not speak too much about crime reduction or re
cidivism. Explain rather why the program works and what 1dng term benefits 
will be available to the community. 

Church groups do not need a cost justification because you appeal to 
salvaging human lives througl, effective programs, but most businessmen have to 
have a cost analy~is to move them. How does it save them tax dollars? You 
might not be able to prove your point, but be prepared to answer the question. 
Alternatives to Incarceration 

It is important for the judiciary to be aware of the ha'lfway house pro
gram. The most important reason is that halfway houses provide an alternative 
to incarceration. Many ti~es a person would be placed on probation and left in 
the community if only there wel'e some kind of structured 1 ive-in program. The 
community residence model fits this need perfectly. 

One effective approach is to address the judges at the professional meetings 
or at training sessions on the subject of sentencing alternatives. Meeting 
informally with local judges and informing them of your pl'ogram is also effective. 
One caution to follow is not to give the judge such a selling job that you are 
flooded with clients. 

We have a Circuit Judge serving on our Board of Directors. This has proven 
to be most helpful in getting him to interpret our programs, especially our 
halfway house program, to other judges in the state. There must be a close re
lationhip and understanding for diversion programs to work. 

You should develop a short and long range plan to publicize the agency and 
program. It is impossible to make appointments and meet everyone tha.t should 
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know about the program right away. Rather, at first schedule meetings with govern-
ing bodies and agency heads that relate directly with the program. A more broad ~ 
based appeal can be made later. 

The community based program must be supported by the criminal justice agencies I 
in the state and community. Prison system directors and probation and parole di-
rectors receive requests each week from individuals or groups who have programs. 
Not all of these reque~ts come from effective, legitimate programs. A director 
will listen to a group that has responsible businessmen from the community, be
cause he kno\,/s they would not be involved if they did not believe in the program. 
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It is most important that you receive a commitment from the prison director. 
When you receive the commitment, you should explain that it is most important 
that his agency knows that he supports your program. You might suggest that 
a directive be sent to his staff in support of the program. When you start 
dealing with the staff, it is much easier to get doors open when their "boss" 
has endorsed your program. 

After the initial contacts, other staff members can get involved in the 
selling process. You need to make sure personnel at ~ill levels of y'esponsibility 
understand the program. When making contacts with counselors, supervisors and 
other line personnel, always open the conversation with how your agency can help 
them. This will get you off on the right track because most of the time the 
only requests they receive are for help. 

One of the best ways to get to know employees of other agencies is to join 
associ ati ons in the community and state. Attendi ng 1 uncheons, 1:leeti ngs and con
ferences will allow you the opportunity to relate to other professionals. ~~hen join
ing an organization it is also most helpful for identity to seek leadership 
positions in the organization. Remember everyone knmvs the chairMan. Always 
volunteer for committee assignments. 

In our state the Probation and Parole Department is one agency. A perfect 
illustration of how the Alston ~Jilkes Society has done a selling job on pro
bation and parole is that we were asked to have a staff person attend each parole 
hearing so that if the Board had someone who was coming up from the state or 
county system who needed a place to live, we \'1ere there to accept him. On dif
ferent occasions we brought the Parole Board to the halfway house for a luncheon 
to let them see what the parolees were doing and meet the staff. That is part 
of the public relations pl~ogram of a facility or agency. I would suggest that 
you bring the Parole Board to your facility for lunch. You should do this "Jith 
all agencies. We bring the line personnel of all the social agencies in the 
community in for meetings and luncheons also. He know that we need their re
sources so we bri n\~ them and say II thanks II fm~ whay they are doi ng, and introduce 
them with a luncheon and tour of the house. Hhen you send a client over to them 
next timet they know exactly who you are and where you are from. You cannot say 
thank you enough. Everybody likes a pat on the back, and enough pats on the back 
can really help you, especially if you can show them a first-class operation. 
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In dealing with probation and parole you might have good cooperation with 
most of them, fair with some, poor with the others. When you are talking with 
the Director of Probation and Parole, you should tell him that his department is 
supporting your agency. Tell him first of all that you think his department is 
doing well in terms of support, and you appreciate what they are doing, and ask 
how together you might interpret your programs to all personnel in the field. 

Each year at our annual meeting, we present a plaque to the Probation Of· 
ficer of the Year. This has enabled us to secure a close relationship with the 
enti re Department. \~hen we organi ::.ed 21 County Chapters across the sta te, pro
bation officers were most helpfu1. We also award a plaque to the Correctional 
Officer of the Year. This is a small thank you to the line personnel. They do 
not usua'ily rece; ve any type of recogni ti on ~ and these awards serve to foster 
good relationships. 
De-Istitutionalization 

States are looking for ways to reduce their prison populations. We mentioned 
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the diversion of offenders, but community residences are also making a real im- I 
pact on the other end - the release date of the incarcerated offender. Most 
prison systems are using pre-release programs and are contracting with private 
agencies to provide this program. I 

You have to establish a good working relationship with the prison system. 
You have to sell your program to the director of the prison system. You will most I 
likely not work the details out \'1ith the director, but he \'1ill make the referral 
to the person in his department that deals directly with your program. If a pro-
gram is going well, you want to make sure he knows about it. Do not wait until 
something goes It/rong before contacting the director. If a problem develops, 
do not wait for it to appear on his desk from somewhere else. Take the problem 
to him directly and explain it. Use the rapport you have developed to explain 
and resolve the problem. If you have been doing well and he knows you are doing 
well, then when a problem develops, he will be more likely to seek a solution. 
If you are not getting the cooperation you need, go to the director and explain 
that. Ask again if he really believes in the value of your program; explain 
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that his staff apparently does noc because you are not getting the referrals. I 
00 try, however, to avoid confrontations. They are less likely if you have develop-
ed support and rapport with the director. I 
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In some instances you might develop a real problem with the local police 
officials. They often think that with all the "criminals ll in one building _ 
your facil ity, if a crime be committed they know where to look. Make an appoint
ment to see the chief law enforcement officer in your city and county. Some
times lt might be dual position, and othor times it might be one person. Talk 
to the sheriff, and the chief of police and tell them exactly what your program 
is. Tell them that you want to be regarded as a business or a home in that 
community. Before you leave your meeting, re-assure them that if you have a 
resident who is breaking the law, the police are going to be notified. 

One tactic to follow is to invite law enforcement people to luncheons or 
gathering at a halway house. It gives the police an opportunity to see exactly 
holt' mueh of the community ;s involved, and \',hat kind of support and confidence 
the community has in the program. This kind of interaction will go a long way 
toward building good relations with local law enforcement officials. 

Law enforcement officers can be made to recognize the worth of the program. 
If nothing else they know that the resident is off the streets and in a program 
with rules and regulations. Don't limit yourself to the chief; get to know watch 
commanders and the officers assigned to your area. 

Everyone apprec; ates a compl iment. \~hen a 1 aw enforcement offi cel' does 
a good deed or receives a special award} write a letter to indicate your ap
preciation for the job well done. 

pelivetY- of Se~vices 

No halfway house can employ enough staff to deal with all of the problems 
of each client. You must also sell the social serivce bureaucracy on your 
program, because those resources are vital to the quality of the program you can 
deliver. This should be done on two levels. First, sell the director of the 
social agency. The best way to do this is to have the director of your agency 
meet with the service agency director so they are on a name-to-name basis. The 
second level deals with line personnel. You need contact between social workers or 
counselors and staff in simil ar positions in your agency, because these are 
the persons that deal directly with the client. Competition for available re
sources is great. But if you have a client who needs a particular service and 
you have established good relationships with the line personnel and the head of 
the servi ce agency, yoU)' c 1 i ent has a better chance of rece; vi n9 ass i stance. Hany 
service agencies will have clients that need a place to live - that is where a 
comprehens i ve 9""ouP home at" he 1f\~ay house can prov; de a needed sel'v; ce in return. 
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It is a two-way street. Dealing with a person that you know personally. in 
an agency usually gets better and quicker results than if you were strangers. 

One of the most discouraging things when dealing with agencies (public or 
private) is \A/hen they do not deliver the services to your client. One of the 
best ways to develop positive ~'esults is to keep any agency that makes a refer
ral to you informed of the progress of their client. If you do this regularly 
you can expect the same type tr'eatment for your cl i ent. 

It ;s hard to conceive of any community residence not seeking assistance 
from other helping agencies in the community. I would suggest you obtain a 
handbook of social agencies in your community. If a book is not available 
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you should develop your own. It should list the name (s) of key persons in each 
agency. Some agencies you will need to deal with the top person while with othel's I 
it could be a counselor. 

The Director of your agency plays an important part in keeping good relation- I 
ships with social agencies. He should always look for opportunities to tell 
directors of other agencies how much you appreciate the cooperation and support 
their agency provides. 
The Client 

We have talked about the different bureaucracies and agencies and the need 
to develop regular, friendly and professional relationships of mutual support. 
What about the future resid~nts who are in jailor prison? How do you ~o about 
informing and selling them? You must interpret the program to them also. You 
must be able to convince your potential clients that you are sincere. This will 
only come with time. Word gets back behind the walls quickly if your program 
is a fake. You have got to sell your program, prove it, and then continue to do 
it over and over again. 

On approach that works is to get permission from the warden to bring a re-
spected former offender back to tell the inmates what a good program you have. 
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Our agency actually introduces our halfway house program to all ne\'J inmates, 
as well as those about to leave the system. In addition, we provide many services I 
to the inmate and his/her family. By being involved from the entry point to the 
point of parole and release we are able to establish our reputation early with 
the inmate. 
funding Sources 

How can an agency sell a funding source? LEAA is an ideal situation. If 
is great to sell the committee, but it is a lot easier to have one of your staff t 
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one of your volunteers, or a board member on both local and state committees. 
You should attempt to sell your program to these units as well as crime 
commissions and related organizations. 

You can either be funded locally or on a state level with LEAA. In many 
places you can apply for regional funds. There are two selling jobs you have 
to do here. First, you have to sell the staff of that planning district that 
this is a service that is needed. They have to believe in the program. It 
should appear in their overall needs and plan projections. Get a copy of the 
publ i c safety comlni ttee (sometimes ca 11 ed the law enforcement committee) names, 
and then check with your staff and your board members to determine who of these 
people they may know. Then determine to whom you have to sell the program. 
When an application comes in for consideration, if nobody knows the agency, and 
they have only so much money to spend, the agency to be funded is the one they 
know. It is a must that you are known. Have LEAA staff people visit your op
eration so that they can be your salesmen next time, not you. 

The really key person in LEAA planning and evaluation which precedes funding, 
is the corrections planner on the staff. When you have this person on your side, 
and you have a deserving project, your chances of being funded are outstanding. 
Both regions and state have to submit statewide plans each year which include 
priorities. Community residences should be included as a priority> although 
you can still be funded even if not listed as a priority. Hhen you at'e funded, 
keep this person fully advised Qf the status of the program. Let this person know 
the bad wi th the good - in p 1 a in 1 anguage..E..ELhon_es t. 

How do you substantiate the need for your program.? How do you document 
results? There are two key questions that you must answer clearly and concisely 
in order to first receive funds and then to be re-funded. Ask first where in the 
state a halfway house should be. Information as to the number of people on pro
bation and parole in a particular town or area is available. You need to start 
accumulating information like this from the very beginning. In order to start a 
program, you have to substantiate and document the need fat' the program in a 
particular area. Most people in the helping professions are not sensitive to 
record-keeping and writing things down, but if you are really going to survive 
;n the long run, you must document everything you do. You will then be able to 
explain things to funding sources and other service agencies. 
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The first thing funding agencies want to know is how many people have 
lived in your facility for the past year, what is your success rate, what 
does it cost per person, per day,how does this compare to keeping a person 
incarcerated? You have to know these facts. If you do not have this raw 
data available then you will have to say to these people that you have a good 
idea, but you do not know if it really works. 

Uni'te Way is another excellent funding source. If your agency ( you must 
be private) has n~t been funded before) you have to go through a planning 
period after you apply for funds. Staff and volunteers from United Way will 
also be involved in planning. You will have to sell both. Do not pad the 
budget. They will provide an excellent evaluation of your program, and I truth
fully think you will benefit. 

If you are approved after the planning period, you will appear before a 
budget panel made up of volunteers. This is where an outstanding Board of 
Directors can be most helpful. Let your Board members present the budget and 
program: let them depend on you for back-up information. Many times an over
zealous Director of a program will strike out before a budget panel because he is 
too demanding. Volunteers can say the same thing, but they will be hear differ
ently. 

If you are funded, it will open the doors to other social agencies immediate-
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ly because you are now one of them. One advantage of United ~'Iay support over I 
LEAA is that it is long term support while LEAA is short term. 
politics I 

Many times politics will play an important role in the initiation and 
survival of a program. Most elected officials do not know much about corrections 
or probatiol) and parole. It is not that they are not concerned ·abou it, but 
they have never been involved. This requires a constant education process. 
We sent newsletters to them and have furnished them with books and materials. 
Take local officials on tours, not only to your halfway house, but to the jail 
and to a prison camp. Let them see what it is like and to let them know that a 
ha1f-\~ay house is an a1t~rnative. Perhaps you need several most halfway houses, 
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rather than enlarging the jail or prison. The only ~/ay you are going to convince I 
the funding sources or people in politics is to sell. I have never seen a program 
funded at a local or state level that had not been sold. II 
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One of the best ways to gain political support is to ask an elected 
official to serve on your Boa)"d of Directors. I know of many private agencies 
that have benefited by having an elected official serve on their Board. 
Another way is to ask the spouse of an elected official to serve on the Board. 
Volunteerism 

A lot of people look at you when you talk about volunt~ers and express 
concern about "do~gooders" meesing up the operation. Our p-rogram has always 
sought volunteers to make our programs better. Many of our programs would not be 
good nor would they have survived without volunteer participation. Volunteer 
parti ci pati on increases the tot a 'j communi ty awareness of your prog~"am as no 
other kind of positive publicity can do. There may not be a better p1ace to 
involve volunteers than in a community residence~ Once you get them involved) 
a volunteer can contribute to the improvement of your physical plant and to the 
program. You must have a staff who believes in volunteers. 

A long range benefit occurs even after the volunteer stops coming to the 
house. If they had a positive experience, then they are going to continue to 
sell yow' program. Volunteers represent all types of people in the community and 
they wi11 te 11 thei r fri ends and associ ates about your program. 

One-to-one volunteers have nlore impact on the life of our residents than 
any program we sponsor. It is hard to explain how much a relationship like 
this can mean without giving you a personal experience. Three volunteers began 
working with a 20 year old parolee when he arrived at our Columbia facility in 
January, 1968. Through their efforts he graduated \vith a degree in accounting 
4 1/2 years later. He is now happily married, and employed as an accountant with 
Blue Cross-Blue Shield. He credits the volunteers with salvaging his life. 

Never underse11 your agency and program. Always consider it a fine program~ 
and be proud to sell it to everyone you meet. Be professitlnal in your approach 
to the community~ and they will regard you as a profession. Never think small. 

Remember to say thanks to agencies that provide services to your clients. 
Everyone needs a pat on the back, and the cooperation that follows will be un
believab1e. Remember that you too are a part of the delivery system of social 
services. 

Hhen you make changes in ydur program or agency let everyone in the community 
know. Agenci es will appreci ate be; ng ; nformed. \~hen your agency is open and 
shares information with other agencies you \'1i" find that they \'1i 11 reciprocate. 
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No one person or agency can solve all the problems of your clients .. It 
has to be a community effort. Don't make your facility a mini-prison, mOke 
5 ure it ; s a CQ!!J!l1U1J.itY,. res i dence. 
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LEBENSRAUM AND THE SOCIALLY HANDICAPPED 

I. The Philosphical Background: Lebensraum, Liberty and Life 
The Territorial Imperative: It has long been a fundamental assumption of 
biology that all living things exist not only in time~ but also in space, 
and that while chronos is infinite, cosmos is finite. We are made aware of 
the immense dangers of the population explosion and its inherent implications 
for survival. All life forms are limited by living space, or lebensraum, as 
the Germans have so aptly termed it. It merely means room to live, the 
"space required as by a community, institution, organism, individual for 
1 He, growth, or acti vi ty. II 1 

Daniel Boone and his fellow frontiersmen called it "elbow room." The 
comic W. C. Field1s sage comment, IIEverybody got to be somewhere ll was more than 
a tautological taunt. Adolf Hitler launched the world into madness and dark
ness, questing for libensraum as a conquistodore quests for El Dorado. In the 
balance sheet of existence 9 living space is the bottom line of survival for 
self and species. Sufficient space to survive and thrive has been termed the 
territorial imperative, and it is viewed by biologists as the major motivator 
of creatures and life forms great and small. 

In a previous paper, it was observed that for those who operate community 
residential programs, IIPerhaps the most obvious point of contact with the pub
lic stems from the fact that residential programs are conducted in facilities 
which are a physical reality that cannot be hid or denied in the communities 
where they are 10cated ... Education must be done not only with the general 
public, but with the Bureaucracy and public officials as well. The most dif
ficult and ultimatelYdecisive decisions that spell life and death to residential 
program survival are most typically settled on this turf".2 

This paper is an attempt to elaborate on the issue of the imperative of 
establishing adequate facilities in a suitable location if residential pro
grams are to continue to exist and ultimately achieve their full potential in 
the social service system. 

Stigmatization and Territoriality: In his clasic work, Stigma, Erving 
Goffman3 makes the following points: Stigmatization refers to an individual 
or groups attribute that is to deeply discrediting; a stigma is really a 
special kind of a relationship between attribute and stereotype; the stigma
tized share the dual distinction as being viewed as ~iscred;ted and_discreditable; 
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I a stigma is usually undesired differentness; a person with a stigma is be

lieved to be not quite human; socie~y tends to impute a wide range of imper-
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fections on the basis of the original one; the stigmatized individual tends 
to hold the same beliefs about identity that others do; a stigmatized person 
may use his condition to escape competition, to avoid responsibility, to have 
an excuse for failure, to exploit it for secondary gain; the stigmatized tend 
to shun daily intercourse with normals, and tend to become suspicious, de
pressed, hostile, anxious and bewildered; feel insecure about what others 
think of them; may approach mixed contacts with hostile bravado or cowering 
deference; the stigmatized seek a corporate life based upon a type of group 
formation or a type of -group function; that there are voluntary residential 
c1ubs and mutual claims networks which are used as support systems by various 
groups composed of the stigmatized; and that such support systems sometimes 
develop into full fledged residential communities. 

These citations indicate that the stigmatized have not only a need to 
indentify a place of their own, but by inference, they have a right to such a 
place by l~ight of existence. Goffman observes that almost anyone or everyone 
can be stigmatized by one quality or characteristic or another, depending upon 
the social context the individual is inhabiting. The old, young, rich. poor, 
fat, thin, beautiful, ugly, intelligient, retarded, sick, deformed, and dis
abled have all been stigmatized one time or another by one society or another. 
Race, religion, ethnic origin, language, and regional identity have also oc
casloned stigmatization. It \'Iould seem apparent that a society that values is 
a society which stigmatizes and discriminates. 

Since almost all human groups or classification categories have at one 
time or another been stigmatized and discriminated against, the point becomes 
to what extent is stigmatization justified? \~ho should be stigmatized and 
why and to what degree? Who should be the agent of social sanction and what 
should be the degree of such po\'Ier? If any majority may stigmatize and dis
criminate against any minority, we are, indeed, in dire straights. 

Since it is within the American tradition to integrate as well as segregate, 
to include as well as exclude, and to extend to all citizens certain inalienable 
rights, it would seem appropriate that whenever any agency or agency presumes 
to establish standards and sanctions at the expense of any individual or group 
of ; ndi vi dua 1 s, they must be held accountable for such presumpti ons and tequi I~ed 
to give full justification in terms of human and constitutional rights for 
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denying or abridg'ing any person, stigmatized or not, of his or hel" rights. 
That such abrogations and abridgments of human rights is an almost daily 
occurrence shoUld give no credence that there should be any less accounta
bility. It is the basic premise of this paper that the socially handicapped 
and stigmatized citizens of Seattle are regularly and officially deprived of 
their right to living space individually and collectively and that, because 
of this, the issue of the relationship between stigmatization and territorial
ity is a critical philosphic and social concern. 

The Sociology of Deviance.:. It is difficult to make a clear distinction 
between stigmatization and deviancy. Deviancy implies a departure from a 
standard or the norm, while stigmatization implies being discredited or dis
creditable. To the extent that the act of deviating from a standard or norm, 
consciously or unconsciously, deliberately or undeliberately, results in dis
creditation, to that same extent does deviancy, the cause, result in a stigma
tization, the effect. This point is made not to demonstrate this cause and 
effect relationship, but rather to establish how easy it is to confuse the 
two concepts and conditions. In its most non-pathological form deviancy can 
be simply equated with being different. It need not involve anything illegal, 
immoral, or even imporper. The result, stigmatization and discrimination are 
no less real and abusive. 

It may be argued that to the extent that individuals choose to deviate 
from society's duly established norms and standards of being and behavior, to 
the same extent they may be jus.tly held to be accountable. There is little to 
be argued in the case of gross deviations which endanger or harm other individ
uals or compromise the common good beyond reason. However, when we substitute 
IIdifferentll for "deviant", we can immediately see a critical matter of degree. 
Individuals do have a right to be different. Soceity does not have the legiti
mate right to punish or discriminate against a person or class of persons merely 
on the basis of harmless human characteristics or peculiarities. 

Yet the City Council, Seattle, which has passed an anti-discrimination 
ordinance to protect citizens against discrimination on the basis of age, 
sex, race, handicap, sexual preference and marital status, through its zoning 
ordinances, has effectively discriminated against any human being who, by 
virtue of his or her choice or circumstances, voluntarily or involuntarily, 
may need to live in a halfvJaY house or community residential center. By pro
hibiting the establishment of a residential center of any size in any zoning 
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category without securing a conditional use permit, the City has effectively I 
said to the socially handicapped - You are different; ergo, you are deviant; 
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ergo, you are stigmatized; ergo, you are rightfully subjett to restrictions 
and restraints not imposed upon other citizens under similar circumstances. 

The case in poi nt is the block of property 'located between Spruce and 
Alder, and Eleventh and Twelfth Avenues. Pioneer Cooperative Affiliation 
began purchasing parcels in this block in 1963 with the express intention 
of someday building new residential structures for the socially handicapped 
on the property. From 1963 until 1976, PCA could have built af~y type of 
residential structure on this property without securing any conditional use 
permit or zoning variance. 

However, in 1976, the City Council adopted an ordinance which mandated 
that halfway house facilities could not be established anywhere in the City 
without a conditional use permit, and placed many restrictions as to size 
and proximity upon such units. 

In 1977, PCA finally had the resources to proceed with its long established 
p'lan to build two twelve-unit apartment houses on the subject property \'/hich 
has ah'lays been zoned RM (multiple residential). This category allows out
right use of the property for apartment house construction within the other 
provisions of the building code. Because, however, the people who were to 
live in these apartments were socially handicapped and would be participating 
in a treatment program, the apartment houses, which conformed in every detail 
and respect, were deemed to be halfway houses and PCA was directed to seek a 
conditional use permit. 

I f the property \~ere developed to its full 1 ega 1 capac; ty, it coul d sup
port more than 300 persons without requiring such special approval. However~ 

when PCA applied for a permit which would allow a total of 140 residents, less 
than one half of the otherwise legal limit, the City's Department of Community 
Development chose to take a pOSition against the project on the grounds that, 
1) it violated the residential character of the neighborhood; 2) it would 
create an undesirable concentration of idel1tified socially handicapped persons, 
in this case, state work release prisoners. in a single location. Representa
tives of the Department of Community Development then proceeded to organize 
opposition in the neigl}borhood against the project in clear violation of its 
obligation to maintain an impartial role in such matters. 

These facts a t'e presentend to ill usb'ate the dynami cs of the soci 01 ogy of 
deviance. Once identified as deviant, a group is properly categorized and 
cos; gned to the status of soci a 1 pat'i all wi th offi c; a 1 sancimony and buteau
cratic righteousness. 
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The Institutional Dilemma: Incarceration vs. Decarceration. Around 1800, 
with the advent of the Industrial Revolution, America evolved a new method 
of dealing with the deviant, dependent and less than desirable, the institution. 
Social reformers decrying the evils of the cities in particular and society 
in general, despaired of ever reforming any of its weird or wayward citizens 
while they remained at large in the corrupt community milieu. The solution 
offered was to estab11sh institutions where indvididuals could be referred, 
usually against their will, and where they would be forced to participate in a 
regimented program that would hopefully help them to change prior to re
entering society. Thus) the American tradition of incarceration was born out 
of a sincere sense of social reform and its doleful legacy was passed on to 
succeeding generations, and its expanding impact has had a rippling effect 
felt around the world. 

The problem with incarceration or institutionalization was that it was 
seized as a simplistic solution to soceity 1 s people problems and it was 
applied much like a potent nostrum as a cure-all to social ills. Not only 
were convicted felons subject to this method, but drunkards, the insane, the 
poor, the aged, delinquent youth, orphans and finally, dependent children. The 
rationale seemed to be that a little bit of incarceration never hurt anyone, 
and it might do some good. 4 Today the cycle has come full circle and we are 
hearing a great deal of talk about decarceration. The exact opposite is now 
postulated. Our institutions are often viewed as colossal failures and are 
blamed for not curing the problem. S We are told that it is impossible to pre
pare a person for life in the real world of the community in an institutional 
environment. Thus, we see how the social fads and fashions that are heralded 
as the "Paradise Found" of one generation, become the "Paradise Lost" of 
another. 

Ecology and Environment: We are now living in an era of great concern with 
pollution and polluters, and an even greater concern with protecting life 
and the ecosystem in all of its myriad forms. To illustrate, the federal 
government has been enjoined from making a 167 million dollar dam on the 
Tennessee River operational because it might endanger a subspecies of 3" min
now that inhabits only a single sixteen mile section of the river. 
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This zealous concern for life and living space for one of the little 
creatures of creation may be laudable. However, how can we abide such mea
sures to protect the least, and ignore a similar subspecies of our own kind, 
the socially handicapped, and deny them a suitable habitat and lebensr~um, 

because the'ir habits differ from our own. This incongruity would smack of 
hypocracy if it did not emanate from sincerity and unconscious failure to 
prioritize items of human concern. 

It is interesting to note that we now require an environmental impact 
statement on any new construction in Seattle. The PCA project was given a 
classification of "non-significant" impact in terms of the proposed structures' 
influence on the environment. Once again, the close relationship between 
living space and the territorial imperative becomes evident. In a society that 
is so effete as to anguish over the nuances of visual, auditory and olfactory 
pollution, it would be boorish not to expect opposition to a humanized program 
to assist those who do not blend in with the social decor of the neighborhood. 

Constitutional.Concerns and Legal Issues: It may be argued that the U. 
S. Constitution provides that it is the function of government lito insure 
domesti c tranquil ity" and IIpromote the general wel fare" 6 and that thi s permits 
the state ( in this case, city) to enact ordinances that regulate and control 
land use and contribute to bet.ter land use planning. Government of a certainty 
has both the power and responsibility to act in these matters. However, the 
Constitution also provides that no person may IIbe deprived of life, liberty 
or property without due process of law; not' shall private property be taken 

-for public use without just compensation. 1I7 The Constitition prohibits cru~l 
and unusual punishment. It is the contention of PCA and its counsel, that e
nacting or ordinance that patently discriminates against one class of persons 
( in this case, a work release program for convicts becomes a special case be
cause they may be denied civil rights but not human rights) may be considered 
as unconstitutional. Since the City is on recrod as favoring fair housing and 
non-discrimination, it may indeed be vUlnerable to a class action suit in 
behalf of the socially handicapped and agencies which operate halfway houses 
and other residential resources. 

In recent years there has been increasing activity to identify and define 
the rights of the confined. More than one thousand federal cases have been 
cataloged and classified and there is a strong basis in constitutional law to 
question discrimination against those \'Iho are confined. II The judicial system 
is beginning to recognize m~ny basic rights of persons confined in correctional 
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facilities ... Administrators involved in these areas are beginning to realize 
that they can no longer be arbitrary or capricious with their decisions •.• 
The burden has shifted from the affected person's having to establish why the 
practice should not be continued, to the administrator's having to justify \-/hy 

a particular practice should be fol1mved. 8 It is possible that the City might 
be enjoined from continuing its present course. 

In prusuit of what it believes to be its own personal rights, and in pro
tection of what it perceives to be the rights of its clients, PCA is launched 
upon a course that may well take this issue to the highest court in the land. 

II. The Process: Legensraum and The Circadian Cycle 
The PCA predicament is not unique to this agency, nor is the question of zoning 
and popular acceptance of halflvay houses peculiar to Seattle. The same problem 
persists allover America. Objections to all programs for the socially handi
capped are generally similar to those raised against offenders, namely: 1) De
preciation of property values; 2) increased danger to person and property~ 
3) increased noise and disturbance; 4) violation of property boundaries. 9 

Because of widespread community resistance to such programs, administrators 
have sometimes adopted a rather cynical approach, sometimes called the "circadian 
cycle", which infers a twenty-four hour period of daylight and :!u;"lIess. The 
daylight or "high moon" approach holds that it is best to go into a community 
openly and directly. Seek official and public acceptance. Let people know 
I'lhat you are up to and gain their confidence. Then they "Jill support you. 
This is indeed the noble and preferred approach. However, when confronted with 
rejection or resistance, some operators have resorted to subterfuge and secrecy, 
and have util i zed the "thi af-i n-the-ni ght" approach, whereby they sil ently set 
up the program and present the community with a fait accompli in order to gain 
the living space they believe rightfully, though not necessarily legally, is 
thei rs. 

Land Use Planning:. If the quality of life in these United States is to 
be protected and preserved, \'/e must by all means have high quality land use 
planning. The problem is, who are the planners? Far too often they are young 
people fresh out of college with little maturity or practical experience, or 
more seasoned persons with predetermined ends. In either case, a fair and 
equitable plan is difficult to develop and often impossible to implement. 

He agree with H. C. Fields that "everybody's got to be some'tlhere. 1I If 
land use planners would make honest provision and intelligent inclusion of 
programs for the handicapped in their comprehensive plans~ and if zoning com-
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mi ss i oners, c; ty council sand buil di ng departments woul d honor these pl ans 
by doing those things which enable their implementation, most of the problem 
would be solved. Sad1y~ this enlightened state of affairs is seldom encount
ered. "Community-based treatment generally was not anticipated by planners 
or by those persons charged with the drafting and administration of zoning 
ordinances. II 

II The law of zoning uses the traditional family unit as its modular. From 
the simplest protection of the single-family home to the most complex density 
coefficient ratio, all residential zoning assumes one traditional mom-and-pop 
family in each dwelling unit. vlhere the system is challenged, whether by a 
haggle of hippies, a piety of priests, or an exemplar of ex-addicts, the system 
proves unacceptab' e. II 11 

When all is said and done, when all of the knee-jerk reaction is over, 
and the smoke of accusation and acrimony has cleared away, the final note of 
professional opinion is almost always the same. These programs are needed 
because they make a difference. After concluding the most extensive and ex
haustive study eve)" made on this topic, the American Society of Planning Officials 
concluded: II Close coordination between the local planning department and the 
local and state agencies charged with regulating these facilities can result in 
the creation of systems of health care, correctional rehabilitation, and drug 
and alcoholic treatment that serve both their participants and the total com-
muni ty. Without adequate zoni ng regul ati ons, the family and group care facil i
ties so essential to the system cannot be provided. 1I12 

Now let us review the process step by step that must be followed in Seattle 
if one is to legally open a new ha1f\'Iay house program or relocate an existing 
community residential cente)". 

JJl~L!tyj1s1j_Il9.._Q.@ar_tmf~.nt:~ No new construction or major al ternation can 
be attempted without first securing a building permit. In making a determina
tion as to whether 0)" not to issue a building perm;t~ the Building Department 
routine looks at not only the type of structure proposed, \vhich must conform 
to the local building code, but also the use for which it is intended. The 
question of permiSSible use is grounded in the definitions, regulations and re
strictions of the local zoning code. The entit~e city is divided into various 
zoning and land use categories, usually based on a master land use plan. Most 
zoning categories specify the outright uses that are allowed under that classi-
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fication. When a case is clear cut, the use is granted outright and the 
Building Department issues the building permit. When there is a question or 
doubt about use, or when the use is not specified, the applicant must petition 
for a conditional use permit. The first official to hear such a petition is 
the Hearing Examiner, but several other governmental agencies are also involved. 

The City Pl~llDing Commission and the City Council Planning Committee: 
Land use policy and practice are basically determined by two bodies. One, the 
Planning Committee of the City Council is composed of elected public officials 
who act in behalf of the City Council. The Planning Commission is composed 
of appointed citizens who act ~n behalf of the public in terms of broad public 
policy development relating to land use issues. These two bodies play the key 
roles in land use planning and policy devleopment. Several other units are also 
involved in appeals and other planning functions. The Board of Adjustment, 
another citizens group, hears all appeals of a Hearing Examiner's findings and 
makes its own determination. This finding in turn may be appealed to the City 
Council for further determination. The City Council's decision nlay in turn 
be appealed up through the various court levels, ultimately to the U. S. Su
preme Court. The process obviously is very complex and cumbersome, and can be 
drawn out to nearly interminable lengths and at exhorbitant expense. The De
pe~'tment of Community Development and its Environmental t1anagement Division 
study issues and make recommendations to the City Council and Planning Commission 
and provide staff support services to both groups who may act independently 
or in concert with each other. 

Because the apparatur is so ponderous , many persons who are motivated to 
help those in need simply IIbootleg" an operation and avoid the entire formal 
process. If no one complains and the Building Department does not discover 
the violation, all may go unnoticed. However, such d program will always 
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exist under the shadow of illegality. II The legality of adult community resi- I 
dences is uncertain, when they are established in violation of local zoning 1aws". 13 

We have noted the process of application and appeal beginning with the 
Building Department, the Hearing Examiner acting in behalf of the Board of Ad
justment and the City Council. Now let us look at the level of appeal beyond 
policy and practice, the judicial system. 

The Courts: In the past ten years, the courts on every level up to and 
including the U. S. Supreme Court have issued decisions regarding land use, zon M 

ing ordinances, and related issues. In almost every case persons constituting 
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a non-traditional living unit that could not meet the standard definition 
of family argued that the overly restrictive definition of family inter
fered with their fundamental rights to migrate and settle, to associate with 
persons the~ choose, and to privacy: In most cases they have invoked the 
standard of equal protection. A national rev'jew of federal and state cases 
reveals that the courts do not offer clear quidelines or consistent findings. 
There is considerable variation among Federal courts, and there is variation 
among states and within states. 

Nonetheless, it seems fair to conclude that "when the court is satisfied 
that the proposed family or group care facil i ty wi 11 not alter the character 
of a neighborhood - and the facts tend to support this conclusion - it will 
generally allow the establishment of such a facility.1I14. 

III. The Participants: Lebensraum in Prospect and Practice 
Let us review briefly the main characters in this mini drama on human 

social survival. 
The Petitioners:. Pioneer Cooperative Affiliation, representing itself 

as an established enterprise, and serving as an advocate of the more than ten 
thousand clients it has served, and standing as a symbol and representative 
of the more than 2000 programs and 100,000 beds currently in operation for the 
socially handicapped in the United States, contends that it has the right to 
construct new and enlarged facilities on the property where it has continuously 
operated for fourteen years, and further, that its clients, as a class, must 
not be denied their fundamental right to treatment as handicapped persons, nor 
denied their human or civil rights as citizens or subjects of the U. S. Govern
ment. PCA believes it has demonstrated that since twice the number of persons 
proposed could be legally situated on the same property and in the same building, 
if the residents were not in a rehabilitation program, and since it has been 
shown that such programs do not, per se, cause an increase in crime, a decline 
in property values, nor an adverse effect on the enviot'nment ot' neighborhoOd,15 
16they should therefore be granted the necessary conditional use permit and 
zoning variances. 

In a hearing held on September 23, 1977, the Hearing Examiner found in 
favor of the PCA position. However, he limited the number of new residents 
to no more than sixty, and recommended that PCA appeal to the Ci ty Council fot' 
a special ordinance that would legally provide that an exception be made to 
permit PCA to house 144 clients in its new facilities. Interestingly, thil~ty

two neighbors around the proposed new facility signed a petition supportinn 
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the PCA proposal. Many agencies and government, business and organizations 
also supported PCA. 

The Plaintiffs: ihe City Department of Community Development, several 
neighborhood groups, and a number of individuals opposed the PCA petitions 
for conditional use permits and zoning variances. Almost without exception, 
the loyal opposition has had no fault to find with PCA or its programs but 
rest their case on the question of the character and composition of the 
neighborhood being adversely affected by the number and concentration of 
handicapped persons in the area. The plaintiffs have appealed the Examiner's 
findings and the Board of Adjustment is scheduled to hear the case Decenlber 2, 
1977 • 

The Professionals: The members of the bureaucracy and official community 
are divided in their views of how to handle this issue. Many believe that 
PCA is justified in its claims and request but fear the proliferation of other 
and larger programs. Others are strongly opposed to the proposal on principle, 
believing that the area should be restored and reserved for single family 
residential purposes. While the Hearing Examiner found in PCAls favor, it is 
uncertain how the Board of Adjustment will react, since it generally favors 
citizen groups, and there are large numbers of citizens on both sides of this 
issue. If PCA is not supported, it will be obliged to appaa1 directly to the 
city council as suggested by the Examiner. Both the United States Department 
of Justice and the Washington State Division of Institutions strongly endorse 
the PCA program and proposal, 

The Politicos and the Power Structure: Now that the elections are over 
and we have identified the main cost of characters in the power structure, we 
are prepared to proceed with our drama. The elected public officials have the 
right and responsibility to represent the public interest in all of its dimen
sions and aspects. The mayor and city council must play the major roles in 
determine the public policy. There is little doubt that they will be called 
upon to attempt to resolve this issue. 

IV. The Product: Lebensraum and the Lilliputians 
Concl udi ng Comments: In his immortal cl assi c, Gull i veri s Travel s, Swi ft 

identified a new and previously undiscovered ethnic group, the Lilliputians, 
the 1l1ittle people." They were found to be fully functioning human beings de
spite their diminutive stature. PCA was founded on the principle that the 
little people, those who are needy in our socity, deserve a chance to change, 
that they are entitled to whatever treatment they require, that their rights 
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and freedoms must not be denied nor denigrated, and they they, too, have the 
right to l;fe~ liberty and lebensraum. Until the City of Seattle makes pro
vision to accommodate them in facilities sufficiently large or sufficiently 
numerous to accommodate their needs and numbers, the agency feels it must 
follow the moral and legal imperative to represent the needs of the "little 
people ll and the living space they require . 

. Summartzing s.ta temstl.1!..L.. This paper has attempted to set forth the dynamics 
and dimensions of a critical social issue that directly relates to education 
and our phil osophy of 1 i fe, of government and of servi ce. Educati on and re
habilitation may be viewed as two sides to a single coin. Ooth invo1ved time, 
change, human grO\~th and self enhancement. If we may deny rehabilitation pro
grams the space to exist and perform, we may also, using the same logic, resist 
educational programs as well. As a matter of fact, schools often face a 
similar community struggle. Fortunately, they are more properly provided for 
in the zoning code. 

Time will tell how this issue will be resolved. Meanwhile, the need and 
number of those who require social service and personal assistance continue to 
grow almost exponentially while the wheels of due process slowly grind out 
their human grist and ponderously ponder the problem. 
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LAY SERVICE PROVIDERS 

Ken Ideus 
Department of Institutions 

Nancy Raue 
Department of Community Affairs 

INTRODUCTION (t~i n i Lecture) 

Definition 
,. 

- volunteers 
- natural providers 

1. General attitudes towards the use of volunteers (Exercise) 
a. Small group exercise 
b. Processing of exercise 

II. Committment (Lecture) 
What executive commitment is necessary before a project beings. 

NOAH (N~eds Overlap Analysis in the Helping Process 
a. Presentation (Lecture) 
b. Process (Sma'l Group) 

III. 

Selling the Concept to: 
a. Themselves 

IV. 
011 n i Lectures) 

b. Potential vo1untp-ers/natural providers 
c. r~anagement 

V. Wrap-up 
Personal commitments 
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VOLUNTEER 

PRESENTATION FOR BILLINGS: 

I NTRODUCTI ON: I 

Definitions: Vo]unteers: 

A volunteer is def; ned as a person, who of \); s own free wi 11, provi des 

goods or services to an agency with no monetary or material compensation. 

Types of volunteer services fall into olle of three bas'ic categories. 

The first of these is "regular service volunteer". This term applies to 

persons engaged in specific service activities on an ongoing basis, usually 

at scheduled intervals, (i.e. monthly, weekly). 

The second catagory is "occasional services volunteers". These are 

individuals or groups of citizens who offer to provide a one-time, or 

occasional service, (i.e. groups sponsoring or providing Christmas parties, 

benefits, entertainment). 

The third category is "material donors.1I From time to time, individuals 

or groups of citizens want to share in helping, but are unable to give the 

time required for volunteer service. They may express their concern by 

providing funds, materials, jobs or opportunities for clients. Their sel'v;ce 

is measured in terms of dollar value as opposed to hours. 

Each of you, for various reasons, may have good feelings regarding the 

use of volunteers, some of you may have not such good feelings, yet others may 

have never considered the use of volunteers. However positive your 'feelings 

may be, those thoughts and feelings will not guarantee a good impact on the 

client. 

And this is what the world of volunteers is about - a method through which 

you develop your capability to provide those services necessary to make the best 

impact possible on the client you have been charged to work with. 
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Volunteer services can only be as good as the administration of their 

sponsoring agency. The first step to "volunteers" is administrative commit

ment. The people who are willing to give you their time and talent, can do 

so only if you allow them to do so. 

Natura1 Providers - Who are They? 

INTRODUCTION: I I 

Before getting into specific definitions and interpretations of who and 

what "natural providers" are~ let's take a look at what typically happens at a 

human service agency and more specifically at one which offets counseling 

services. A client enters the program or agency through referral or self 

initiation because he or someone else has determined that his life/and or 

coping skills are unrealistic. This has caused discomfort for him, for 

someone else, or both (as is usually the situation in correctional cases). 

After an assessment by the agency it is determined that the client needs 

development in the following areas: communications skills, interpersonal 

skills, intrapersonal skills and living skills. These are often referred to 

as basic life skills. The client is then taken through the program and is 

aided by staff in developing these skills to the best of his and the staff's 

abilities. The question which stands out in n~ mind and probably in the 

minds of clients is: If these skills are so basic to healthy productive 

living, why don't we hear about them until we experience enough pain to 

seek out help or have help sought out for us? 

There are actually two primary means by which one can come into contact 

with these "basic" skills; becoming a client as mentioned or by becoming 

a counselor. Sorry, rest of the wor-ld, you'll have to fend for- yout~self. 

If the answer could be found in written literature there wouldn't be a 

pr-oblem as book stores are satur-ated by a variety of self-help and self

actualization publications, of which many are best sellers. Liter-ature, 

however, hasn't done the trick. The "answer" must be found in people wor-king 
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with people and through learning life skills as a basic part of the sQcial~ 

ization process. 

How does this massive complaint tie into "natural providers?" Easy; 

let's look at what natural providers are. They are providers of help in the 

personal sense and, they are natural because they provide that help in their 

natural environment, whether that be at horne, at work, or on the stl~eet. They 

may be barbers, bartenders, businessmen, beauticians, or anyone for that matter 

and helping has become natural to them. They have been trained to some basic 

skills by their own choice to both help themselves and to share in a basic 

responsibility we all have as human beings to help each other. 

Before going further here, it might be wise to make what distinction there 

is between volunte,ers and natural providers. This can be best accomplished by 

simply listing comparative characteristics of each: 

Volunteers: 

1
2
) ~1ay be a di rect functi on of an agency 
) Are linked to a specific system 

3) Take time from their natural environment to perform their tasks 
4) Are trained for a specific purpose 
5) Operate organizationally as if in a paid agency 

Natural Providers: 

1) Are indirectly related to agencies and function independently 
2) Have one possible link to a system which is that of referral 
3) Operate within their natural environment 
4) Are trained generally to life skills with the exception of 

specific training 
5) Do not fit into any typical organizational structU)~e 

Though a difference exists, there ;s a definite relationship between the 

two groups. The re 1 ati onshi p can best be seen by conceptua 1 i zi ng the overa 11 

service delivery picture as a pyramid, the broad base being natural providers, 

then the more specialized volunteers and last, the highly specialized professional 

agency. Ideally then, an individual in need of help could find assistance for 

meeting that need at two levels before appearing at an already overburdened 

agency. A quick look at correctional programs alone will easily substantiate 

the value of such a system in operation. 
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PYRAMID OF HUMAN SERVICE DELIVERY 

Professional 
Agency 

Volunteers 

Natural Providers 

The area or size of each of the three divisions of the pyramid ;s r~lative 

to the other two in terms of clctual numbers of persons and level of training. 

Thus the professional agency in this system has the smallest number of persons 

with the highest level of training. 
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influence that decision and/or implement a plan. This, then is the task 

before us now; to determine what our attitudes toward volunteerism and natural 

I 
I 

providers are. Determining and express~ng attitudes enables us to deal from I 
a more realistic perspective rather than one based on wants and wishes. There 

are s'everal methods available to help us clarify values and attitudes. One 

which I prefer to use because of its expediency, accuracy and impact is the 

"Value Circle" or for our purposes IIAttitudes Circle." The procedure for 

using the attitudes circle is as follows: 

a) A large circle is drawn on a blackboard or piece of newsprint 
b) The item in question, the one you wish to determine attitudes on, 

is written in the center of the circle. 
c) A brainstorming of thoughts or words brought to mind by the 

particular item (word aSSOCiation) is done with each of them 
being written at random in the circle. 

d) After the brainstorming a positive (+) or negative (-) sign is 
placed by each word or phrase depending upon the connotation. 
If a work or phrase seems to carry both connotations a neutral 
(+) sign is placed beside it. 

e) All positive, negative and neutral signs are then tallied in
dividually. The sign with the largest tally indicates the 
general attitude of the individual or group toward the item in 
question. 

Example: 

+ = 3 

- = 2 

- = 2 + 
WOBK 

:;: NeCI!SSarll 

'-----~ 
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At this point in time the training of natural providers has focused on 

adults in optimal positions tohelp other adults due to the amount of person 

contact they have in an average day. Thus occupations such as barbers, 

beauticians, and physicians, etc. are being keyed on as primary target 

populations. The future ideal however, is to see all persons trained to 

basic life skills from infancy on. This is one ideal which I see as not 

being outside the realistic realm. Should it come to pass, and it can, we 

all truly will be "natural providers" in the optimal meaning of the phase. 

I. §.elleYjl LP.tti tude.s, (Ken) (Sma 11 Group Exerci se) 

Despite what the aforementioned definitions of volunteers and natural 

providers may have done in bringing out the valuable qualities of both 

groups, the general attitude or feeling which you the reader or listener 

had upon entering this discussion, is probably still with you. This is 

due to the fact that our attitudes are shaped by our life experiences. 

Likewise, the impact of the experi(mce directly correlates to the strength 

of the attitude or feeling. We know that if we feel strongly opposed to 

an idea or concept at least one and sometimes several positive experiences 

are ne.eded to allow us to change that attitude. The reverse is true of 

positive attitudes. The effect of our attitudes on our behavior, the 

things we do, can easily be demonstrated by a legislator \'Iho must vote 

"yea" or "nay" on an issue, a judge who must pass sentence or a probation 

and parole officer who must approve or disapprove a client's plan. The 

above tasks are not as difficult when we are clear and certain about our 

attitudes relating to a given subject. A problem exists when, due to lack 

of adequate experience or knowledge of a given area, \~e are unsUt'e of \~hat 

our attitudes are. The difficulty then, lies not only with th,. individual 

\~ho needs to make a deciSion, but also \~ith the party who would like to 
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Knowledge of our own att'itudes or the attitudes of a particular 

group to which we belong will help us make more realistic and rational 

decisions. A second factor is that we are often more comfortable with 

out decisions when we are clear on our values and attitudes and being 

human we do ha~e a natural desire for B comfortable, rational existence. 

II. Commitment 

Throughout the remainder of the session, Ken and I will be using a term 

"l ay service provider". We \1111 use this to encompass both volunteers 

and natural prov;qers. 

As i stated before, a lay service provider can only be as good as 

the administration of the sponsoring agency. To do this commitments 

must be made by the administrative staff--especially by the administrator 

personally. Before any program can begin, you must be prepared to make 

a commitment of time, as well as a commitment of financial support. 

I would like to break this commitment into three phases: To 

demonstrate support for volunteer development, the admininstrator must: 

A. Make the decision to use volunteers. 
B. Set long-range goals and objectives for volunteer development 

system involving leadership, paid staff, boards or committees, 
consumers, and volunteers (if any). 

C. Appoint qualified "director" for focus efforts. 
D. Designate staff time to define roles, prepare training, evaluate 

plans, meetings. 
E. Communicate your support through staff meetings, memors of 

authorization, public statements. 

Phase two consists of six parts for the actual program operation: 

A. Support of recruitment through public statements, communities 
activities. 

B. Offer explicit encouragement - welcome volunteer trainees. 
C. Monitor progress. 
D. Informal observation. 
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E. Encourage staff participation. 

F. Allocate support as needed. 

Phase three, Evaluation and Future Planning: 

II 1. NOAH 

A. Evaluate actual performance of the volunteer development system 

against targeted goals and objectives. 

B. Assess overall effect of volunteer on agency's ability to respond 

to needs. 

C. Assess overall cost/benefit of volunteer development system. 

D. Assess long-range effects of volunteer development system on 

agency, consumers, community. 

E. Provide for volunteer perspective/input in new program development 

cycle system. 

F. Recognize the status of "volunteer director" as member of top 

administrative team and volunteers as an essential component of 

agency services. 

Noah ;s one part of a series of exercises developed by the National 

Information Center on Volunteerism, in Boulder, Colorado, to aid in the 

identification of, l} what you need to get done, 2} what the staff expects 

(wants), and 3) what the volunteer has to offer. When the three are 

determined you then overlap the needs and talents to deternrlne where you 

can work together. The bes~ volunteer program for you or for your clients 

is one that suits your needs as well as benefiting the client. 

NOAH simply means ~EEOS OVERLAP I\NALVSIS, IN THE I:!.ELPING PROCESS. 
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~.§u --
STAFF AND VOLUNTEER Cm1MITTEE 

SEEK THEIR NEED OVERLAP AREA 

STAFF 

h_CTIVITY LIST 

Hhat you've 
done the 1 ast 
three days 

10URWOR~: 

What you1re 
doing because 

DREAM LIST 

~/hat you 
\~ould 1 ike to 
have done 
(job related) 

THAT: 
A. You never have 

time to do, or 

l-.... ____ --"'t.1 

B. You don't have 
the resources 
to do------ .. -
even if you 
had the time. 

*HHAT YOU DO BECAUSE: 

A. No one else will do it -

B. You feel your experience and training 
fits you to do better/other things -

C. You'd rather invest your time in those 
lIother thingsll to be more productive -

Activity List 

[----;-'---1 
_ ~ ___ "" ......... -._ -..,. ...J 

Add 
Dreams 

I 
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The Object of the exercise ;s to move your 'tlork area from left to right~-~J 
BUT HO~I?? 11?? 
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VOLUNTEER COMMITTEE: 

*** Review Staff Items For: 

--VALIDITY--There are people in the community who are, or want to do these 
things. 

--CREATIVE--Cha 11 engi n9 items for vol unteers to do. 

--RELEVANT--To the agency towards which this process ;s directed. 

**Items marked strong IIYes", "No", "Maybe ll or provisional Ye,s, No, Maybe 

"-STAFF/VOLUNTEER DISCUSSION/NEGOTIATION FOLLOWS 

§ND RESULT OF PHASE I: 

LISTING OF NEGOTIATED "NEED OVERLAP" AREA. 

'p"~ASE IJ: 

Consumer Committee: 

--What unme'l: m~eds do they have? 

After time for' s'wdy, indicate staff/volunteer need overlap jobs which: 

1) Coincide with their O\~n unmet needs -

2) Are 'indifferent to their primary unfulfilled needs -

3) Are partly or \~holly, in conflict with consumers' primary needs -

4) Totally miss some primary unfilled needs of the consumer -

CONSUMERS CAN BE UNREALISTIC TOO--

(You may need more than one consumer committee) 
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EMERGING PATTERN 

x 
1) Staff wishes for volunteer jobs that volunteers won't do. 

2) Things volunteers want to do which staff won't accept. 

3) Consumer needs that neither volunteers nor staff will accept. 

The staff and volunteer committee then begin a process to determine how 
to recruit, screen and train volunteers to fulfill the overlap area. 
Volunteer job descriptions are developed to aid in the recruitment efforts. 

SELLING THE CONCEPT TO YOU 

In order for the concept of using natural providers and volunteers to 

go somewhere from here, you first of all, have to see that is it believable, 

workable and most of all, beneficial. There are three primary areas of 

benefit most recognizable: 

1) Lay service providers benefit themselves by developing \'1orth 
and bettering their own relationships. 

2) Consumers have more help available at an earlier stage in 
problem development. 

3) The professional service delivery system can expand its scope 
of servi ces and at the same time 1 i ghten the load on agenc,Y 
staff. 

In developing systems for rural communities and especially in correctional 

programs where personal contact is both facilitative and legally necessary, lay 

service systems may prove to be the answer. One point which is to our advant

age is the fact that lay service providers systems have \'/orked and are presently 

functioning. Systems have also failed and our responsibility there is to find 
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out what happened and how to change it. 

We also face a unique challenge in the central western states of 

developing viable community correctional programs for rural areas. Manpower 

needs alone speak out to the need for using lay pe,rsons in developing and 

maintaining those programs. Correctional systems are constantly under attack 

and charged with inefficiency and ineffectiveness. Before one can disavow a 

theory or method of dealing with clients he must look at how effectively that 

particular theory or method is being applied. An example could be that of a 

probation and parole officer assigned to a rural district. In Montana, rural 

probation and parole districts are composed of four to five counties with an 

average radi us of seventY-fi ve mil es, covered by one P & P off; cer wi th a case

load of fifty clients. With all due respect to the officer1s skills, sincerety 

and energy level, adequate personal contact needed to optimally facilitate 

change simply is unrealistic. We aren1t talking about abstract theory at 

this point and our own statistics show we are talking about fact. Funding 

situations are also fact and won1t allow us the additional staff needed, so, 

where does the answer lie? It lies in the very communities where the problems 

exist. Fact is that lay programs have and wil' work. The initial energy 

exerted in developing this area will yield a large return which can be measured 

by client success, cost effectiveness and community support. It a'l boils down 

to plan good business. 

SELLING THE CONCEPT TO POTENTIAL LAY PROVIDERS 

Should you believe in the concept and its potential and decide to im-

plement a program you will need to develop a cadre of lay providers. At this 

point the sales job is in your hands. Selling to potential lay providers needs 

to be done for two primary reasons, the first being the need for an adequate 

cadre to pull from. The second is the need to instill a dedicated and positive 

attitude toward \'Ihat they \'1ill be doing. The same as it is to you, believeability 
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is a pre-requisite in selling the concept. People need to know and believe 

they are valueable to t.he system and needed by it. A sense of worth is an 

integral part of our coping systemsand thus, helping instill a sense of worth 

in people can gain valuable allies for you or your program. There are other 

selling points which can serve to aid the process. One is the offer of train

ing and learning which will be helpful to them in their natural environments. 

This might include communications, management skills and problem solving skills. 

Another selling point which should prove to be attractive for both agency 

administrators and lay service providers is the concept of certification, 

especially in the area of volunteers. For administrators it guarantees that 

volunteers working with their agencies have had a minimum of specialized 

training. For an administrator who has had negative experiences with lay 

helpers a system of certification may prove to be a safety mechanism he could 

accept. For volunteers it is a symbol of accomplishment and can add to se1f

confidence and assurance. Certification can also through organization, add 

stabil ity to the volunteer system. 

In summary, your own belief in the system1s ability to work is a pre

requisite. Once you are there, selling the concept to others is a much 

easier and productive task. Both parties have an offer to make, the primary 

point ;s taking advantage of it. 
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II 

-----------.. ------------------.. !!I, 

SURVIVl\L OF OUR CRHlINAL JUSTICE SYSTEf1 

THE LESIGLATIVE IMPACT 

Parker Evatt 

I am not a prophet of doom, but I fores€'e a clark and b 1 i ghtfull future 
for the survival of agencies and programs in our nation's criminal justice 
system, unless a more meaningful working relationship is established on every 
level of government with our nations political system. Why is the need so great 
to establish a good working relationship with the political system? It is be
cause the elected officials in our political sy~teM are the decision makers. 
In order to survive, you need the support of those who are elected to be decision 
makers. These are the people who decide whether or not your programs will he 
funded for survival. You need a good l~e'ntionship \'lith the "Decision t1akers" ~ 

because your agency t\tld i ts progl~ams need thi sin order to survi va. These e
lected officials, "Decision !1aker", are the "La\'J 1·1akers", Ut1d an tminformed la\J 
maker may make for bad Legislation. In South Carolina this year while the 
Legislature was debating the annual appropriations Oi11, an amendment was filed 
by a house member in the area of ,iuvonile justice \1ithin our State. The Amen·-.I M 

ment filed by this uninformed Legislator should have eliminated an entire state 
agency by putting it Ul1der another agency. Of course, I spoke against the tlllletld· 

ment, and it was defeatr.HJ. Later I ask my col league why he had introduced such 
a lehislation; he had no logical reason for his actions. After our lunch break 
\10 t'econvened to rosume our discussion vlith reference to our juvenile ,justice 
system. Agai n my uni nformed call eague ; ntroduced an amendment whi ch would have 
taken a majOl' portion of the juvenil e agency that \'1ould have been expanded by 
his m'evious amendment and IJlace it under the same arJency he \'ms going to eliminate 
earlier that morning. His second amendment was also defeated. But the fearful 
thought is that it happened and the terrifying thought is that it could have passed. 
YOll have both good and bad Legislation. tlany times the decision makers, the 
I.egislatm's, in their dealings \'1ith issues affecting the criminal justice s.Ystem 
not being informed will oecome a.party to bad Legislation. I believe many bad 
pieces of Legislation are passed entirely cut of ignorance, because many times 
the decision maker's, the Legislators, dealing \'1ith the different issues! aloe not 
familiar with the entire criminal justice system. 

In the South Carolina Le~islature, we considered another Bill this year \'e
lative to the extt'nded \'Jork re1p.ase programs for the South Carolina Department of 
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Corrections. This Bill would have provided for increased participation in 
what had proven to be a successful \'/ork release program. This Bill was passed 
in the House of Represnetatives and was sent to the Senate. In the Senate, an 
Amendment was tacked on entirely unrelated to the original intent of the Bill. A 
Senator was trying to do something for his local community without taking into 
consideration the good the Bill would do for the work of the Department of Cor
rections in the entir~ State. A compromise was worked out in the last (2) weeks 
of the session which kept that Bill from being defeated in the Senate. A good 
working relationship with the political system is a must if you expect to gain 
Legislation which will enable you to accomplish goals and objectives your agency 
has set. Let me cite you an example. Across the nation, zoning laws are be
coming more and more restrictive, especially where State agencies are involved 
in the local community, city or county level. Last year in our State, a zoning 
Legislation was-passed that restricted the South Carolina Department of Correc
tions and other state agencies in establishing local programs, such as Group Homes, 
Work Release Centers, Runaway Shelters, and Halfway Houses. Now State agencies 
must adhere to zoning laws which will make it more difficult to establish com
munity based programs. 

You must have a meaningful relationship with the decision makers in order 
to gain their support when you need Legislation authorizing you to introduce new 
and to expand old programs. You must have a meaningful relationship with the 
Legislators because your survival depends upon Legislation and funding. I guess 
most of you would say funding is the most vital part in your survival as a 
criminal justice system. 

There are at least three (3) categories of funding: 
1. Local (city and county) 
2. State 
3. Federal 
(1) On the local level you need to know the decision makers and solicit 

their support to gain Revenue Sharing which can be used in city and county criminals 
justice programs such as C.E.T.A. and other community funded projects. You will 
have to have a good working relationship w~th the decision makers at this level 
because many programs are joint projects. It may be private and public, or 
county and state, both contributing funds in support of the project. This year 
you should give special attention to joint funding at the local level because 
Revenue Sharing can be used to match other type of rederal funds. This \'Ii11 e~able 

a lot of counties to match or receive monies t.hat they will not be able to get in 
any other 'v/ay. 
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(2) Funding at the State level is through State appropriations. No 
State agency head is spat-ed the agony and frequently the scars of defeat that 
is a result of hi s encounter \'Ji th a Budget Committee. I am sure I do not have 
to impn]ss upon you the important of having a good working relationship with the 
decision makers of the State level. Especially if you are from a State where 
your job survival depends upon the re~election of the decision maker. In addition 
to State appropriations, you have LEAA funding and sub-grants from Vocational Re
habilitation, the Department of Education, and other State agencies. It is 
important for you to have a good working relationship with your sister agencies. 

(3) Now we come to Federal funding, sometimes referred to as Federal 
Funds. There are several sources of funding at the Federal level. The National 
Institute of Alcohol and Drug Abuse, Mental Health, and Title XX of the S.S. Act., 
to name a few. Presently, one of the largest funding sources for the criminal 
justice system ;s through the LEAA. It is most important to have a good working 
relationship with your decision makers at the Federal level. 

I remember last year, the agency I represent extended an open house invita
tion to many friends and dignitaries to celebrate the establishment of a new 
halfway house. This was during that period when heated debates were clashing 
about the surVival and the continuation of LEAA funding. We invited the local 
Congressman to participate in the ribbon cutting ceremony and I ren~mber very 
clearly a statement he made, uYou know we have been debating LEAA in the Congress, 
and, and I am on the Committee studY1ng it. vJe've been discussing program 
failures and the waste of money, at least I can go back tomorrow and tell them of 
one successful prograrll." I can not over emphasize the importance of your having 
a good relationship with your local, State~ and Federal officials from whom you 
are going to receive Legisl~t1ve support and funding. You must solicit their 
support and make them knowledgeable of your needs. To gain their support you must 
let them know how your programs function and how funds are expended to render a 
service justifying their existence. You may use various methods and media de
vices to inform them, byt by far the best way to impress them with the importance 
of your work is to make it possib)e for them to observe the program in operation
personally. 

How do you start and where do you start in meeting the decision makers in 
your State or in your community? How and where you start would depend upon 
whether or not your program was a Local, State, Public, or Private Progranl. Let 
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us start with meeting the decision makers at a state level. When we convene 
some of the people that we see every day are lobbyists. There are private, 
local and State lobbyists either for or against almost every issue that comes 
before the General Assembly, but I donlt know of any Alumni Associations 
lobbying for prisoners or for the criminal justice system. Sometimes you have 
lobbyists when the jssue concerns Law Enforcement, but those representing 
other segments of the criminal justice system are conspicuously absent as 
lobbyist selling the Legislators constantly about their programs. 

I would certainly urge you to contact your Representative regardless 
of what community you live in, and convince him or her that your agency does have 
a service to render and that you can be helpful to him as he legislates to be 
helpful to others. In our State of South Carolina we have single member Dis
tricts and I would suggest that all the representatives from these Districts 
be contacted. I would also urge you to seek out the key persons on a penology, 
crime, or pardon, probation and parole committee and schedule a meeting at their 
convenience to enlighten them with the work of your agency and to request their 
assistance to accomplish your goals. Let me share some secY'ets for success 
with you. When you make an appointment with an official, a IIDecision ~1aker" BE 
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ON TIt/IE: Make sure you properly identify yourself, others \'1ith you and the agency I 
you represent. A calling card will be a lingering reminder of your visit. Be 
sure the card is up to date, correct telephone numbers and address. Be prepared I 
to expl ai n your agency I s purpose and its programs. Let him know what Y'esults 
you ~Jould like to achieve with his aid and his support. If you can do so without I 
losing his spport get a commitment. I urge you not to carry a big thick document. 
Awlays leave printed material. Be simple in language and very brief in content. 
One page if possible, two as a limit. Pictures will not hurt and color will help. I 

Paper work stacks real high on a Legislatorls desk in a weeks time. With 

I a limited amount of reading time, it is a gigantic task for a Legislator to study 
all the material he receives daily. Your material must be important to him or 
else it will join other less important printed material in File 13. I 

f~any of the "Decision t·1akers ll
, the politicians, have made promises, political 

promises back home. They have said to their electors, II Yes, when I get there 
I am going to introduce that Bill you want. 11 I recall last year that one such 
IIPolitician ll introduced (25 ) t~/enty five Bills in one day. Not one Bill of 
the (25) twenty five was ever reported out of the Committee, but that Legislator 
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sent copies of the Bills back to his constituents and said~ lI~lell, like I 
promised, I introduced that Bill we were talking about s " having no intentions 
of passing it! Such action on the part of a Legislator could make for bad 
Legislation. It could be that we are talking about Legislators who previous 
to their election made pomises to you or to your agency saying they are 
concerned with the criminal justice system and will when they are elected 
introduce the Bills that you want.If you elect honest and repsonsible 
representatives you can stand on their promises, and expect good Legislation. 

It is also important that you know and meet your city and county of
ficials. I would suggest the same secrets for success in your scheduled nleet
i ngs with your city and county representclti ves as was previ ously stated. 

Many State agencies and many private agencies are governed by apPointed 
Boards. In some cases where there is no appointed governing Board there will 
be a Citizens' Advisory Committee. However, the case may be I would think it 
woul d be wi sa to have one or more Board members or Advi sory Committee membe\"s 
to accompany you when you meet with the officials. It is always appropriate 
for the Commissioner or Oirector of the agency to be present. It would be best 
in making your contact with the official to let the Chairman of your Board of 
Advisory Committee arange for the appointment. If your Chairman or Board mem
ber is thoroughly familiar with the agency's program and proposal let them be 
your spokesman. 

Let me suggest another way to gain the support of your local city and county 
officials. If your agency has a program that would benefit by having an Ad
visory Committee ask your city or county official to serve on your Advisory 
Committee. If the official cannot serve, get his wife or some one member of 
his family to serve. In this way you can keep the official informed about 
your agency and your needs. You should also plan to meet the Administration Per~ 
sonnel in the city and county, as well as the elected officials. As I have 
stated before, the purpose in getting to know your "Oecision Maker" is to gain 
the support you need in Legislation and funding. 

You should also know the various techniques ;n getting the different types 
of Legislation you need for your agency. Many times a person does not know 
where to begin. In most State Legislatures the procedure to introduce Legisla
tion is usually initiated the same way, at least it is nearly the same way in 
the States I have had the opportunity to visit and discuss this matter with 
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fellow Legislators. The first step is to get your proposal correctly drafted. 
You should seek legal input to see that YOHr intent is worded succinctly. Im
proper drafting can cause unnecessary delay in the introduction of your Bill. 
If you propos~ to introduce a Bill having to do with corrections and your State 
has a Legislative Correctional System Study Committee it would be good to have 
that Committee endorse the Bill and also introduce it for you in the House and 
in the Senate. 

I 
II 

I 
I 

Good Legislation sometimes fails because the wrong person introduces it. II 
A Legislator who is at odds with his peers will have difficult time getting 
their supportative attention. The person you select to introduce your Bill should I 
be thoroughly familiar with the intent of the Bill. He must be knowledgeable 
enough to explain and to defend the Bill. It is most important that you find 
the right person to introduce your Bill. The first contact you make with the 
person you select to introduce your Legislation can be made by you as an indi
vidual or it can be made as a group. Request an appointment to meet the Legis
lator in a public ~Iace or in a private setting to present your proposal. By 
public place, I mean inviting him out to lunch away from his Legislative sur
roundings. 

When the Assembly is in session never 'Button Ho1e ' a Legislator on his 
way to the gentlemen's room and try to pin him down to get him to introduce 
Legislation for you. Most Legislators are devout public servants, but it is 
doubtful if you are going to use this technique and cause him to Iwet his pantsl 
that you will gain his support to introduce a Bill for you. 

In some instances the Legislation you seek will affect several agencies 
in the criminal justice system. In this case an appointment should be made so 
all of those interested in the Bill could meet at one time with the person 
selected to introduce the Bill to express their desires and to show their sup~ 
POl't. One or more Legislators can endorse and introduce a Bill, but it w;ll 
take more than a sponsor and co-sponsors to assure its passage. Here;s 
where you need both Legislative and public support. Through your agency's 
representatives - the Commissioner, the Director, Board members and Advisory 
Committee members you will make regular follow up contact seeking Legislative 
support for your Bill. Public support can be generated through Associations, 
Churches, Clubs and interested groups. Do not overlook your neighbor. Tell 
him about the support you need for the B111 you have introduced. 
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In a state having a State Association of Halfway Houses and Community 
Based Programs, if thera is a l3i11 introduced dealing \'tith community based 
programs that Association should be the one to get out and give support to 
the Bill on a statewide basis. 

Another iMportant technique is IVoter Input'. Usually is a Legislator 
gets two telephone calls or a couple of '~tters on any Bill he gets the idea 
that the people out there know about the Bill and they want it to get passed. 
There ;s very little voter input about any Legislation. But when a Legislator 
does get a call or receive a letter about a certain Bill you can be sure that 
the other Legislators will hear from him on the floor. He will tell them about 
his having received several telephone calls and long letters from constituents . 
interested in the passage of this particular Legislation and how he feels 
obligated to represent the desires of the electors and that this Bill should 
be passed for the good of the people. Therefore, he will call on his other 
colleagues who are known for their support of good Legislation to vote 'aye' 
on this Bill. 

There are some who think that getting a Bill passed is a simple process. 
There is no method of simple approach in the Legislation process. But I do 
believe that the process can be more simplHied by using the right techniques. 

When a Bill is introduced in the House of Representatives it usually 
follows a cycle. After introduction it receives a first reading. Then it is 
referred to a Corresponding Committ.ee, that is, a Committee assigned to deal 
with the intent of the proposed Bill. Perhaps, the most important part of 
getting that Bill passed will be determined by what happens in that Committee. 
Usually the Bill is assigned to a sub-committee \'/ith a Chairman responsible 
for scheduling the sub-committee meeting. It is the duty of the sponsor of the 
Bill, the agency seeking the Legislation, or the Association supporting the 
Bill to either individually or collectively sell the Chairman and the sub
committee on the work of the Bill. A public hearing could be requested to gain 
support for the Bi 11 . If the sub .. commi ttee or committee is reluctant to pass 
th~ Bill out of the Committee then I would I)uggest that you request a public 
hearing and bring in your support for the l3i11. 

Hhen a Bill is reported out of the Committee it is returned to the House 
floor for a second reading. At this time most of the debate concerning the 
Bill will take place. Amendments can be introduced by other members of the House 
at this time. Therefore, it ;s utmost important that the Legislatot~ who intro-
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duced the Bill and the floor leader from the Committee reporting it out be 
present. They are the two key peopl e \-"ho can contest any Amendments that 
would weaken or a1ter the original intent of the Bill. After the Bill passes 
in the House it goes througil the same process in the Senate e.nd recei ves a 
third reading. 

When the Bill leaves the House of Representatives the same follow up is 
needed in the Senate to assure passage of the Bill. The spunsor of the Bill 
should follow up on its progress in the Senate. He should convince the 
Senators that it is good Legislation and needs to be passed. The agency should 
keep in touch with the sponsor while the Bill is in the SenLte. The sponsor 
may want the agency to make some contacts with certain Senators to enlist their 
support for the Bill. Senators react much the same as Representatives in the 
House when they receive telephone calls and letters from the voters. A good 
relationship with your "Decision Makers ll in both Houses will be meaningful at 
this time of your survival. 
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Another technique in gaining the support of your "Decision Maker's is to I 
recognize them, One way to recognize your political leaders is to publicize their 
role as good representatives. If your agency publishes a Newsletter, have an 

I article written about your Legislators who have made a worthwhile contribution 
in the field of criminal justice. They may have contributed to special Legis-
lation, or supported the funding of programs in the criminal justice system. They I 
nead to be recogn i zed for the good that they do. They \/; 11 not forget the fact 
that you are grateful for their services. 

Who do you invite to be your guest speaker at your Annual Meetings, or 
Dedication Services or other special activities? Here is a splendid technique 
to involve your "Decision f1akers ll and to gain thei)" support fot' your agencyts 
survival. 

The private agency I represent in South Carolina has about 6000 members. 

I 
I 
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Each year we have an Annual Meeting. We always send invitation to our Legislators 
and leaders in the criminal justice field. He also invite others to be our I 
honored guests; people who are leaders in public and private agencies rendering 
services in the field of human resources. Each year we select from their number I one to be our guest speaker. I think it is mutually rewarding to have them 
come and to inform them about what our agency is doing and to let them see our I 
people performing their services. The 'invitedllDecision Makers" take pride in the 
fact that they have contributed to and supported this program. 

I 
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I once went many miles out of my way to attend a meeting because those 
who invited me thought I was worthy of receiving an award. Now, would you 
consider that to be a simple technique to gain the presence and support of an 
individual? Hell. it worked on me, and in my State I am, by choice of the 
people, a "Decision Maker". 

I think it is significantly important to recognize and to give credit to 
those who have made contributions and have given their support to the criminal 
justice system. An award in the form of a certification or plaque is little 
compensation and a small investment in gaining good and meaningful relationships 
with those who are "Decision ~1akers.1I 

At our agency's Annual ~1eeting we give two awards, not to political leaders, 
but to the Correctional Officer and the Probation Officer of the Year, Those 
who attend hear about the line officers do in these two particular fields. It 
is very impressive to those who see and hear. They do not soon forget. I have 
been a State Legislator for only three years. For about eight years before being 
elected to the State Legislature, and acting as the Executive Director of the 
agency I represent, I and others from my agency contacted many members of the 
State General Assembly to explain to them the needs in the field of corrections 
in our State. In our agency we were involved \<lith the clients who were leaving 
the penal system, and we saw many areas whel'e they needed not only a 'Helping 
Hand ' support, financial and otherwise, but a support necessitating the change of 
laws. Many times I felt like vie \<lere talking to people without ears. He kept 
knowing at doors. Sometimes they would open and sometimes they remained closed. 
In those days I had many negative experiences and I know what it meant to gain 
support for survival. 

But now after my E!lection to State office and as I reflect on my past I have 
concluded that my past experiences \<lere most positive. Looking back I realize \</e 
did not fall entirely, but I know now that if we could have found that certain 
Legislator and mobilized all of our efforts through that pel'son by giving him all 
the tools he needed to represent us that we could have made a tremendous impact 
and advanced our cause for humanity eight years ago. 

I know the importance of fi~ding and gaining the support of leaders in the 
Senate and the House and having a good working relationship with them for survival 
of the criminal justice system, and to have them as a friend to corrections, to 
probation and to services for youth. Someone said, II Be a Friend If You Hant to 
Find a Friend. 1I I know the need to have a friend among the "Decision ~1akersll 
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for those who are in agencies rendering services affiliated with the criminal 
justice system. That is the reason I ran for the office I now hold. I was 
asked to run, to get involved, to be a friend, and a spokesman for the cor
rectional field. 

The Alston Wilkes Society \'Ias very effective, as a private agency, in 
helping to establish in our State, a jail and prison inpsection. We assisted 
in getting laws passed for the corrections community pre-release centers and 
other programs in corrections, probation and parole. When our State had a bad 
system of juvenile justice we were the only agency that spoke out. Nine years 
ago a Senator and House member were leaders in an attempt to bring about juvenile 
reforms. We were the only agency, the only group in the whole State that gave any 
support. We encouraged them to go forward wi th vrhat they were doi ng because we 
believed it to be right. We were vocal in support of Legislation changes that 
helped to establish a Department of Youth Services in our State. 

Our State has recently passed a Judicial Reform Act. As a Legislator, I 
have encountered and experienced what it is like to deal piece-meal with bits 
of Legislation to bring about a Judicial Reform Act. And not I am involved as 
a Legislator in dealing with pieces nf Legislation that are being considered in 
the various segments of the criminal justice system in our State. It gives me 
a great feeling of being in n~ place as a friend to the criminal justice system 
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v/hen a ne\'I and old member of the Legislative Assembly approach me and say, "Look, I 
v/hat is your' opinion of this particular Bill". I am not displeased that they seek 
my opinions on these issues and I try to be honest and give them a valid answer. 
I liek to think that in doing so I have gained their support by supplying them I 
\'tith information they need to be intelligent IIDecision Makers" on issues so vital 
to the sut'vival of the criminal justice system. In our Assembly, on the House I 
side, we have an electronic voting system. Hhen we are voting on issues dealing 
with the criminal justice system there are many uninformed members who trust my I 
j IJdgment and they v/ill vote the way I vote. Thi s may be b 1 i nd suppor't, but ; t 
happens. This trusting in the opinions of others who are knm'lledgeable in a I 
certain field is a reality and it happends not only in State Government, but it also 
occurs in Federal Government. 

I have been elected as Chairman of the Correctional System Study Committee. 
I hope this Committee \'1111 be very active in seeking needed Legislation in this 
field. I intend to give my leadership to this end. It was very difficult for me 
to serve on this Committee for two years and attempt to work vtith a Chairman vlho 
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not seem to have enough concern to even call a Committee meeting. I feel that 
the Chairman's posHion is a posHian of great responsibility and wHh an inform
ed CommHtee membership much can be accompl'ished for corrections through this 
Committee. 

I am priviledged to serVe on the State LEAA Planning Commission. I also 
am a membel~ of the Title XX Advisory Committee. This Committee approves funds for 
Title XX expenditures in the State. I believe we were the first State to apply 
to HtW for special approval to received Title XX monies for use in funding the 
needs in corrections. 

The Committee I serve on deals with corrections, mental health, mental 
retardation, alcoholism and youth services. I anI directly concerned with and 
serve as sub-chairman on the Committee dealing with all ~eg;slation that has to 
do with the correctional process in our State. 

I think it is just as important to contest and try to defeat bad Legislation 
as it is to support and try to pass good Legislation. I have seen some terrible 
Legislation introduced affecting the criminal justice system. One such piece 
required that all persons on probation would have to take a tour through the 
nl8ximum prison. Can you imagine the cost involved in time, travel and the staff 
it would take to conduct such tc~n"s) not to mention the chaos it causes in the 
prison. How did such a Bill get introduced? Well, a group of people toured the 
pr'ison and they thought it \·/ould be a good idea. Some mandatory sentences have 
been passed without any regard to what it would cost the State and what it would 
do with a prison system that is already overcrowded. Legislation that ;s intro
duced to change the eligibility for parole for those receiving life sentences from 
ten (1) years to 20, 30 years, or life without parole, is in my opinion bad 
Legislation. I think emotionalism often prompts such legislation. Bad legis
lation affecting Ol.ir criminal justice system should be defeated either in the 
Committee or on the Assembly floor. This is something that you need to be con
cerned about to the point of taking action to eliminate such proposed legislation. 
This is where you need to identify the key people in your General Assembly. The 
key people who can hlep you wherr you need the help. In January and June of this 
year we had a Governor's Policy Conference to talk about what are the real problems 
and the real issues ;n our State's criminal justice system. Over 150 people 
attended the Conference from all agencies of the criminal justice system. There 
were other agency officials, State legislators, city and county officials~ local 
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public and private citizens who also participated. It was real exciting to 
see these people gathered together and to hear them talk for the first time 
about the good and the bad in their differing programs. A hard line Judge said 
"Look I don't want to send anyone to prison, but I need some alternatives,lI He 
are going to have to develop some alternatives, and hopefully we will also 
develop some initiative as criminal justice system representatives to make contact 
with our "Decision Makers" to seek their friemdship and to gain their support 
to help introduce legislation and to obtain funding to develop alternatives. 
He were so enthused with the success of the Governor's Policy Conferences) that 
we decided we were going to make it an annual affair. Each year we will discuss 
our progress and check on our weaknesses to the advancement of a better criminal 
justice system. We are planning to have this conference next year in South 
Carolina, providing our criminal justice system survives. Your plans in your 
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state depend upon your agency's survival. As representatives of your criminal I 
justice system, you can do something together to give birth to the survival of your 
tate's criminal justice system by introducing and passing legislation, with funds 
provided. 
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REVOLUTION IN CORRECTIONS* 

Han. Leo Oxberger+ 

I. Introduction 

A revolution in the prison system has occured in Polk County, Iowa. 
Prisoners play sports in regular municipal leagues. They telephone their wives~ 
mothers, friends or anyone else anytime they want to without any monitoring 
of the call. The prisoners have their own private rooms. There are no guards J 

no iron cells in this prison. 
Plans are nearing completion to develop similar prisons in seven other 

communities in Iowa. The trend in the rest of the nation is toward this type 
of prison. 

The purpose of this article ;s to inform the practicing lawyer of the rea
sons underlying the change and to explain in some detail the mechanics of its 
operation. Hopefully the lawyer wi 11 then be able to make maximum use of the 
p~ograms for the benefit of his client, The single most important point to 
be emphasized is that buildings should be de-emphasized and individual program .. 
ming should be emphasized. 

II. The Need for Change 
The President in his remarks to the National Conference on the Judiciary 

has stated that "the time has come to repudiate once and for all the idea that 
prisons are warehouses for human rubbish; our correctional systems must be 
changed to make them places that will correct and educate .•..• 111 And in his 
message to the First National Corrections Conference the President state, 
"At long last, this nation is coming to realize that the process of justice can .. 
not end wi th the s 1 ammi ng shut of pr; son gates... the protecti on ·of soci ety 
depends largely on the correction of the criminal .•• 98 out of every hundred 
crimi na 1 s who are sent to pr; son come back out into sod ety .•. n2 

The tragedy, however, is that our correctional system is failing; it is time 
to re-examine our approach to correctional systems and prisons. "Unacceptable 
conditions mark every aspect of the correctional effort: In pretrial deten-
tion) in sentencing procedures, in probationary supervision, in jails and prisons, 

+ Judge for the Fifth Judicial District of Iowa. B.A. 1954, J.D. 1957, 
Drake University-Ed. 

* Drake Lm'l Revie\'l, Summer 1972 
1 Address by President Richard M. Nixon, The National Conference on the 

Judiciary, ~1ar.l1, 1971-
2 Address by President Richard M. Nixon, The National Conference 01\ Correc

tions, Dec.) 1971. 
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and in parole. 1I3 The system of loc/<ing up and ignoring law violators has re .. 
su1ted in centuries of neglect. Alternatives must be found to the traditional 
approal:h to correctitms .. It. is time to l~ecogl1;ze the society has a respot1sibilHy 
of itself as well as its criminals, and the attitude that we are soft on crime 
if we do not just lock up criminals mllst give way to the rehabilitative approach. 
This "rehabilitative Elffort should be maximized in every aspect of the correc
tional apparatus, while the loss of presonal freedom should be used as a 
deterrent only under' constructive conditions emphasizing ordinary human d~\cency 

and avoid punitive denradation. 1I4 • 
Chief Justice Burger has outline the urgent needs as fo11DWS: 

1. Institutions that provide decent living conditions, in terms 
of an environment in which hope can be kept alive. 

2. Personnel at every level who are carefully selected, prop~ 
er1jl trained, vlith an attitude of understanding and motivation such as 
we seek in teachers; and with compensation related to the high re
sponsibility. 

3. Improved classification procedures to insure separation of 
incorrigibles from others. 

4. A balanced program of productive work, intensive basic education, 
vocational education, and recreation. 

5. Communications with inmates. 
6. A system of justice in which judges, prosecutors and defense 

counsel recognize that prompt disposition of cases is imperative to 
any hope of success in the improvement of those convicted. 5 
MO!5t persons who cClmmit crimes are under··education, under-employed and 

under·motivated; it makes sense to treat that problem if correctional systems 
are to restore our criminals to society as productive individuals. What is 
needed is a humane approach that recognizes that the 1aw violator is still a 
human being - a human being that can be reached not through custodial re
stY'a1nts that breed resentment but through a rehabilitative effort concerned 
with his individual needs. 

Our present prison system is in a deplorable condition. Chief Justice 
Burger says: II Many of our problems flow from having institutions that are too 
large, are overcrowded, that are poorly located and inaccessible to the family 
of the inmates, too far away from facilities for work release programs, and 10-

3. Committee for Economic Development, Reducing Crime and Assuring 
Justice, 40 (1972). 

4. ld. 
5. Address by Chief Justice Warren E. Burger; The National Conference on 

Corrections t Dec. 7, 1971. 
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cated in areas that do not provide adequate housing for personnel of the in· 
stitution."6 

There is an "immediate necessity to replace obsolete prisons oppressively 
managed with decent facilities where opportunities for education, training, and 
personal development are available under the guidance of qualified and sensi M 

tive staffs." 7 Since the ultimate aim of a rehabilitation effort is to Y'oturn 
the law violator back to a productive life within the law, it should be 
recognized that "prolonged removal of an offende~' in an institution, sel'ving 
vast numbers, in no way completely prepares him for livinQ in society. Since 
the offender has demonstrated a disability in community life the modification 
of behavior should be similarly situated. This naturally would exclude those 
persons determined to be dangerous to themselves or others. 11

8 

This would, of course, require a great deal of effort but a community cor
rection concept is an enlightened step in making detention more than simply 
punishment of wrongdoers. A community has the resources avilable to make 
rehabilitative efforts meaningful in a social environment. This approach of 
treating a law violator as an individual with his own individual needs is the 
key to rehabil i tati on. That concept coup' ed ~J; th communi ty treatment can ex· 
tend throughout the criminal justice system. 

Constitutionally, persons charged w'ith crime are presumed innocent until 
tried and found guilty. One of the problems of OUY' criminal justice system, 
however, ;s the period of time between arrest and final disposition by the 
courts. Although prompt disposition of cases is a vital goal in the administra
tion of justice, the opposite is generally the rule. Chief Justice Burger has 
set a national goal of disposing of criminal cases in sixty days from the date 
of arrest to the date of trial. The ever-increasing criminal case dockets 
render this goal a practical necessity in order to not only improve the criminal 
justice system but also to keep it from essentially breaking down because of 
undue delay and congestion. Consider the eff~~t of delay on the accused who 
languishes in jail, before trial. The more affluent can be released on bond 
and thus are better able to maintain job, family and income. It is often the 
poor who bear the burden, and it is small consolation to those that their con
stitutional presumption of innocence has been maintained with them in their jail 
\~hi1 e they a\,/a it tri a 1 . 

6. Id 
7. Riverview Release Center, Why-Area Correctional Institution (1971). 
8. Comwittee for Economic Development, Reducing Crime and Assuring Justice, 

13 (1972). 
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The system of bail should be thoroughly reviewed. Where the accused 
may reasonably be expected to appear for court appearance, he should be re~ 

leased. An accused with satisfactory roots and ties in the commutlity should 
be allowed release on his own recognizance. BeY0\',:! this, however, the com
muni ty can become i nvo 1 ved by ins tituti ng a supervi sed bail for those who a 1-
though unqualified for the pre-trial release could benefit from help rather 
than waste "dead time" languishing in jail. The program might include obtain
ing employment, family counseling, supervision - whatever is indicated as the 
need in each case. 

Such programs as pre-trial release and supervised bail, if the community 
is involved and with the confidence of the court, can be of benefit to the ac
cused beyond the "dead time" between accusation and trial. Such programs can 
furnish the court with information to realistically deal with the accused not 
as a statistic but as a human being who can demonstrate the potential of improve
ment. Wihtout a pre-trial release program where the court can get a diagnosis 
of who the accsued is and what his problems are, there is danger of treating 
him like a statistic because that ;s all there is - the cold bare facts of his 
life. What the accused probab~y needs is an education or somebody who cares 
in order to change him. 

That in essence is what is needed in corrections and rehabilitation - a 
change in direction away from the impersonal~ mass approach Which treats the 
law breaker as a statistic who has to be sent to prison to be punished to the 
persona 1, hU,iHne appro~ch. The key to reform is the I"ecogniti on that re
habilitation should be extended by a community that cares about the individual's 
personal needs. 

Two words are used often in this article. They are humane and rehabili
tate. A brief definition of these words seems necessary. Humane is not a 
"heal:"5 and flowers" approach. It is not a lady bountiful way of doing things 
which says "Here! Let me do that for you. Let me solve your problem for 
you." The fact is that a true humanitarian treats people with respect for their 
dignity and this approach sometimes seems harsh and offends the hearts and 
flowers humanitarians. In our efforts to rehabilitate we must not degrade peo
ple. We must enhance their sense of their own dignity. 
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Humane is more than nice people doing nice things. It is nice people as

sisting others to do for themsC'lves, helping others to feel a sense of achievement, I 
making humans feel like humans. 
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III. Mechanics of New Corrections 

The Polk County Department of Court Services was created in 1971 to 
serve as an administrative framework for the coordination, integration, and 
development of several projects involved in providing alternatives to the 
traditional institutions of the criminal justice system. As the coordinator of 
four functional units, the Department of Court Services provides a comprehen
sive community-based correctional program for Polk County, Iowa. The units are 
Pre-Trial release, Commul\"lty Corrections, Pre-Sentence and Probation, and Fort 
DeG Moines COl~rectional Facility. 

The Department in developing and implementing alternative corrections 
programs has recruited staff from a very wide range of categories~ in terms of 
personalities and social groups, experience and educational background. The 
staff is made up of a considerable number ot non-professionals, para-pro
fessionals, ex-convicts and individuals with considerable "street knowledge.1! 
However, the staff has a good balance of college degree people, too. The fol
lowing pages are a descriptive narrative of the services and procedures of the 
four operating units. 

A. Pre-Trial Release Unit 

When an individual is arrested and charged with a crime h~ is taken before 
a magistrate for arraignment. The magistrate informs him of the crime he has 
been charged with and sets bail. The purpose of bail is to assure the defendant 
will appear for trial. Bail traditionally has been thought of in terms of money. 
It is assumed a person who puts up money for his release will not run because 
he then would lose his money. The problem with money bail is that people 
without money are placed in jail without any consideration of whether or not 
they will appear for tri a 1. 

The purpose of the pre-trial release program is to determine whether or 
not the individual, if released without money bail, would appear at tria.l. 
Thousands of people have been released \vithout money bails i nce the program 
started in 1964 and only 2% have failed to appear for trial. This is a better 
record than the money ba i'1 system. 

A very important eleme~t in establishing the pre-trial release program 
was locating its offices in the Municipal Court Building. The close contact of 
the staff with the police, jail, and courts enables the staff to keep current on new 
information about the defendant. It also gives a mantle of authority appearing 
to be a branch of the court. 
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Part-time interviewers inteY'view the accused immediately after arrest. 
They have a standardized interview form. The only persons not interviewed 
for potential release through the program are those charged with intoxication, 
failure to appear, federal offense, and juvenile offenders, or persons on whom 
"holds" have been pl,aced. The questions on the interview form relate to the 
accused's present and past employment, length of residence in the community, 
prior criminal record, family ties and obligations, and names of close friends, 
re1atives or working associates. The point system is as follows: 

To be recommended for release on his own bond, a defendant needs a 
Polk County address where h@ can be reached and a total of five points from the 
following categories: 9 

3 points for one year or more at present residence 
2 points ·for six months at present residence 
1 point for four months at present residence 
3 points if defendant lives with wife and had contact with other family 

members 
2 points if defendant lives with wife or parents 
1 point if defendant lives with family person whom he gives as reference 
1 point if defendant has lived ten years or more in Des Moines 
4 points if at present job one year or more 
3 points if at present job four months 
2 points if at present job one month 
1 point if defendant has a current job, or was unemployed three months 

or less with nine months or more on prior job, or receiving em
ployment compensation or welfare, or supported by family 

2 points if defendant has no criminal convictions 
1 point if defendant has no criminal convictions within the past year 
o points if felony conviction or misdemeanor conviction within the past 

year 
-1 point if two or more felony convictions 

The names of persons well acquainted with the defendant are obtained in 
order that the information provided by the accused can be verified. Usually 
one or two of the persons given as verifiers are contacted by telephone by the 
staff interviewer. Records '1f prior arrests and convictions and present "holds" 
or bench warrants are obtained from the State Bureau of Criminal Investigation 
and the Des Moines Police Department on all persons interviewed. 

If the defendant scores,S or more points the "project" recommends to the 
judge that the defendant be released to the project without surety bond. If the 
defendant is released to the project he is required to call the office every Hed·· 
nesday to inform them of any change in re'sidence or employment status. If the 

9. A Description of the Functions and Procedures of the Polk County De
partment of Court Services. 
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defendant fails to appear for his scheduled court appearance the staff at-
tempts to locate him. If his failure to appear was intentional his release is re
voked. If unintentional, as is usually the case, the judge may continue the 
bond. If the defendant is arrested for a new offense committed after release 
his project bond is revoked and he is not eligible for pre-trial release. 

The Pre-Trial Release Unit has a program of nightime investigation and 
release. In this phase of the program, the pre-trial staff interviewers are per
mitted to release only those persons confined in the jail who are accused of 
misdemeanors. If, after the standard interview is completed, the accused mis
demeanant qual ifies for release, the defendant signs the non-surety bond. The 
bond is taken to the jailor and the accused is l~eleased without obtaining the ap
proval of a judge on the night of his arrest. The accused misdemeanant is re
quired to appear before the judge the following morning. 

If the defendant is not released on some bail procedure Iowa law requires 
a bail review hearing within 24 hours. 10 The judge must by specific findings 
whow why the defendant should not be released pending trial. If the defendant 
remains incarcerated all the information and records obtained on the defendant 
during the pre-trial release interview process are given to the Community Cor
rection staff. 

The Pre-Trial Release Unit offers no treatment for the accused. Its sole 
purpose is to obtain and verify information to assist the court in its descretionary 
decision of wh~ther or not the accused should be released on his own recogni-
zance. 

B. Community Corrections Unit 
The Pre-Trial Release Program was modeled after New York's Vera Man

hattan program. The Communi ty Correcti ':>ns program is a tota 11y new program, a 
pioneer in the nation. It is a release with supervision bail project. 

The Pre-Trial Release program demonstrated that solid family and com
munity ties and steady employment were sufficient indicators that an accused 
would appear for trial without the traditional case bonding system. However, 
indigent defendants lack'ing fami'ly and community ti~s arid steady employment re
mained at the mercy of the professional bonding system. This group was unlikely 
to be able to raise the money required for a cash bond or for the professional 
bondsmen's fee and continued to be incarcerated in the period prior to trial. 

10. Iowa Code # 763.17 (4) (1971). 
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Therefore, the Community Corrections project was created to demonstrate two 
points. One, that people who were not eligible for release on recognizance 
could be released safely on a supervised release. Two, that community treat
ment could be used more often and with safety to the community. Thus the 
project seeks on the one hand to improve the bail procedure by providing an 
additional method to safely release indigents prior to trial while on the 
other it seeks to improve the correction effort after conviction by starting 
the treatment program immediately following arrest. The period of time fol
lowing arrest and before trial ;s the time the accused is most willing to 
make a change of behavior. By the time of conviction the emba\"'rassment of the 
situation has worn off and the opportunity to make maximum treatment impact is 
gone. However, there is a cardinal principle religiously adhered to by the 
staff- the def.endant is presumed innocent and they should in no way involve 
themselves in the issue of guilt. 

The Pre-Trial Release Unit makes its recommendations to the court based 
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on objective findings. Community Corrections makes its recommendations based 
on subjective standards. In other works, it is the staff1s judgment that the II 
accused will appear for trial. 

Continuation of the Community Corrections bond is dependent upon a level 
of positive performance achieved and maintained by the client throughout 
the pre-tl'ial period. The intensive supervision by the staff not only increases 
the probabil i ty of the appea ranee of the c 1 i ent at court but also serves several 
other positive functions. Supervision attempts to re-integrate the defendant 
into the cOJlimunity, his family ties and fI"iendships, his employment ties, and 
other positive community ties. 

In making tl1e decision to sentence the defendant to the penitentiary Ol~ to 
Community Corrections such as the county jail, work release or probation, the 
judge looks closely to the existl?nce of the defendants II roots II in the community 
and his progress pending trial in correcting himself. Of course, if he is in 
jail he cannot demonstrate amy behavioral change. Through release under super
vision, an attempt at a program of behavior modification can begin. This may 
be obtained through the exploration and utilization of community roots through 
employment, fami ly psychi atl"i st, drug and/or other types of counsel in9 programs. 

The selection of the right case work supervisor is most important. For 
example, an accused with psychological problems is assigned to a counselor with 

, 

experience in this field. A small caseload is also important. The treamment 
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on information gathered from the initial interview, psychological tests 
and the psychiatric consultant's interview and evaluation. Often the 
accused's behavioral problem is related to employment. The counselor 
seeks to identify the factors involved such as absenteeism, problems 
with supervisors, ineffective job performance, et cetera. 

The counselor's propsective success is measured in degrees and is 
summed up by this thought: "I have altered the defendant's behavior in 
some way so that he can s~e himself and others better and is thus able to 
cope with his problems." 

After the counselor and client (defendant) identify the problem areas 
through one-to-one counseling and community resources, the problem areas 
are addressed. Some problem areas and resources are drug counseling, thera~ 

peutic alcohol counseling and treatment, job training and vocational rehabilita
tion, employment, psyrhiatric counseling~ family and marital counseling, 
financial counseling, educational programs and medical treatment. 

The project has a program of night activities. The major premise for 
dev • .::t1opment of the night program was to provide closer contact between the 
project and the client and to provide closer superVision of clients during 
the evenings. Educational service to clients was envisaged as a possible role 
of the night program. Instruction in such areas as health, family planning, 
and legal services was intended to be a primary focus of the program, The 
night programs have not been outstandingly successful. Community participation 
has been limited. However, efforts are continuing to improve this phase of 
the program. 

At the conclusion of th~ project's supervision of a client and immediately 
prior to sentencing, the client's counselor makes a recommendation to the court. 
In the final recommendation, the counselor outlines the significant developments 
in the course of the client's release to the Community Corrections Unit. The 

I Unit proposes that the court be cognizant of the positive community, familiy and 
employment II roots II which have been formed or strengthened in the period of 
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supervised release. The recognition of positive community ties facilitates the 
court in arriving at a sentence which will most benefit the continued rehabilita
tion of the client in the community setting. If considerable progress has been 
demonstrated by the cl ient the project counselor recommends a deferred m' suspend
ed sentence. If the court fol1O\'Js the Unit's recollunenddtion, th.a client is t~ans·-
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I 
ferred to the probation unit of the Department of Court Services. A smooth I 
transition from pre-trial to post-sentencing supervision is thus accomplished. 
Furthermore, information on clients can be swiftly and completely forwarded I 
to the client's probation officer. The community "roots" developed in the 
pre-trial period are undisturbed with such a transfer. 

As in the Pre-Trial Release Unit, a client's Community Corrections bond 
is like the Pre-Trial bond, conditional upon the observance of the 
of the contract signed by the client upon release to the project. 
no identifiable progress of the client in the program is made, the 

conditions 
Further, if 
project may 

recommend his return to jail. This, indeed, is an unusual circumstance, but does 
occasionally occur. Unlike the Pre-Trial Release Unit, the Community Corrections 
Unit primarily emphasizes treatment although it also functions as an alternative 
to the traditional cash bail bonding system. 

C. Pre-Sentence Investigation Unit 

Traditionally in Iowa, the pre-sentence reports have been provided for the 
sentencing judge by the Iowa State Bureau of Adult Corrections. In order to 
facilitate the smooth and orderly transition of defendants from pre-trial super
vised (Community Corrections Union) to post-sentence supervision (Probation) or 
incarceration within the Department of Court Services Fort Des Moines Correction
al Facility, the Pre-Sentence Investigation Unit was added to the Probation De
partment. Officially the employees of this Unit remain on the state payroll but 
work in the County's Probation Department offices. Thus what has been learned 
about the defendant in the Community Corrections Unit can be utilized in the 
preparation of the pre-sentence report. Aithough the Community Corrections Unit 
recommends a certain course of action to the court on behalf of the defendant, the 
systematic investigation of the defendant's social history and present condition 
outside of supervision provides a complementary service to the court. The recom
mendations offered to the Court for the sentence of the defendant are formulated 
without consultation between the two Units. The objectives of the reports are 
similar to those stated in the federal pre-sentence manual: 

It is focus light on character and personality of the defendant, 
to offer insight into his problems and needs, to help understand the 
\'/orld in which he lives, to learn about his relationships with people, 
and to discover those salient factors that underlie his specific offense 
and his conduct in general. It is not the purpose of the report to 
demonstrate the guilt or innocence of the defendant. 
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I The report is designed not only to aid in determining the appropriate system 

but also to aid the correctional people in their classifcation and treatment 
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programs and in their release planning. 
D. Probation Department 

County probation departments have usually served a limited purpose in 
Iowa. It should be noted probation is granted by the court while parole is 
granted by the parole board. Most probation cases have usually been assigned 
to the Iowa State Bureau of Adult Corrections. In formulating the plans for 
the new county Department of Court Services maximum cooperation was received 
from the Iowa State Bureau of Adult Corrections. The new County Probation 
Department assumed all the new probation cases. 

When the probationer is sentenced to probation he is instructed by written 
order contained in the sentence to appear immediately at the probation office to 

. be placed under supervision. The first step when he arrives at the office is 
to complete a "probationer's statement" dealing with his social history, prior 
offense record, and brief summary of his version of the offense. The probation
er is then briefly interviewed by a staff member. The initial intake ;s under
taken by all staff members before the staffiYlg of the probationer. The initial 
intake is designed to investigate basic information about the probationer and 
to determine the attitudes of the probationer. Utilizing this random staff 
intake process, all staff members are acquainted somewhat with the probationers 
under the office's supervision. The probationer is, in the initial intake, 
acquaninted with the conditions of probation, which apply to the probationer until 
assignment of a probation officer. The probationer indicates that he under
stands and accepts the conditions of probation by signing the initial intake form. 

An appointment date for the first probationer-probation officer interview 
is arranged by the staff secretary. At the arranged date the probationer is 
interviewed by the assigned probation officer and the conditions of probation i'll'e 
re-examined and altered if necessary. A probation contract is signed at this time 
by the probationer. 

The contact between the probationer and the probation officer, a condition 
of the probation contract, depends largely upon the status of the probationer 
and upon \~hich probation officer has the case. If the probationer is unemployed, 
contact will be requi red once or twi ce per week. An employed probati oner is re
quired to contact the probation officer usually twice a month, one telephone 
contact and one perc:;onal r.ontact. Some probation officers may require unemployed 
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probati oners to contact the off; cer every day unti 1 he finds emp1oyment. 
Probation officers have an average caseload of 70-80 probationers. 

With such a caseload~ a structured supervision program is impossibla to develop. 
The primary emphasis in the program ()f supervision is the placement of pro~ 
bationers in jobs, vocational training programs and educational programs in the 
community. Hopes for the future are to reach the recommellded level of 35 
probationers per counselor. 

Employment or enrollment in community programs is of utmost importance 
in keeping the client out of criminal activity. It is a benefit to the client 
in another important aspect since the client is more likely to be discharged 
from probation by the court if he is employed or enrolled in community educa
tional or vocational training programs. For these reasons, a probationer is 
very actively encouraged to find employment or enroll in rehabilitative pro
grams. 

When the probationer has violated a condition of probation the probation 
officer notifies the sentencing judge within 24 hours. Within 48 hours a report 
;s made to the sentencing judge by the probation officer recommending a certain 
course of action concerning the probationer. A decision on change in probation
ary status or revocation of probation is made by the court, but most often the 
court follows the probation officer's recommendation. 

The defendant, receiving a suspended sentence, is placed on probation for 
a period of one to three years. Near the conclusion of the probation period or 
when the probation officer feels the probationer ;s ready for release, the pro
bation officer sends a review-of-discharge petition to the court. If the condi
tions of probation have been fulfilled, the sentencing judge files a discharge 
order with the probation department, clerk of court, and the county attorney. 
A letter of closure is given to the probationer by the court and a'1 files are 
officially closed and the probationer ;s released ft'om probationary supervision. 
In a deferred sentence probation~ the procedure is much the same except when the 
probation supervision ends. At that time the defendant is allowed to withdraw 
his plea of guilt, and the court dismisses the defendant's case with prejudice. 
All records may be destroyed upon order of the COllrt. 

E. Fort Des 140i nes Res i denti a 1 Correcti ons Facil ity 

The Fort Des ~10ines Residential Corrections Facility is a pilot program 
offering an alternative to the traditional "1ax;mum security county jails. In .. 
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stead of letting a man vegetate in an iron cell, the new facility seeks to 
instill hope in the offender. Hope is nourished best by recognizing each 
offender's disabilities and helping him, specifically him, in handling them. 
That sounds simple and perhaps is too simple but it is the guiding principle 
of th~ facility. 

The statutory authority for the "revolutionary" jail in Chapter' 204 of 
thn Iowa Code. The Fort Des Moines faci1ity is located in an abandoned two
story Army barracks. The physical design of the institution allows for only a 
limited number of offenders. Sleeping quarters, located on the second floor 
of the building, consist of only 36 private bedrooms and three small dormatories 
capable of housing 14 offenders. Although the private bedrooms are small, 
room enough only for a bed, dresser and foot locker, they do allow for a con
siderable degree of privacj', particularly since each client has keys for his 
respective bedroom door and foot locker. 

The fil'st floor consists of staff offices and two large rooms of equal size 
for community living. In one half of the community living area the clients are 
provided with equipment for playing such games as cards, checkers, chess, pool, 
and table tennis. A Juke box has also been provided for the client's entertain
ment. The other halt of the community living area contains a color television 
set, sofas and easy chairs. Vending machines located in the community living 
area enable clients to obtain cigarettes, soft drinks, candy and coffee. Also 
located on the first floor are pay telephones for the use of the clients. This 
is probably the only correctional institution in which inmates can call their 
wives, mothers, friends or anyone else any time they want to without any monitor
ing of the call. This permits maintenance of close family and community ties. 
The phones have been abused on occasions when girlfriends have been called 
to pick up escapees. But the clients are not considered dangerous and all es~ 

capees have been captured. 
Prior estimates of the costs to build a new county jail ranged up to $4 

million. The Fort Des Moines facility demonstrates it is not the build that 
counts but the programs and people that make the determining factor. The renovation 
plan of the Army barracks was designed to provide a number of positive features 
for the institution as a rehabilitation center. The private bedrooms with locking 
doors were included to provide clients with a place of their own in an effort to 
reduce the dehumanization usually associated with correctional institutions. This .. 
plan also allowed the facility to p1ace a reasonable lin\it to the number of cHents . 
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accepted into the program. ihe relative "openness" of the institution, aside 
from the private sleeping quarters, was designed to make it quite difficult 

I 
I 

for clients to hide from either the staff or their peers. As mentioned ~ 
previously, the renovation plan provided for access between clients and counselors, 
a very positive element for institutional correction. 

The facil ity, on the other hand, was not des i gned for act; vi ti es such as 
recreation, education, or vocational training. The staff was therefore forced 
to make maximum use of resources already existing in the community. The goal 
was to demonstrate that correctional facilities located in or adjacent to cities 
need not make hugh capital investments in classrooms, shops, gymnasiums and 
infirmaries. Thus the Fort Des Moines facility operates as a residential insti
tution, highly dependent upon community resources and services. 

Community resources for recreational purposes are heavily utilized. A 
volunteer program has been implemented to develop daytime activities such as 
arts, crafts, lectures and daytime trips. A mobile library calls at the institu
tion every Saturday. Recently, a citizens advisory committee composed of five 
business leaders and five labor leaders was organized. The comnittee will assist 
with job placement, program development, and the development of cost effective~ 
ness techniques. 

It should be emphasized that the only staff members who had had experience 
in correctional institutions are former offenders who have served time. This 
lack of experience creates some problems, but it is the opinion of the Depart
ment that there have been many p~sitive results. The inexperienced staff, as 
a group, tend to be more oriented to\'1ard serving people (problem solving) and 
less oriented toward system preservation. There also tends to be a freshness 
of approach in the input of program development. As a result the inexperienced 
staff tends to propose, develop and implement programs which more experienced 
staff are generally less willing to embrace. It is this willingness to ex
periment, to develop new concepts, and to innovate without hesitation that truly 
delineates between the traditional correction approach and the Ualternative" 
concept of corrections employed by the Department of Court Services. 

The Fort Des Moines facility does not totally replace the traditional max
imum security jail. The alternative to transfer to the jail serves as a positive 
instrument for behavior modification. If a criminal offender is not making 
progress in the Fort Des ~'oi nes fact 11 ty, he is transferred to the county j ail to 
complete his sentence. He is, however, periodically interviewed to determine if 
he has had a change of mind. 
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1. Process and Procedure 
The Fort Des Moines facility first comes into contact with a criminal 

offender when the director of the facil ity ;s notifed by the court that a 
male felon will be sentenced to the Fort Des Moines facility. The director is 
also periodically requested by attorneys and other interested parties to inter
view defendants and possibly suggest to the court that they be placed in the 
Fort Des Moines program. Names of potential clients are referred to the intake 
officer who, having received the information, conducts the interview. 

rhe primary interview format is a series of questions which are designed 
to indicate the basic thought processes of the client and the capabilities which 
the client has to utilize in a correctional program. In addition, bQsic demo
graphic data concerning the potential client is collected and recorded on the 
face sheet information form. A recommendation concerning the suitability of 
the defendant in the correctional program is ofrwarded to the judge. 

If the Fort Des Moines facility is at capacity the client is placed on a. 
waiting list and remains in the county jail. However, if the facility is at 
less than capacity and the court has decided that the offender will be placed 
in the Fort Des Moines Program, the intake officer obtains the court order and 
certification of release from the clerk of court's office and presents these to 
the jailor. The offender is then released from jail to the intake officer's 
custody. 

The first week of the client's stay in the Fort Des Moines facility con
sists of intake workup and orientation. The client is not allowed to look for 
employment or participate in outside activities for at least the duration of the 
first week. The intake officer utilizes this period for client behavior ob
servation and evaluation. A contract is signed immediately by the client specify
ing certain restrictions prior to the client's placement in an appropriate treat
ment team. 

During the first week, the client is required to complete an employment 
application (supplying essential data to the project about the client's educa
tional and employment history),·to write a short autobiography, to develop an 
original treatment progranl, and to give reasons why he believes such a program 
would benefit him. The counselor-intake officer collects from the probation of
fice the pre-sentence report concerning the client if one has been conducted. 
If a pre-sentence report has not been made, the counselor-intake officer under
takes an investigation, although quite linlited, to determine essential informa
tion about the client. All the above information is placed in the client's fi1e. 
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The intake officer and the case work supervisor evaluate the information 
collected concerning the client and decide which "teamll presents the most posi
tive prograln for the client's rehabilitation. Their assessment is based upon 
the client's record of prior arrest, his general social history, the impressions 
obtained by the intake officer in the initial intel"view conducted in the jail, 
the client's autobiography, and treatment program, and the observed behavior of 
the client during ~he first week at the facility. When the client is assigned to 
an appropriate team and counselor, all information and records are placed in a 
file and given to the counselor assigned to the client. 

Clients are introduced to Fort Des Moines staff in the odentation group'. 
The client is acquainted with requirements, procedures, and program format of 
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the Fort Des Moines Correctional program in the first-week orientation group. ~ 

2. Program Development: !ITeam" Approach to Treatment 

Although any treatment program must be individually meaningful, basic I 
problem areas or personality types must be sorted out and dealt with as treat-
able groups, if for no other reason than for lack of suffic~l:ent staff. In order 
to deal with the most frequent client problem areas a team program was establish
ed early in the development or: the facility .• This 'Iteam" concept is borrowed 
from the program of the Riverview Work Release Center in Newton, Iowa, and the 
Concentrated Employment Program in Des Moines. As the Fort Des Moines Program 
has developed, the team has become even a more important treatment concept. 

The teams have been composed of roughly a two-to-one client-counselor 
ratio. Clients are divided into three primary groups: drug, mature and im-
mature. Although these specialized teams cannot hope to accurately describe 
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all the divisions of the Fort Des Moines clientele, general types can be identified I 
and more appropriate treatment methods developed. 

Follo\-Jing intake, orientation, evaluation, and placement, and \,/ithin the I 
first two to three weeks, the clients are Interviewed by the part-time psychiatric 
consultant. The psychiatric consultant conducts interviews with n~w clients 
on Thursday of each week. The psychiatric evaluation i5 utilized primarily to 
aid the counselor in the one-to-one counseling rather than in treatment in the 
respective teams. 

During this one to three week period a part-time vocational rehabilitation 
counselor interviews the new clients in order to define possible goals and pro
grams might be most beneficial for the client: Vocational training progranls, 
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educational programs or employment. 
The services of the vocational rehabilitation counselor are crucial in 

the placement of clients in the community programs when they are ready and 
able to handle work in educational release. The Fort Des Moines Program has 
in the last months begun to de-emphasize the immediate participation of ~Iients 
in programs outside the institution. The staff has observed that in the past 
clients have been pushed into programs in the community before they have develop
ed the capability to function outside the institution. This pr'>amature release 
into outside programs led to at least two negative results: one, some clients 
had additional difficulties in the treatment program within ths institution. 
Since the clients were unable to perform satisfactorily in these programs out
side the facility, little positive use of these ties could be mad~ in the re
habilitation program. Two, the poor performance of clients in employment in the 
community tended to discourage employers fl~om accepting clients from the facility. 
That is, the premature placement of clients in jobs in which they could not 
perform tended to "dry Up" employment resources. When employment resources are 
as scarce as they are currently, such a situation could only be damaging for 
the Fort Des Moines Program. 

Clients continue in the Fort Des Moines Program until the staff feels that 
the client has progressed in the program as far as he is able. It is hopes that 
clients will at this point be able to adjust to the outside world. If the client 
is deemed ready to be released, a request is sent to the sentencing judge for the 
placement of the client on probationary supervision. 

If, ho~ever, the client has not performed well in the program, or has 
borken the agreement of his contract, he may, if judged advisable, be returned 
to the county j a i1 . In that event, a hea ri ng is conducted by the court to have! 
the facility show cause to the judge, the defense attorney, and the client \,\'hy 
the client should be returned to jail. 

A third possible recourse in the termination of the client's stay at Fm't 
Des Moines is the transfer of the client to another facility, if it is deemed that 
another facility has a program which may benefit the cHent's rehabilit,ation. 
Several drug clients have recently been transferred into the drug treatment pro
gramt at Clarinda State Hospital. Other clients may be transferred to other 
facilities which have treatment programs the facility lacks, such as programs in 
alcoholism treatment and psychiatric treatment. In each case the judge makes 
the decision concerning the transfer or release of a client. 
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The foregoing detailed information about the Polk County Department of Court Serv~ II 
ices is not p~oposed as a panacean model which is inherently replicable 
in areas outside of Polk County. If it has demonstrated any things the develop
ment of the Pol k County program has shown that fl exi bil ity is a necessary 
ingredient in the process of implementing new correctional programs to meet 
the needs of specific communities. Thus the information contained herein ;s 
only intended as a gU'jde and not necessarily as a sort of "magic cure-all" 
model for universal duplication. 
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SWIFT BIRD STORY 

By October, 1978, the Cheyenne River Sioux Tl"ibe of South Dakota, hopes 
to open the dool"s of a new pre-release corrections facility which will serve 
as an alternative method to incarceration for Indian inmates in a five-state 
Northern Great Plains area. The facility will be known as the Cheyenne River 
Swift Bird Pro,ject and will be governed by a five-member board of directors 
appointed by the Tribal Council, 

The Tribe has been working with the staff of the Native American Rights 
Fund for over three years in development of this project. The idea for the al
ternative method of incarceration grew out of NARF's work in Indian corrections 
and has been endorsed by the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, the 
Bureau of Indian Affairs and other officials in the corrections field. 

According to staff attorney, Walter Echo-Hawk, who has spent the majority 
of his five years at NARF in corrections \~ork, the concept for developing an al
ternative corrections facility grew out of NARF's work on behalf of Indian in
mates who are presently incarcerated in a number of state, federal and local 
penal institutions around the United States. 

During the early years of NARF's development; staff attorneys received many 
requests for assistance from Indian inmates who complained of poor prison condi
tions; the lack of cultural and religious programs geared to the special needs 
of Indian people; and a general insensitivity to Indian customs and practices. 

It became apparent to NARF personnel that there was no special body of case 
law for the protection of cultural rights of Indian prisoners. 

NARFts early litigation activities have for the most part, been undertaken 
in an effort to sensitize penal authorities to those sp~cia' cultural needs of 
Indians which are critical to their rehabilitation. Where the officials were 
not sensitized, NARF litigation proceeded to trial in an effort to obtain judg
ments requiring special treatment to meet Indian needs. Through th~ past five 
years, NARF has been successful in developing that body of law for the cultural 
rights of Indian prisoners. This body of law has been developed so that Indian 
prisoners cou1d have access to Indian experiences which the dominant society has 
stolen or distorted - experiences without which Indian people are lost. 

NARF's litigation and research efforts in the Indian corrections field were 
first made possible through a grant from the Irwin-Sweeney t4il1er Foundation. 
This foundation was able to support the time of t\~O full time attorneys for a 
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two year period~ until November, 1975; since that time NARF has had to reply 
on the general support of the Ford Foundation in order to see that the rights 
of Indian inmates were assured in the prison setting. 

Because the traditional criminal justice system has failed to adequately 
rehabilitate Indian peoples the concept for an alternative method of rehabilita
tion was developed. Staff attorneys working 'in the Indian corrections field felt 
that there was only so much relief that could be accomplished through lawsuits. 
More work had to be done in changing individual attitudes and in getting Indian 
people employed in corrections administration. Although much relief for Indian 
inmates was secured through NARF's l'ltigation efforts; staff attorneys felt that 
they were "spinning their wheels" in trying to alleviate problems with the tradi
tional criminal justice system. They, therefore, felt th,at time would be well 
spent in developing an alternative to the traditional anglo incarceration system, 
assisting inmates in getting out of prison, incorporating Indian rehabilitative 
techniques and concepts in a pre-release environment. 

The Cheyenne River Sioux Reservation \'Jas selected by the NARF staff as an 
ideal setting for establishment of a facility fo'r Indian offenders because the 
tri be owned an abandoned job corps facil i ty - ktlOwn as the Swi ft Bi rd Job Corps 
Camp. Thi s facil i ty was bui lt in 1968 and was schedul ed for openi ng in 1969; 

however, with a change in the viashington Administration, the intended job corps 
facil ity was never opened and funds were never appropriated for its operation. 
The Swift Bird Camp has remained idle and unused for almost ten years; it was 
built at a cost of nearly three million dollars and is used only to house bulk 
foods for the nearby communi ty of Marksv'ill e wi th the gymnas i 11m bei ng used by 
area children for recreational activities. NARF had explored the potential for 
a pre-release correctional facility on at least two other Indian reservations -
ttie San Carlos Apache Reservation in Arizona and the Pottawatomi Reservation in 
Kansas. Both of these sites were rejected and deemed unacceptable for use. 

NARF staff felt that the ideal sponsoring agency for an alternative cor-
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rections facility would be an incorporated Indian tribe, since they are considered I 
local units of government and eligible for a variety of funds and able to enter 
into contracts for governmental and 1 ega 1 purposes. As or; g; na l1y conce; ved by I 
NARF, this laternative setting would be an Indian-run facility and would reflect 
the cultural and religious values of Indian people. It was urigianlly projected 
that Indian offenders who were planning to return to reservation settings would ~ 
be most interested, and best served, in such an alternative facility and prograln. 
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In 1973~ the Native American Rights Fund Corrections staff began dis
cussions with the United Sioux Tribes of South Dakota. During a ten-month 
peri od these two programs began a joi nt study to assess the feasi bil ity of 
locating an Indian-controlled corrections program somewhere in South Dakota. 
The program would serve Indian offenders incarcerated in five target states 
(South Dakota, North Dakota, Nebraska, Minnesota, and Montana). In a resolution 
dated August 21, 1974, the United Sioux Tribes formally endorsed the concept 
of an alternative corrections center for Indian offenders. In November, 1974, 
NARF staff, United Sioux Tribes staff, and a correctional Architect-Planner 
visited the Swift Bird Job Corps facility located on the Cheyenne River Sioux 
Reservation. As a result of this visit and inpsection of the facility, NARF, 
the Cheyenne River Sioux Tribe, and the United Sioux Tribes began to further 
evaluate the potential for location of an alternative corrections center at the 
Swift Bird facility. 

Later, in the spring of 1975, the Cheyenne River Sioux Tribal Council form
ally endorsed the concept of converting the facility into a correctional center 
for Indian offenders. In may, 1975, the Nebraska Indian Commission formally en
dorsed the concept and offered its assistance. Later in 1915, the Tribe and 
NARF prepared and submitted a request for extensive funding to the Law Enforcement 
Assistance Adminsitration (LEAA). LEAA administrators responded favorably, but 
felt that the concept had not been thoroughly developed from a correctional per-
spective. 

Late in 1975, LEAA a110cated $15,000 to the Cheyenne River Sioux Tribe for 
a feasibility study. For several months the Tribe and NARF searched for cortec
tional consultants to execute the study, and chose Community Corrections Resource 
Programs, Inc. (CCRP) of Ann Arbor, Michigan, in June. 1976. CCRP began its wor~ 
in June, 1976, and completed a summary l'eport and feasibility s.tudy in December, 
1976. 

DEVELOPMENT 
The S\I/ift Bird Project ;s now being developed \'1ith funds from LEAA and the 

BIA. NARF has received the continued support and cooperation o~ LEAA Indian Desk 
Director Hr~ Da1e l4ing since preliminary discussions began on the alternative to 
{ncarceration concept. In addition, Mr. Eugene Suarez, Chief of the Division of 
Law Enforcement Services for the Bureau of Indian Affai\~s, has given enthusiastic 
support. 
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Board. Those appointed to serve staggered terms were: Delma Traversie and 
Joan LeBeau, who will be co-chairpersons for the board; Mona Cudmore, a vot~ng 
member, who is also the elected Tribal Treasurer; Mr. Lloyd LeBeau, Housing 
authority Director and Walter Low Dog, a member of the community of Marksville, 
located a quarter mile from the Swift Bird facility. 

The Boatd of Directors will be the official authority for the Swift Bird 
Project. They will serve in an advisory capacity to the Director of the Project 
and assist him in appl~oval of written employment standards, guidelines and 
qualifications for the Project. They will also assist the Director in the screen
ing and selecting of residents; hear appeals and perform other duties as assigned 
by the Tri ba 1 Council. 

Tribal Chairman Wayne Ducheneaux explained in a recent interview that the 
Swift Bird Project was chartered as a public corporation for liability and in
surance purposes. The ordinance allows the project to sue and be sued as well 
as to enter into contracts with governmental authorities for financial and other 
purposes. Mr. Ducheneaux said the Tribal Council intends to keep politics out 
of the operation of Swift Bird; he personally beli~ves that the altern~tives to 
incarce~atinn concept will work. 
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conce:: ~~~::~~;n~ :i:::l;~h:a:r;;:::s::.a ~~:~ei:;: :n~o~I~; ~~:~s~:~!~dq~::t;ons ~ 
which will be ans\~ered as the project develops. However, it is my firm belief that I 
Indians can rehabilitate their own people better than anyone else.' 

He added that in his analysis of prlson statistics, Indian people have the 
highest proportion of inmates incarcerated in the nation's prisons compared to 
their tribal populations. At Swift Bird, we are hoping for ~xtensive counselling 
in order to reduce~hose numbers. The recidivism rate among Indian people has 
been high because the existing criminal justice system has failed them in many 
ways. II 

Tr'i~al Chairman Duchelleaux has served dS a major supporter of the Swift Bird 
Project and assisted NARF in its early efforts aimed at securing funds for the 
facility. He believes that the Swift Bird Project will serve as a source of 
jobs for Cheyenne River Residents and will serve to upgrade the reservation economy. 

NATIONAL ADVISORY BOARD 

In an effort to secure a wide range of ideas and development theories for 
the Swift Bird Project; NARF initiated the forMation of a National Advisory Board 
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made up of corrections officials and Indian people from throughout t~e 
United States. The fil"st National Advisory Board meeting was held in Eagle 
Butte, South Dakota on July 22 and 23, 1977. A second meeting was held in 
Boulder, Colorado, at the NARF central office on September 1 and 2, 1977. The 
following is a listing of those individuals who served on this board: 
Delmar Hamilton. Counselor 
Community College of Denver 
Denver, Colorado 

Renee Howe'l 
Ex~Offender Project 
Rapid City, South Dakota 

Jase Kennedy 
Ex-Offender Project 
Rapid City, South Dakota 

John Poupart 
Minnesota Dept. of Corrections 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 

Delma Traversie, Alternate Rep. 
Cheyenne River Sioux Tribe 
Eagle Butte, South Dakota 

Kenneth West, Representative 
Cheyenne, River Sioux Tri be 
Eagle Butte, South Dakota 

Douglas Van Zant, Warden 
Washington State Penitentiary 
Walla Walla, Washington 

Joseph Vitek~ Director 
Department of Correctional Services 
Lincoln, Nebraska 

John Brown 
Corrections Consultant 
Livermore, California 

George ~. Cuff, Chief 
Probation and Parole Bureau 
Helena, Nontana 

Roy Haber, Attorney 
Grenada, Mississippi 

Joseph Havener, Warden 
North Dakota Penitentiary 
Bismarck, North Dakota 

Robert Sarver, Professor 
University of Arkansas 
Little Rock~ Arkansas 

Jim Smith, Executive Director 
Board of Charities and Corrections 
Pierre; South Dakota 

Edwin Zuern 
Di recto\~ of Ins t i tuti ons 
Bismarck, North Dakota 

It is anticipated that members of the National Advisory Board will be 
called upon from time to time to provide additional consu.ltation and advice 
in development of the Swift Bird Project. 

In addition to the Tribal Development Board and the National Advisory Soard, 
many consultants have been retained to offer specific insights and a ser'ies of 
surveys have involved hundreds of persons in the development process. Pl'obably 
the most significant resource of consultants are Indian Medicine Men. \~hne the 
Medicine Men are not elected leadet"s of t\~ibal govet"nment, they are held in deep 
and abiding respect by the Indian pevple. NARF has established a \>Jorking relation .. 
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ship with Medicine Men of severa'l trib\1s. As a part of NARF's litigation 
efforts, they have been of assistance in doi'1g affidavits and live te":,timony, 
as \'1e11 as speaking to inmates and helping community groups interested in 
Indian penal reform. The Medicine Men realize the potential of incarcerated 
Indians in terms of future leaders and traditionalists, provided these prison
ers can be brought back to their Indian and spiritual ways. One individual 
who has provided spiritual guidance for NARF's staff attorneys and others in
volved in the Indian corrections area is Mr. Wallace Black Elk, Lakota Medicine 
Man and grandson of the famed Black Elk. Mr. Black Elk will be called upon to 
serve as one of Swift Bird's advisors. 

GOALS 

A comprehensive list of goals have been defined for the Swift Bird Project 
by a 11 of those i ndi vi dua 1 s i nvo 1 ved in the development rrocess. These goals 
include the following: 

Res iJ!.ents: Sw; ft Bi rd res i dents wi" be encouraged to I~e-enter the ma i n
streanl of their respective societies after release; Swift Bird will help to build 
each resident's self-esteem~ to raise his health standards, and to improve his 
general condition after release; residents should be crime-free and self-support
ill9 after release. 

Cheyenne River Siollx Tri,be: Swift Bird should be a successful correctional 
program, should be a means of renovating and using facilities which are currently 
deteriorated and unused, and should offer Tribal members new resources and op
portunities. 

Correctional Agencies~_ Professionals, Other_ Tribes, Indian_leqpJe, an~L .. 
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Communit; es! Sw; ft Bi rd shoul d offer serv; ces and setti ngs whi ch do not currently I 
exist, show that Indian offenders have special needs and different values, prove 
that Indian people can successfully treat Indian people, stimulate other agencies 
to adopt similar measures and approaches, and encourage the development of more 
II a 11- Indi an" correct; ona 1 setti ngs . 

STAFFING 

The Cheyer.:'e River Tribe, NARF and its correctional consultants realize that 
the staff will be critical to the successful operation of the Swift Bird Project. 
i1 the Project is to succeed, quallfied, competent, and dedicated staff must be 
recruited, hired and trained on an on-going basis. To this end, the Tribal Ad-
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I 
II visory Swift Bird Board of Directors has hired a core staff to coordinate 
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and supervise all development activities at the Project. 

On October 26, 1977, Richard B. Williams, an Oglala Sioux, assumed the 
position of Director for the Swift Bird Project. Mr. Williams is not a new
comer to the corrections field, havil1g wo\"ked with NARF for the past two years 
as a paralegal for the Fund. In this capacity, Mr. Williams devoted much of 
his time to development of the Swift Bird concept. He also has conducted 
numerous workshops concerning problems of Indian inmates at meetings of the 
Nat; ona 1 Congress of Ameri can Indi ans ~ the Nat; ona 1 Indi an Youth Council and the 
National Indian Education Association. 

Mr. Wi 11 i ams has an undergraduate degree from the Un; vers i ty of Nebraska 
at Lincoln with a major in University Studies. He has completed an internship 
; n correct; ona 1 management from the State of Arh:ona Department of CClI'recti ons 
as we" as a program in Prison Grievance Mechanisms sponsored by the National 
Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice, 

Mr. Williams feels strongly that the existing penal institutions are 
simply not designed to meet the needs of the Indian offender; and therefore, 
they fail completel,Y in efforts to rehd,ilitnte the individual. He commented, 
" the treatment that' Indian people get in prisons is horrendous. The criminal 
justice system fails Indian peoplr completely. It is not designed to meet the 
needs of Indians," He added, lithe traditional system does not \'/ork for the non
Indian either. There are some negative concepts used in the criminal justice 
system which stifle the Indian way of life. As an example, friends and relatives 
of inmates are not encouraged to visit in the traditional setting; hO\'lever, they 
will be encouraged at Swift Bird. The Indian individual is encouraged by the 
family and this idea will be incorporated into the Swift Bird model. There is 
Virtually no follow up for Indian offenders when they fH'e released ft'om prisons. 
Follow up will be a major rehabilitation tool at Swift Bird since continual con
tact will be maintained with the released resident and he will b\~ in most cases, 
assigned a spiritual advisor.1I 

Mr. Williams paints out that the Swift Bird staff is rather young compared 
to those administrators employed by the nations cot't'ectional institutions. The 
Swift Bird Board has hired an !ndiar woma~ as its Deputy Director of Administra
t; on. ~1s. Susan Barnes) a Seneca I nd; an from New York) has been worki n9 with 
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the Project since July. She holds a masters degree in Criminology from 
the University of California at Berkeley and has worked in the Indian cor
rections field for the past several years. 

Since 1973, r~s. Barnes has worked with the Native American Rehabilita
tion Program in Berkeley. In this capacity she was responsible for the or
ganization and coordination of programs, parole plans, counse1ing for Native 
American inmates at San Quentin, Vacaville and Soledad State prisons. 

As a part of her duties in the organization of the Swift Bird Project, 
Ms. Barnes will have the responsibility for program and educational develop
ment. Ms. Barnes points out that the Swift Bird project is designed to benefit 
Indian people and future generations of Indian people by offering individual 
Indian offenders an opportunity to define and meet their needs to expand their 
strengths so that they may return to their homes I),nd communities and Msume 
their responsibilities as traditional Indian persons. All programl and act1Y1~ 
ties offered at S~lift Bird wi1l be consistent ~Jith Indian tradit'~('11~.~ c~~~tU\'''(J 

and values. 
The Swift Bird Project ;1It:ends to offer job opportunities for resel"vation 

residents and has hired a loc,' t~arksville resident to serve as secretary to 
the Project. Ms. Charlene Woods has worked in the Swift Bird office a, Eag1e 
Butte since September. 

The Project wi" be moved to the Swift Bird site probably by next spring, 
when ren~vation is completed un one ~f the first buildings. The present Swift 
Bir'd office is located among tribal offices at the tribe's headquarters in Eagle 
Butte. 

In addition to the core staff at Swift Bird, there have been several other 
individuals who have worked on program development, including: Mr. Walter Echo
Hawk, t:ARF staff attorney who has served as Development Project Director since 
the first discussio's were held on the alternative to incarceration concept. 
CCRP, Inc. has been a subcontractor on the project since 1976 and will continue 
to work on the development aspects until February, 1918. Mr. Robert Frazier, 
A Choctaw Indian from Oklahoma and Mr. Jim RDbideaux~ an Oglala Sioux have 
served as researchers for the Project since the sunmer. Ms. Rebecca Romero has 
also assisted the Project as a researcher sinc~ October. Both Mr. Frazier and 
Ms. Romero have been researching traditional methods of dealing with deviant be
havior among Indian tribes. Mr. Rotiideaux has been contacting Indian Medicine 
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Men and other spiritual leaders so that they nlay offer their services and 
guidance to the Project. He has also assisted in coordinating a spil'itual 
conference which is sCheduled for the middle part of December on the Cheyenne 
River Reservation. This conference is being held in order to bring together 
those individuals who will serve as spiritual and cultural leaders for the 
Project. Mr. Robideaux explained that the conference is necessary to bring 
about a good understanding of how the trib~s can come together and oray to
gether ill the atmosphere of Sw'lft Bird. "Swift Bird," according to Robideaux, 
has to offer somethi ng of spi ri tua 1 va 1 ue that wil 1 be acceptabl e to everyone 
and every tl'i be. " 

The Cheyenne River Sioux Tribe's Swift Bird Board of Directors is expect
ed to advertise for additional staff during the latter part of December. They 
anticipate that they will be able to hire a Deputy Director for Operations, a 
Business Manager, Team Leaders for the development of the administration com
ponent, and some support staff. Already, the Tribe has secured assurance from 
the BIA and LEAA that these agencies will allocate funds for operation renova
tion and start up costs. 
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THE OFFENDER AS A PERSON 

Carolyn Zimmet 

Society labels certain people v/ho deviate from the norm as IIjunl\ie", 
"schizophrenic," "Jewll, IIretarded," "criminal" - the list goes on and on. 
Hearing such labels, a person may form a mental image depending upon the 
perspective of the imaginer. Most of us have unconscious biases in rela
tion to certain traits, arid these biases shape our picture of an individual. 
In essence, we stereotype people; we put them in boxes. According to the 
dictionat'y, the term stereotype means II something conforming to a fixed or 
general pattern and lacking individual distinguishing marks or qualities, 
especially a standarized mental picture, "and it usually represents a 
judgment along with the mental picture. The number of groups about whom 
we may have stereotyped is endless. 

Stereotyping is a confining process, because no person is ideally 
typical of any group or combination of groups. Each is unique. Have you 
ever seen two trees, two nlountains, two snowflakes, alike? Just as no 
two tree$~ blo mountains, two snowflakes are ever the same, no two human 
beings are replicated. Each is a multi·faceted individual with wants and 
needs peculiar to him in a certain time and space. 

As helpers in the criminal justice system, we tend to group clients 
in certain categories. Not only is it more efficient in getting work 
accomplished, but it seemingly allows us a means of solving problems more 
expeditiously. If we can programmatically put clients into certain classi
fications, then the time and energy needed will be less than would be 
necessary for individualizing programs. Additiona1ly, it puts us as 
helpers in an all-knowing posture to be able to say a client is such and 
such a person and, therefore, needs this kind of treatment. 

Taking the total person into consideration gives us a different per
spective from that which we \'/ould have if we dealt with only an "offenderll

, 

By dealing solely w~th the "offender" part of a person, we reduce him 
from a whole and acceptable person to a tainted, stigmatized individual. 
He is reduced to an object and! because of being objectified, he is impD
tent in living. The parts such as parent, student, laborer, businessman, 
sexual being, etc., are never fully addressed when we look only at the or
fender portion. To deal effectively with a person, or to have effective 
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relat,iol'l' :dp with him~ we must know all the parts. 
Some of the clients in b community residential cen'cer will have spent 

only one year out of 25 or 30 or 40 as offenders, and yet that label marks 
them as gross ly different, when ~ in fact~ they are much more 11 ke you and me 
and the rest of soc1 ety than they are di fferent, it apl)ears there ; s an ever 
present need to put a separateness between "US" and "themll

, It gives us 
a sence of identifying ourselves. At least we can say what we aren't in 
campari son to someth'i;\g or someone, even though we may not kno\,1 who we are, 

Even though the offender is very much like others in society, there is 
a tonclency to attribute to him a wide t'ange of imprefections because of 
his label. In fact, he is often seen as not quite human, not quite a person, 

Because of this naw in an offenders' socia1 identitYt there is a 
"dis-ease" in almost allot social situations which involve people not in 
the inner circle of ~1s world. A major part of his interactio~s will be 
reactive in nature in response to his stlymatization. Doors are closed in 
both the world of work and the social world when it becomes knuwn thnt he 
is an offender. This knowledge has a ripple effect on those who share the 
offender's 1 i fe. For ex.amp' e, the chil d of an offender may be shunned by 
classmates when it becomes known that the father has been incarcerated. 

For an offel1der and his family ~ thel~e are both the problem of con
ceallllent and the problem of disclosure of his criminal life. He can puss 
many times as a~ untainted individual, perhaps being hired without the 
employer's being infQY'llled of his status. He must then decide whether or 
not to disclose the tV'uth and to risk being \"ejected or fired. The offender 
has a tendency to vacillation is possibly based on his wanting to trust, 
but experience has proven that caution is a more pragmatic approach. 

After having been a client in a community residential center, the 
ex-offender will often wish to be up front and straight about his situation. 
At the same time, the fear of being exposed and the ramifications of that 
exposure weigh heavily upon the person. The telling is always an individual 
thing; no rule of thumb can be used in specific situations. An individual's 
own uniquenoss is basic to the telling process. The more whole a person be
comes, the more self-actualized, the less he becomes a robot and a slave to 
the fear of ex.posure. As he leaves the fear of being who he is behind, he will 
experi ence the pO\~er to act, to do, to be an effecti ve person, Socially, 
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this power is evident in the wayan individual interacts with other people. 
As Goethe has said, II As soon as you trust yourself, you will know how to 
1 i ve. II 

Emotionally, power is shown in allowing oneself the freedom to feel. 
Actually, feeling emotions openly, clearly expressing them, and channeling 
them into a constructive action plan is difficult for most of his incarcera
tion time is spent concealing and misrepresenting himself, as illustrated in 
this quotation, taRen from Women Behind Bars" 

II When my chil dren come, I can hug them and hold them--But I 
can't fall apart and let them know how important it is they're 
there. You gotta give them strength to walk out with. You 
hurt but you don't force them through your ordeals about them 
coming and going. When they go theylre not going to cry and 11m 
not going to cry ... not until after theylre gone, anyway. What 
crying I do~ I do alone." 

Freeing himself from the past as an inmate is much like directing a play. 
The stage is ~hanged and the role also. The scenario can change from prison 
grey to whatever color one feels like changing it to. While the offender was 
incarcerated, the spotlight was on him as offender, the other parts taking 
second place. When he leaves the prison, the focus changes ( if he will allow 
it to) to that of father, mother, st(!dent, employee, or multiple other identi
ties which take precedence over that of offender. 

Letting go of the offender identity 1fl not easy, because society genera"ily 
continues to force the stereotype if there is knowledge ')f a personls criminal 
past. To come out of prison or jail is to be suddenly faced with making deci
sions. Finding people to relate to, a decent place to live and a job can be 
overwhelming experience. One prisoner expressed it in these words, reprinted 
from The Chicago Seed: 

They give me twenty-five dollars when I get outta there 
An' I wearing my winter clothes in July, ani everyone 

knows where I cominl from 
Six months 1 try to find a job,make it straight 
But every door I push against closed tight. 
This here piece of paper say 11m a first-class key puncher 
But the man who give me the job, he say I flunk the test 
Sheet man, I didn't flunk that test. 
You think 11m a criminal. I done my time, but you 

ainlt reclassified me. 
I always be a criminal to you .•...... 
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To become a person "lith social characteristics transcending "offenderH 

means resisting the powerful for~es of submission which can keep one in a II 
state of helplessness. When an offender opens himself to experiencing person 
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leaving behind the sense of powerlessness and dependence. 
An offenderls behavior is uni~tell;gible to another person without a 

key to understanding. Sidney Jourard has said, in Disclosing Man to Himself, 
"behavior is a code analogous to Egyptian hieroglyphics. It has meaning to 
the person which others can guess at, but need a key to understand. 1I An 
offender's behavior carries out his goals and is an indicator of hi~ values, 
He is seeking a way to be that which is meaningful and rewarding. A part'i
cular behavior is selected because it seems to be a way of upholding his 
values such as survival, identity, status, etc. 

Playing it cool suggests that a person ;s in charge of the situation. 
He is aloof, seemingly detached, in a state of alienation from the body. An 
offender plays it cool to keep lithe Manu from knowing what goes on inside him 
because, if he should allow himself to be known, he would be vulnerable. Find
ing the key to this kind of behavior is what the staff of a community resi
dential center is engaged in daily. 

The following anonymous writing is applicable to many offenders: 

I hope you won't be fooled by me for I wear a mask. 
I wear a thousand masks, masks that 11m afraid to take off, 
and one of them is me. 

I'm likely to give you the impression that I'm secure, 
that confidence is my name and coolness my game, 
that the water's calm and I'm in command and that I 
need no one. But I hope you won't believe me ........ . 

The nearer you approach me, the blinder I may strike back. 
It is self-defeating but at the time it seems the safest 
thing to do. I fight against the very things that I cry 
our for. But I am told that empathy is stronger than walls 
and therein lies my hope. I desperately want you to understand 
me in spite of my distancing tact'ics ..... 
In contrast to the individual who plays it cool ;s the one who is so 

ready to defend his position that he' is in jeopardy of being penalized. An 
Ohio RefoY'matory prisoner, Barbara Baker, believes standing up and speaking 
for herself is the beginning of~omanhood. 

Just because you have a number, why throwaway 
your pride? 11\11 in prison night and day but fot' 
twenty-four hours a day God has given me the 
courage to be a woman .... Someone says something 
I feel isnlt right, 11m gonna stand up and let 
them know this. 11m not going to say, "Yes, Ma'am, 
you're right. 1I That's another ounce of pride from 
your womanhood. And that's basically all we have. 

WOMEN BEHIND BARS 
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In most criminal justice settings, this type of se1f~pride would be 
seen in insolence and disrespect. It takes a staff that has it "together" 
to appreciate the characteristics of this type of woman. Being in touch 
with one's own value system is essential if a person is to avoid the trap 
of withholding approval for such seeming non-conformance to the traditional 
feminine ~ole of docility. 

Imagine further than this woman is a homosexual and is openly profess
ing her sexuality within the community residential center setting. Will she 
be accepted as the person she is, or will the center be unable to withstand 
the ramifications of such self-disclosure and, therefore, be compelled to 
banish her from the program? 

A treatment program which purports to address the total growth of 
clients would support a concerted effort in issues such as personhood, hetero
sexuality, homosexuality, veneral disease, masturbation, abortion and family 
planning. Such issues touch almost everyone's life, and clients are entitled 
to the most accurate information available, free from personal judgments, 
biases and staff values. These issues are intertwined and interlaced w'ith 
one's self-concept and the, therefore, impact behavior. 

In many ways, society is an eneMY and leaves offenders broken and 
disabled, unable to separate the truth from myths. Offenders need community 
residential treatment center staff who are able to see that separation 
clearly and to free the creative potential of each person. This means allow
ing the persen to be who he wi11 be rather than merely to adjust to society 
and to others' value systems. This means supporting the offender as a per
son, even if that includes homosexuality or living by cultural mores not 
sanctioned by society in general;provided he ;s not breaking the law, 

Entertaining the concept of a fu11y functioning, successful ex-offender, 
successful in living life as a whole person, free from crime and from hostile, 
aggressive, irrational behavior, is, for many people, imagining the imposib1e, 
believing in the unimaginable. 

How can a transformation from failure to success occur when a convicted 
criminal, however, potent, ;s classified as an object, a non-person; when he 
is reduced to a statistic on paper, to a number rather than to a person? 
Not all offenders going through a community residential center will change
only those wiil who wish to partake in an apprenticeship in living as whole 
persons and in chang; n9 tilei r 1 i fe-s tyl es. 
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Famous persons, such as Johnny Cash ~ Freddy Fender and Muhammad A'I i ; 
have made the transformation, but also have numerous other individuals with 
not so famous names. 

Expectations and caring are key ingredients in change. It is essential 
that a center staff care enough to set expectations which will push the 
offender into personal growth and a responsible life-style. 

Certain groups of people have always been considered inferior and~ be
cause they have been treated so, they acted inferior and confirmed the ex
pectation of those who did the predicting. To illustrate this point~ let 
us lQo~ at a research experiment done in education. 

The Pygmalion Study was done by a group from Harvard. The pat"ticipants 
told the teachers in a South San Francisco school that they were doing a 
study of intellectual spurts and that such spurts occur in everyone's life. 
The group administered a test, the "Inflected Acquisition Test," which, they 
said, would identify the "spurters." ~~hat they gave was an old out-of-date 
IQ test, and they they threw it away into the garbage. They selected names 
of students at random and told the teachers that these would be the "spurters". 
The teachers were incredulous at some of the names, but at the end of the year, 
all of the kids picked to SPUI't, spurted. The deciding factor was in the 
teachers I minds. 

What does this study tel1 us? If you expect something from someone and 
give him caring and attention~ YOll will more than likely get the expected 
result. If you say it can't happen, then, in all probab1ity, it won1t. 

What this means for us in community residential centers is that we 
have much to teach, to share and to give, and we are not merely maintaining 
a facility which gets people into school or finds them jobs. We have the 
power to provide experiences which allow an offender to come closer to what 
he has the potential of being. 

Eliciting change through caring and expectations is not an easy task, 
as the offender will continue relationships with friends and relatives 
from the past who also have expectations of what he will become. There will 
be a continual struggle between forces. Since the offender spends only a 
few months in a community centeY', it is imperative that there be a follow-up 
program to give support for any change which is occurl"ing. Until a person 
becomes fully func.tioning individual, expectations from without have more 
impact than do those from within. 
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It is relatively easy to Hve up to nevI expectations and to take a new 
self-image as long as all is going wel1. However, when things begin to go 
wrong, the tendency to revert to old ways of coping and looking at oneself is 
strong, because the new way of being has not yet been assimilated into the 
self. 

We are v2ry comp1ex individuals, and this presentation has been a rather 
simple way of looking at change. There are no simple solutions for the of
fender in his search for self, and it is necessary that there be support and 
encouragement for the change as it takes place. Nothing is so important 
as people. If we keep that thought in perspective, then the impossible 
can become the imaginable. 
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~1UTUAL AGREE~IENT PROGRAMS: CONTRACTING 
FOR CLIENT CHANGE 

J. B ria n R i1 ey 

Contracting with clients for desired behavioral changes and services 
to assist in achieving these changes is not a new idea. Verbal and written 
contracts have been used by psychologists, psychiatrists, social workers, 
educators, correctional counselors, parole board, etc. 

The foundations for such an approach are supported by the results of 
learning theory focused on behavior. Essectially, someone is r.ewarded for 
behaving in a desired manner. These rewards are frequent, and occur in a 
progressive manner, starting with small accomplishments to ever more complex 
accompl i shments. For malximum rei nforcement, the rewards must occur immedi ate ly 
after a goal is reached and be connensurate with the desired behavior achieved. 
Rewards presented early or late will render the process useless and result in 
traditional manipulative behavior between a client and counselor. Lastly, 
punishment is not involved in this appropch. Individuals receive the benefits 
agreed to when they have fulfilled the task called for. If the task is not 
accomplished or the behavior is viewed as negative. the rewards are not given, 
and whatever would normally happen, due to such behavior should be allowed 
to occur. No excuses for not living up to the contract are acceptable, and an 
intensive one-to-one caring relationship is central to the process. 

Reality Therapy, developed by Dr. ~Jilliam Glasse\", is probably the most 
popular form of cotnracting with clients in use today. However, social workers 
have used contracts for some time, and the concept of contingency contracting 
has also been used in classrooMs and with offender populations. 

In 1974, under the leadership of Leon Leiber9, the American Correctional 
Association began the Parole-Corrections Project. This project developed, 
implemented and evaluated the t1utual Agreement Programming concept with a number 
of state Department of Corrections and Parole authorities. Simply put, tl.A.P. 
is a legally binding~ written contract, usually bet\'Jeen an inmate, the depat~tment 
of corrections, and the parole board. The inmate agrees to complete a specific 
program of vocational self-improvement; the department agrees to !Jl~ant him access 
to the educational, training and counseling services specified; and the parole 
board agrees to release the inmate on the specified date if he fulfills the tet'nlS 
of the contract. 
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The central concept is that probability of behavior depends upon its 
consequences. If the consequences are positive, i.e.~ furloughs, late curfews, 
\'Iork assignments, etc., it is more likely the bahavior will repeat itself. 
Consistant and continuous positive consequences for contracted desirable 
behavior can provide the vehicle for learning socially acceptable behavior. 
This approach was demonstrated by Ayllon (1968). These experiements showed 
that reinforcement had to be contingent upon the completion of the desired per
formance. High level performa~ce was maintained only if the reinforcers occured 
immediately after completion of the performance. If reinforcement occured at 
any other time, performance levels decreased substantially. Any consequence 
which acts to increase the probability of a desired response is a reinforcer. 

In addition, David Premack (1965) postulated that high probability behavior 
will reinforce low probability behavior. For example, curfew privileges in a 
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(lm·/). 
In 1975, Massachusetts Half-Way Houses, Inc. opened 699 House ,using I 

the M.A.P. process. 699 House is operated under a three-party agreement between 
the Massachusetts Department of Corrections) the Massachusetts Parole Board, and 
M.H.H.I. Essentially, the agreement provides for approval by the Department 
for pre-release placement of inmates who have been granted parole reserve dates 
by the Parole Beard, subject to the {.\.lmpletion of contract performance goals 
negotiated at the Halfway House. 

The program is divided into pre-release and post-release components. 
Ideally, a resident is paroled after the sixth (6th) week, or upon achieving 
the goals contracted for in the first week of the program. The contract is 
then updated to expand upon achievements alr~ady attained, and, more specifically, 
to plan for the residents' leaving and assuming more control over their own lives. 

The program was established to primarily serve state inmates who do not 
meet the criteria for other pre-release programs, are considered high parole 
risks, and probably have a sUbstance abuse history. Basically the program 
operates as follows: 
Resident Contract 

As mentioned earlier, residency at 699 House is composed of two major 
parts: the initial pre-release phase and the concluding parole phase. During 
the pre-release phase, ~/hich ideally consists of the first six weeks prior to 
the Parole reserve date, the primary objective is the fulfillment of those reM 
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quirements necessary to achieve community reintegration. To accomplish th-is, 
residents \vill be expected to participate in several preparatory activities. 

a) ~JLeds assessme~.: In order for each resident to make maximum use of 
the 699 House program in developing a new life style that wi'll keep him 'in 
the community, off drugs, and out of prison in the future, it is essential that 
he first identify what type of behavior led in the first place to prison. During 
the first week of residency, each resident is to identify these previous be
javior patterns and, with his counselor t develop short and long range plans 
for changing them. The resources, services and skills needed to implement the 
plan are also identified at this time. 

b) Contra&t:.... By the end of the first full week of residency, each resident 
is expected to have completed the needs assessment, planning, and resource identi
fication process. These elements for developing a new life direction are then' 
combined into the resident's written contract with his counselor and his Parole 
Officer. This contract is to be mutually agreed to by all three parties, and 
specifies the comprehensive p'lan for a successful community reintegration. 
The contract includes the individual's goals, the tinle frames and the responsi
bilites of each party for achieving these goals. As stated, the pl"'jmary goal 
of the pre-release phase is the transition from pre-release status to parole 
status on the Parole Res~rve Date. Therefore, each resident's contract must take 
into account the specific conditions established by the Parole Board fat" gaining 
release on this date. 

c) ConttC!.ctJ.mr>Je1IJ.e_nJatj.Q_n_L During the pre-t'elease phase, each resident 
is expected to implement the initial portions of all aspects of his contract. 
Typically, by the end of the fifth \.,reek of residency this will include: 

1) placement in a full-time t~mployment, education or vocational training 
program. or any combination thereof; 

2) the beginning of a responsible financial management program which is 
to include a weekly budget and savings process, the development of a 
plan ta establish a sound credit rating, and the responsible handling 
of other financial obligations (e.g. support, or restitution of payment, 
ect.); 

3) maintenance of a drug free condition~ 

4) the initial development of new peer group relationships through the 
identification and use of constructive social activities - where 
appropriate t the beginning pf re-establishing responsible family or 
marital relationships and the ic.~ntification of ways in \,/hich the 
resident Cim make a contl"ibution to the community to \'1hich he \'Jill 
return (e.g. volunteer work, etc.); and 



5) the responsible ful1fillment of internal program responsibilities. 
During the pre-release phase, the residents program and conununity involve

ment revolves around his counselor. With the assistance of his counselor, each 
resident will have significant freedom in developing and implementing his 
community reintegration contract. Since freedom requires responsibility, 
in order to make a successful transition from pre-release to parole status, 
each resident must consistently demonstrate responsible behavior and progress 
as specified in his contract. 

The second phase of residency cons'ists of the amount of time remaining in 
the individual's three-month program,following this transition from pre-
release to parole status. During this second phase the resident's participation 
in the program shall reflect the additional freedom he assumes for his own be
Mvior as a parolee in the community. 

The focus of the individual contract shifts toward further strenghtening 
of the resident's vocational program, financial management, and community ties. 
As needed, the contract may be revised to reflect the transition. At minimum, 
a specific "leaving plan" must be added to the contract to identify the proposed 
residence and on-going sources of support in the community. 

Although the 699 House counselor remains actively involved in assisting 
the resident, the responsibility for determin'ing the limits of his behavior 
in the program and in the community rests with the resident. Each resident in 
the parole phase is expected to exercise his own internal controls in assuming 
responsibility for such issues as his use of time, money and mobility, subject 
only to discussing and informing his counselor of his plans. decisions, and 
whereabouts. Only if a resident's behavior becomes so irresponsible as to 
constitute potentially a violation of parole conditions shall this responsibility 
again be assumed by the counselor. 

Those resident who have made significant progress in achieving most, but 
not all, of their contract objectives may be eligible for increased responsi
bility through participaltion in "Out-Residency". As with any revision of the 
individual contract, all three partia& to the original contract must approve 
participation in this portion of the parole phase of the program. In brief, 
participation in Out-Residency is limited to the final four weeks of resijency, 
and involves a resident's living in the community while fulfilling all the normal 
obligations of a 699 House resident (excepting those which directly relate to 
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the physical facility such as detail obligations). Any participant in Out
Residency may requ@~:t readmission to the facility, or may be requested by his 
counselor to request readmmission if his behavior in the community appears to 
be endangering his parole status. 

A copy of the Resident Contract is presented on the following pages. 
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699 HOUSE 

MUTUAL AGREEMENT PROGRAMMING CONTRACT 

I NTRODUCTI ON 
the purpose of this sheet is to assist one in understanding the contracting 
process. 

£ Q li 1 B. A £ 1 
The conditions of the contract, and the commitments made by and between 
the Resident~ the Program and the Parole Officer are explained in Parts I, II, 
and II 1. 

The Resident is responsible for completing the following two sections of the 
contt'act by the time he and hi s counselor meet to fi na 1 i ze the agreement at 
the end of the Resident's first week. This way the Resident is able to out
line his own individual program at 699 House. 

Part IV- RESIDENT'S OBJECTIVES AND TIMEFRAMES 
The Resident is to outline the specific goals-he wishes to attain in the areas 
mentioned; how he wi" pursue them; and by when he plans on achieving these 
goals. 

Considering that the 699 House Program is 12 weeks, and~ ideally, the Resident 
is paroled at the end of the 6th week, some timeframe guidelines are as 
foll ows: 

A. 1. Employment -within 4 weeks after arrival date 
2. Vocational Training-optional/if needed 
3. Education -Optional/if needed 

B. 1. Budget Responsibilities - upon receipt of 1st paycheck 
2. Savings - weekly - upon receipt of 1st paycheck 

total - by c(1mpletion of program 
3. Credit Building - secure loan when allotted amount is saved, 

repayment by completion of the program 
C. 1. Family/Marital Relationships-by 1st or 2nd weekend 

2. Peer Groups·· by one week after full time employment 
3. Social Outlets - by one week after full time employment 
4. Community Residence - by 8th week of program 
5. Volunteer Work - 2 weeks after full time employment 

D. Other (Please refer to Program Standards as indicated) 
1. Urinalysis Responsibilities -pg. 7, sec. p 
2. No Resident of 699 House will borrow from, nor lend money to, 

any other Resiuent of 699 House. 
3. Obligations -pg . 5, sec. d; pg. 6, sec. f & g; pg. 7, sec. j. 
4. Development and earning or denial of Program Related 

Activity Time (PRAT) 
Ongoing, beginning date of contract. 
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Part V- PROGRAM SERVICES AND TIMEFRAMES I 
'Using his o\'1n obje-ctives and timeframes as in part IV, the Resident is to outline 
the assistance and guidelines he eXQects _ from the program to help him achieve 
his goals (1. e. referrais to various agenci es. i nformati on of avi 1 abi e resources). I 
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RESIDENCY CONTRACT 

INTRODUCTION 

On this day of ~ 197, the contract contained herein 
was agreed to by_:-' M _, the-: .program~ and the 
Massachusetts Parole Board representative. This contract defines the mutual 
responsibilities of each party in developing and implementing an individualized 
program to assist in making a successful reintegration 
to his community. .-

PART I: RESIDENT 

1, , understand and agree to pursue and achieve 
the objectives identified in Part IV of this contract. I understand and agree 
that if circumstances significantly change~ I may petition for a renegotiation 
of thi s contract. I wi 11 make every reasonable effort to achi eve my stated 
objectives, and realize that my failure to do so may be cause for cancelling or 
renegotiating this contract. 

PART II :_, ______ pROGRAM 

I, . , representi ng the --program, 
understand and agree to provide the counseling, resource development, referral, 
and other services identified in Part V of this contract. I understand and 
agree that if circumstances significantly change, I may petition for a renego
tiation of this contract. I will make every reasonable effort to provide the 
services stated, and realize that my failure to do so nlay be cause for cancelling 
or renegotiating this contract. 

PART III: PAROLE REPRESENTATIVE 

I,.. _ _.' representing the Massachusetts Parole Board, 
understand and agree that in accordance with the vote of the Parole Board, the 
above named resident will: 

1) Receive a Parole Hearing on : 
2) Be paroled on the voted Parole Reserve Date of 

conti ngent upon the above named res; dent's fu 1fill ment-o......,f~th:--e....-,ob,....,j:--e-ct' ves s tafed 
in Part IV of this contract and fulfillment of the conditions spec'\fied by the 
Parole Board, I understand and agree to act on behalf of the resident in all 
matters pertaining to the Parole Board. 
SIGNED: __________________ _ DATE: _________ . 

SIGNED: _________________ _ DATE! __ . _ 
SIGNED: ________ _ DATE: ______ _ 
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RE~rDENT:S OBJECTIVES AND TIMEFRAMES 

A. VOCATIONAL DIRECTION 
1) EMPLOYMENT: 

2) VOCATIONAL TRAINING: 

3) EDUCATION: 

B. PINANCIAL ~1ANAGEMENT 
1) BUDGET RESPONSIBILITIES: 

2) SAVINGS GOAl.S (WEEKLY AND TOTAL): 

3) CREDIT BUILDING: 

C. COMMUNITY SOURCES OF SUPPORT 
1} FAtULY /MARITAL RELATIONSHIPS: 

2) PEER GROUPS: 

3) SOCIAL OUTLETS: 

4) COMMUNITY RESIDENCE: 

5) COMMUNITY VOLUNTEER HORK: 

D. Other: 1. I \'1'111 give a urine at the discretion of any staff member; 2. 

I 
I 
I 
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I I will not borrow from, not lend any money to any resident of 699 House; 3. If 

I meet al1 my contract commitments and house obligations (curfews, call-ins, I 
details, etc.) each week, I will expect to receive a week-end pass ( if/when 
available) for that week, as well as subsequent curfew extensions; 4. If I 
fail to earn my PRAT by not meeting my weekly objectives I will be denie<i my 
PRAT pr~viledges and will be asl~ed to perform work in the House during \'Il:ek nights I 
and/or over the waekend; Timeframe for 1,2,3, and 4 are ongoing, beginning. 
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il PART V 

I 
PROGHAt~ SERVICES AND TIMEFRAMES 

A. VOCATIONAL DIRECTION , 1 ) EMPLOYMENT: II 

I 2) VOCATIONAL TRAINING: 

I 3) EDUCATION: 

I B. FiNANCIAL MANAGEMENT 
1 ) BUDGET RESPONSIBILITIES! 

I 
I 

2) $AVINGS GOALS (WEEKLY AND TOTAL): 

I 3) CREDIT BUILDlNG: 

I C. COMMUNITY SOURCES OF SUPPORT 
1) FAMILY /t1ARlTAL RELAT!ONSH IPS: 

I 
2) PEER GROUPS~ 

I 
I 

3) SOCIAL OUTLETS: 

I 4) COMMUNITY RESIDENCE: 

I 5) COMMUNITV VOLUNTEER WORK~ 

I D. OTHER 

I 
I 
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Because of the out-residency component available to paroled residents, 
the program can serve on any given day, more than the fifteen men it can 
accomodate in-house. In 1976 the progY'am released sixty-nine (60) residents. 
The typical resident was 26 years old, Caucasion (57%), single (77%), unskilled 
(77%) , and has completed lOth grade. He has a substance abuse problem (84%), 
and has been arrested 4-6 times as an adult (42%), and has been incarcerated 
twice previously. The highest percentage of successful completions is in the 
30-39 year old group (94%), with the 25-29 old group next (78%). The 17-19 
year old group was the least successful with 67% unsuccessful. 

OVer all program performance for 1976 shows 71% (49) successful program 
completions. Those successfull completing achieved the following M.A.P. con
tract goals: 

A. Full time vocational placement 
Employed 

School 
Vocational Training 

B. Accepted for vocational training by 

100% 
97% 

2% 
4% 

the state voc-rehab agency 37% 
C. Particpated in upgrading their voca-

tional skill while in the program 37% 
D. Savings $442 (average) 
E. Established Credit 35% 
F. Participated in outside therapy 50% 
G. Did volunteer work in the community 47% 
H. Participated in out-residency 63% 
I. Relocated to a new neighborhood upon 

program completion 82% 

For the unsuccessful releases (29%) the average time spent in the program 
was 16 days; 35% attained vocational placement; 5% were accepted for training; 
5% upgraded their vocational skills; average savings was $35.00; 25% participated 
in outside therapy; and 5% did community volunteer work. 

The results are very encouraging and approval for another year's funding 
has been granted to continue demonstrating this M.A.P. model. 

The sUbstance of the M.A.P. model is: 
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1. Open Negoitiations. Although the program estab~ishs broad categories, 
the resigent ;s responsible for defining specific goals to be achieved 
within those categories. This provides the resident an opportunity to 
express his needs and desires fully in planning his program of reintegra
tion. However, contrary to institutional M.A.P. programs, a reserve parole 
date is arbitrarily established before a contract is agreed to. It was 
felt that this highly desired consequence would provide strong motivation 
for developing contracts within the first wee~. Also, as stated earlier, 
Ay11on ' s studies support the use of positive consequences immediately 
after completion of the perfoY'mance. Having parole occur halfway through 
the program not only provides strong support for developing positive be
havior to achieve parole, but also reinforces continuing the desired 
behavior for the final program phase leading to successful completion. In 
1976 only two (2) of the residents who reached the parole phase failed 
to suc~essful1y complete the program. 

After developing his contract, the resident presents it to his counse
lor for his reaction. Differences are negotiated and mutually agreed to. 
The counselor includes all of the resources available to him in his portion 
of the contract. The resident not only participates fully in developing 
his program objectives but directly negotiates any differences with the 
program decision maker most responsible. 

The negotiated contract is then presented to the program director 
for final approval. After this approval, the Parole representative 
agrees to monitor the resident's performance and ensu~e that parole papers 
are executed on the stipulated date if the goals are achieved. 

2. ~inding Contract. The contract is binding on all parties involved and 
cannot be altered without the mutual agreement. Such an arrangement 
assured the res i dent that performance accountabil ity is just as bi ndi ng 
on the counselor and Par'ole authority as it is on him. Under these cir
cumstances, the resident has the vehicle for demanding the specific services 
promised at the appropriate time. If significant services are not pro
vided as stipulated,and this prevents the resident from attaining his goals, 
he is still entitled to be paroled on the agree upon date. 

3. Concrete Measurable Goals. The contract must be stated in concrete 
terms not subject to interpretation. For example, the contract might 
call for the resident to follow up a minimum of four (4) job leads a day, 
two (2) of which are to be provided by the counselor, until full time ,em
ployment is acquired in X trade. 

Another goal coul d be to save 2m~ of hi s net income and have $300 
in savi ngs by the end of the program. The counselor wou'\ d be respons; b 1 e 
for helping the resident develop a workable budget to be reviewed \~eekly 
and modified appropriately; open a bank savings account, and check the 
bank book weekly to monitor the resident's progress. 

Subjective goals such as the resident will "try very ha\~d" to follow 
up four (4) job leads a day render the M.A.P. contract unworkable. Hho 
can detet'mine if the resident "tried very hard" but was only able to 
follow up two (2) job leads? 
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4. Specified P~role and Program Com letion Dates. In the model described~ 
the tentative parole date (6 weeks and program completion date (12 weeks) 
are stated before the contract is negotiated. This eliminates the usual 
anxiety associated with unknown release dates, and increases the resident's 
motivations toward a known and obtainable objective. 

The M.A.P. process contain six components. Those are; 

1. Orientation 

2. Pre-negotiation 

3. Negotiation 

4. Monitori ng 

5. Renegotiation 

6. Completion 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

are interviewed within ten working days at the institution by the Program Director. I 
During this interview the inrhf:!te is given a copy of the program standards, a 
blank contract, and an agreement form to sign if he wishes to participate in the 
program. The program standards are explained in detail, and it is made clear 
these are non-negotiable program conditions. 

Next the contract form is reviewed. The inmate is told that if he signs 
the agreement form he is expected to begin drafting his contract goals and the 
services helll need from his counselor to attain tba goals. 

Finally, the inmate is told that if he return5 the signed agreement form 
to the program, a decision will be made within five working days if he is to be 
accepted, and if so, when he can expect to be transferred to the program. 

If the inmate rejects the program, he then proceeds with regular institution 
and parole procedures without penalty. 

If accepted, the inmate is informed that he is expected to work on a draft 
of the M.A.P. contract which will be reviewed upon his arrival. 
Pre-Negotiation 

This component takes place after the inmate is transferred to the program. 
At their initial meeting the resident and his counselor review the draft of the 
contract developed at the institution. Pre-negotiation is considered the most 
critical phase of the process because it allows for input by all parties: a) 
needs assessment conducted by the resident and counselor. b} identification of 
program and community resources available to the resident in achieving his goals. 
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c) support for realistic goals within program time frame. d) parole expectancy. 
e) an opportunity for the resident to state what he wants to accomplish for 
himself and f) the help he needs from his counselor to do so. 

As this is a long and detailed process, residents are required to spend 
all of their time in the faci1'ity until a contract is finalized. Counselors 
are not permitted to write the contracts for residents, but they and all staff 
are available by appointment to the resident during this process. In the eVening 
other residents may also be available for advice and guidance. 

When the resident believes he has a workable contract, it is reviewed with 
his counselor. Differences are negotiated face to face and, hopefully, recon
ciled. Both positions of any unreconciable differences are included in the M. 
A. p, proposal and presented at final negotiations. 
~~gotiation 

Final negotiation takes place between the resident, counselor, Program 
Director, and Parole Representative. The M.A.P. proposal is reviewed item with 
specific rational given for each item. Changes can be made and agreed to at this 
session. If irreconciable differences exist, the Director attempts to negotiate 
a compromise. If compromise is not achieved, and the differences do not violate 
stated program policy, they must be resolved in the rE:!sident's favor. All goals 
must be stated in objective, measurable behavior terms with specific time frames 
for their attainment. 

If agreement is not reached, the proposal is returned to the resident and 
counselor for further development. Hopefully, this can be completed in a brief 
period of time, after which negotiation is rescheduled wtih the Director. If a 
contract cannot be agreed upon, the inmate is returned to the sending institution 
without penalty, to continue institutional progl"ess towards his regular parole 
hearing. 
!1onitori ng._~ 

After the contract is signed by the three parties, it becomes the re
sponsibility of the Director to monitor the progress of the resident and counselor 
in achieving the contract terms. Careful monitoring assures the timely delivery 
of promised services to the resident; can identify and, possibly, correct pl"oblems 
before they become critical; identify contract Violations; and certify goal 
attainment. 
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The counselor is responsible for reporting weekly to the Director, in 
writing\ on the progress made towards the objectives. Information on services 
or activities in the community must be ver'ified by the counselor. The report 
is a simply outline manual system. Counselors are not allowed to interpret or 
change any part of the agreement. 
Renegotiation 

Renegotiation provides for flexibility in dealing with any number of situa
tions. It is initiated at the resident's request, or because of a contract 
violation. Some of these situations are created by unrealistic goals, staff 
failure to live-up to performance standards. Renegotiation must occur for each 
contract violation. If performance failure is the result of poor staff effort, 
residents should not be penalized and should receive whatever benefits they would 
have been entitled to by that time. 

If performance failure is the resident's fault, more realistic goals could 
be negotiated, or in serious situations the agreement terminated and the resident 
returned to the sending institution. Renegotiation takes place in the sanle face
to-face manner with all parties involved . 
. Comp 1 et ion 

In the 699 House model, parole has been granted prior to program completion, 
thus reducing the possibility of delay because of paper work a~sociated with 
release from an institution. 

In addition, proposed community residence upon release is checked by the 
counselor and submitted to the parole representative between one and four weeks 
before the contracted program completion date. 

Because this is a reintegration program, other considerations for a parole 
plan have already been established through the attainment of the performance 
goals. Rarely, if ever, should a resident leaving by delayed because of bureau
cratic delays. 

In summary, the 1~.A.P. program at 699 House has proven to be workable with 
a difficult segment of the institutional populat/(on. The use of ~1.A.P. has proven 
beneficial in increasing the desirabl~ behavior of staff, resicients, and parole 
representatives. 
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--------------~----------------------------~------

THE COUNSELOR AS AN AGENT IN INDIVIDUAL 
GROWTH AND PERSONAL CHANGE 

Carolyn Zinllnet 

Throughout history, the way one human being has treated another has 
been related to his belief about the basic nature of man, Such points of 
view as are expressed by "~lan ;s born neither good nor bad," or IIMan is 
born in sin," create a frame of reference which goverrtS the methods a per
son uses to deal with others. This is also true of those who work in the 
helping professions. It is essential, then, that .:ounselors have the most 
accurate perception and understanding about people that they can acquire. 

Much of what we know about people has come from the fields of sociology 
ar.d psychology and has left us with two broad points of view of how to study 
behavior and behavior change. The scientific method or "external reference" 
is that which observes people from an outsider1s point of view and was used 
frequently by Freud and others since the late 1800's. Another and more 
recent approach is the internal point of view. It looks at behavior and the 
individual, not as an outsider looking in, but from a phenonlenological 
viewpoint, from the unique inside view of the person as himself. Both methods 
are useful, and each has its advantages and disadvantages. 

One method within the external frame of reference is known as the be
havioristic or stimulus response (S-R)method, widely popularized by Skinner. 
Another much favored movement of the external reference is psychoanalysis. 
Both make use of an outsider1s frame of reference in the observation of man 
and his behavior. 

The force within the internal frame of reference is called the existen
tialistic or humanist movement and is deeply interested in understanding 
the nature of man, his feelings, beliefs, desires and values from his own 
internal point of view, his own experience. This is the method most 
practitioners, such as teachers, social workers and counselors, find most 
relevant ~/hen engaged as professional "helpers", Here, behavior is under
stood 'in terms of the wayan individual se~;" hims(,1<f. One doesn't have to 
be an archaeologist, digging up relics from the past, to understand present 
behavior. It we kno';l hO';1 an individual feels about himself, there are ways 
to help hiln even though we don't have knowledge of his past. Here, it isn't 
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necessary to p'('obe or diagnose. Importance is placed on developing a rapport, 
a relationship in the here and now. This is an individual approach to be
havior, one which acknowledges the internal and external struggle a human 
being deals w'ith in his search for fulfillment. Of primary concern in the 
struggle is the concept one has of himself. 

S~li.-ConceR.L. 

Self-concept is an organization of beliefs about oneself; it is the III" 
or "me ll that is learned as a result of experiences. Some of what we dis
cover about ourselves is learned through interactions with the physical world, 
but more important are the perceptions we acquire about ourselves through 
interaction with significant others in our lives. It is as if we carry a 
mirror around and see ourselves as we perceive others seeing us. We learn 
who we are, not only by the spoken word of communication, but also by how we 
are treated. A child learns that he is acceptable or unacceptable through 
the daily, often subtle, interchanges occurring at home, with friends and at 
school. 

Because of this slow, ever-growing process of learning who we are, there 
is a high degree of permanence and stability in our self-beliefs as \'Ie grow 
older. Since the self-concept is what one believes about oneself and, 
since what one believes about oneself plays such an important role in the 
determination of behavior, we as professionals in the field of corrections 
must become sensitive to the self-concepts of our clients. We also must 
become skillful in effecting change in the way they see themselves. As 
counselors in corrections, we cannot ignore the importance of the role of 
changing a client's behavior. 

Because the ~elf-concept is learned, it can be changed. This fact pro
vides the premise upon 't/hich cl,nUllunity corrections depends. The purpose 
of the counselor is to assist offenders in exploring and discovering more 
positive and effective relationships between themselves and others. New 
perceptions of the client's self are learned through interactions with the 
counselor; therefore, the counselor must be an activQ helper. It is the 
counselor's use of himself which makes the interaction positive or negative. 
Some negative attitudes expressed in statments such as, ,t I can't jog a 
mile," or II I don't have a high school education," can be changed rather 
quickly through training. Ilowever, fundamental concepts of the self, expressed 
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in a statement like II I am unloved and unwanted," usually change over 
a long period of time. Not only must a counsslor have patience, but he 
must also be willing to act as a role model in exposing the self. A client, 
like a'1 of us, must be able to communicate his fears and frustrations, exw 
pose his values, share his loves and triumphs before he can be sure who he 
is and what he is capable of becoming. Through the basic trust established 
with a ca)'ing, knowledgeable counselor, the client can come to expose himself 
enough to being to know who he really is. 

Intimacy is earned. If I am to trust you with the treasures I hold in
side me, I must first ascertain if you are capable of handling that informa
tion with care. This trust sometimes takes from six to eight weeks or 
longer in the halfway house setting. The time it takes to establish trust 
is less important than the fact that trust does develop between client and 
counselor. Without a basic trusting relationship, the client will be re
luctant to disclose himself. It is difficult to look at parts of ourselves 
which are less than we would want them to be, and understanding is needed when 
we examine these shortcolnings. An effective counselor treats this information 
with the preciousness it deserves. (It encourages the client to be who he is 
rather than to be a contrived self. This knowing who one is, is one of the 
ingredients of becoming a whole person.) In spite of a client's seeming un
willingness or reluctance to tell a counselor who he is, there is a deep desire 
to be understood. Each of us ;s a continually evolving person, so the telling 
is never done. Self-disclosure cannot come solely f~om the client. The 
counselor must also continue to share who he is. It;s through this mutual ex
change, this mutual sharing, that counselor and client come to know each other 
and, ultimately, themselves. 

Since growing never ceases, the knowing of oneself and of others is never 
complete. A person is constantly 'in a state of becoming, of discovering 
new facets of himself. Through this discovery he then perceives others with 
ne\'/ eyes. The more a person is 8\'Jare of who he really is, the more accurate his 
perceptions become; the closer he is to have 20/20 vision because he doesn't have 
to view \'Jhat is through a facade. IISeeingll what is, is distorted if done through 
faulty viewing, and accurate perception is often a distinguishing factor be* 
t\'Jeen counselor and client. 
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When a client has buried his emotions, his secrets, they are buried but 
are very much alive. It has been said that we either talk about our feelings 
or we will act thenl out. Part of the acting-out process is manifested in 
headaches, allergies, common colds, aching backs and in ways not related to 
health, such as acts of violence. When we fear or don't trust others enough 
to express our emotions because we are apprehensive of being rejected or 
punished, we not only build relationships on untruths but we set the stage for 
; 11 health. 

A counselor, through patience and also by being a good role model, can 
allow a client to sort out the parts that are truly himself. Through this 
knowing and accepting of who he is, a person comes closer to becoming a se1f
actualized human being. 

Self-Actualization 
To beome an effective change agent, a person must do more than think 

nice thoughts. Good thoughts must be somehow translated into behavior if they 
are to be effective. Counselors, over a period of time, learn to be positive 
impactors. Just as a client's growth takes place gradually, so too does the 
counselor's. Techniques of counseling can be learned rather quickly; however, 
the process of becoming a person with 20/20 vision is more time consuming. If 
a counselor is to impact another, he must have better discrimination skills 
than the person he is helping. These skills of discerning "what. is" from 
"what appears to bell or "what one wishes them to be" ;s a characteristic of 
the whole person. This is the kind of person Maslow calls the "g~'owing tip" 
and Rogers ca 11 s the lise 1 f-actua 1 i zer. II 

It has been stated by several client-centered therapists that the drive 
toward self-actualization is a primary one, meaning that human beings would 
rather be better than worse. 

As clients being to move in the direction of personal growth, several 
things begin to change. They tend to move away from facades, to become real 
and genuine. Many of the "oughts" and II shoulds" they have been carrying 
around as excess baggage turn into, II I will do this because I have selected 
this choice from the options available rather than because it meets the expecta
tions of others," \~hen a client is clearly made responsible for himself, he 
becomes more responsible and discovers, with increasing confidence and pride, 
that he is capable of making Dositive realistic decisions. 
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Also, as a client moves toward being a whole person, he becomes more 
sensitive to others and more accepting of himself until, finally, he is 
able to achieve and to value close intimate relationships. 

The fully functioning,whole person can be measured in terms of his be
havior by asking such questions as: Can he act as the person he is rather 
than as something he is not? Can he reduce the barrier between himself and 
others? Can he li~ten acceptingly to hinlself? Can he allow himself to accept 
another person? Can he trust his experience? Can he believe that persons 
have a basically positive direction? Does he believe peop1e can change? 
We can measure where a person is and we can measure these same areas after a 
specified time has lapsed to see if there has been any change. 

The Counselor ~s a Teacher 
Almost anyone who counsels teaches also. To be a guru with all the answers 

which just come out at will can be a separating experience for counselor and 
client. No one can identify with someone who is perfect, who has all the 
answers. Additionally, if a client is to change and to continue to make good 
decisions, he must have a means of learning ho\'! to manage his day-towday living 
when a counselor is not present. This would mean that there is a system or a 
structure he could learn which would upgrade his skills in many areas of living. 

To be helpful, a counselor would actively involve his client in a pro
gram which would: (1) allow him to talk about and explore reasons for his 
current behavior; (2) allow him to set goals for improved performance; 
(3) allow him to tryout and practice new ways of behaving, and (4) provide 
feedback to him on the effect; veness of the ne\'1 behavi or'. 

The process would be one of identifying the problem, of exloring the 
problem, then of understanding the problem and last, of formulating an action 
plan to solve the problem. By teaching clients to solve their own problems, 
a counselor is allowing them to control their own destinies. This method also 
teaches responsiblity. The client becomes responsible for all his choices and 
for the consequences of those choices. 

It ;s important that a counselor know, not only how to help clients to 
change, but also how to be able to transfer that knowledge into a systematic 
program which the client can understand and utilize to generalize the experience 
into other situations. It would allow the client a means of acquiring the 
knowledge necessary to accomplish a specific goal and, through practice of this 
systematic ",ay of reaching goals (solving problems), he would be able to plan 
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attainable change in his life. It is not enough to be a good counselor. 
To be an effective counselor, one must also be a teacher. This, in effect, 
is a part of being a self-actualized person and of teaching a client the 
skills necessary for attaining the goal of self .. actualization. 

Change _-
As mentioned previously, change does not happen overnight, nor is change 

easy. First, a climate of trust must exist in order that clients may have 
the ft1eedom necessary to try new things. Since a counselor wi1l be giving a 
client feedback as he tries out new behavior, the climate must be non-threaten
ing and caring, so that the client will not feel that he is being c\"itic;zed 
or evaluated negatively. He must be allowed the latitude to make mistakes 
and to learn from them. 

It will be much more difficult for a client to retain his newly acquired 
skills after leaving the halfway house than it was for him to keep them and 
use them while he was still a client in the house; therefore, a follow-up 
program is ncessary in overall planning. Hostile forces will be ever-present 
in the environment, and the threat of those forces can divert the client from 
being and communicating what he would if he didnlt feel threatened. 

Support can come in verious ways, from the structured once-a-week return 
to the group for individual counseling sessions at the residential community 
center to scheduled recreational outings and spontaneous phone calls. No 
matter what method is used or what time of day or night it is, it is always 
essential to be an accepting, caring role model. Being accepting and caring 
can mean becoming angry and displaying that anger, as well as being happy and 
loving. An accepting, caring counselor is one who is real, not a phony playing 
a role. Be a person the client can identify with, not a perfect guru, but a 
real person who makes mistakes. Clients need to learn that it is okay to make 
mistakes, that making mistakes doesn1t make them bad people. 

In conclusion, perhaps the definition of a counselor would be, as one 
of my coll ege professors used to say, 1I 0ne \'1ho teaches uniqueness in others. II 

Being a counselor is learning how to be unique as a person and, finally, how 
to share it wi th othey's so they, too, can 1 earn the ways of a. fu lly functi ani n9 
human being. 
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FEMAL~ OFFENDERS: 
Dealing with Differences 
in Community Corre{,'tions 

Patricia Ann Squires 

In 1976 the United States Department of Justice, through L.E.A.A., funded 
a national study of 'Women 1 s cort"ectiona' progl"ams that incl uded 36 communi ty 
correctional centers, 16 state p)"i~ons, and 46 county jails. Out of that study, 
statistics show that: (1) 2/3 of the female offenders interviewed were under 
30 years of age, (2) 45% had not finished high school, (3) 73% had children, and 
1n only 10% of those cases were husbands involved 1n child care, (4) 56% were 
welfare recipients, and of that percentage, 33% were welfare recipients as chil
dren, (5) only 40% worked in the two months prior to their arrest, and (6) of 
those with vocational training, their skills were in clerical, cosmeto1ogy, 
nurse aides, and the paramedical services. 

In a 1976 survey by the ~emale Offender Resource Cent~!r of community cor
rections programs, representing 6200 female offenders, three major problems \~ere 

isolated. The most prevalent prohlem for 84% of those surveyed was lack of job 
skills. Lack of education was th~ second most important deficit area and the 
third was a combination of difficulty in arranging child care, readjusting to 
family life, and coping with prejudices. 

Still another survey of 85 program directors of community corrections pro
grams serving female offenders, the support services necessary for their residents 
were prioritized as follows: (1) personal and psychological counseling, (2) on .. 
the .. jt:'b training, (3) survival ski1l training, (4) employment counseling, (5) edu .. 
cational opportunities and vocational training, (6) child care assistance and help 
in meclting other responsibilities, (7) drug abuse services, and (8) housing refer
ral. 

Consistencies in these studies, and my experience in community corrections 
progranls dealing with female offenders, show that the female offender is young, 
is a mother, lacks vocational skills, lacks good \'Iork experience, has depended on 
welfare income for support, lacks a high school education, and has a poor, "loserll

, 

·self-concept. Be aware that there are exceptions to these consistencies. I'm 
speaking to the issue of female offenders as an overall group. And, the female of
fender could be at a Jeficit in only one of those areas~ Speaking to these con-
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sistencies~ they are the problem differences that for the female offender, 
need to be addressed during incarceration and/or before release. 

The criminal justice system (the prisons, county jails, isolated insti
tutions) has little expertise in the areas of motherhood, vocational training, 
job development, financial and individual subsistance, formal education or 
mental health. For the criminal justice system to provide expertise in one or 
all of these areas for female offenders means costly duplication of existing 
expertise in the community and segregation of female offenders from the community. 
These are two issues which promote community cort'ections for both the female and 
the male offender. 

The female offender is young and a mother. Eighty percent are mothers and 
average 2.78 children each. In sixty percent of cases, the children are depen
dent on them for care. 

I want to drop the statistic quoting for now. Lets look at an individual 
case. We have before us a female offender who is a mother. Our goal is to 
rehabilitate, to reintegrate, to make her responsible, if you will, to help her 
back into the community. 

It is costly to do this in isolated programs,and since the expertise lies 
withi n the community, out' goal is to tap the resources of the communi ty in order 
to improve the lifestyle of the female offender so that she will not become a 
recividism statistic, but will instead, be a responsible, self-supporting mother 
and/or individual. 

Not every woman is a candidate for community corrections programming; some 
need to remain in prison, costing the state from $18 to $23 per day for care and 
custody. If there is reason that the community has something to fear from the 
female offender, she should be contained within a prison. If there is no reason 
to fear her, reintegration through community corrections programs should happen 
without delay. For the woman who wishes to improve herself and her lifestyle, 
the criminal justice system needs to make available the community program which 
will support her. 11m not eluding to financial support, but support of a positive 
nature that will help her to explore her deficit areas, and will direct her to 
services within the community to aid in improving these areas. 

For the woman who is a mother, the prison provides isolation from her family 
and children. When a woman is incarcerated and there ;s not other parent around, 
the children are uprooted from the home. Also, frequently the father who ;s there 
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is employed and/or unable to care for the children on a daily basis. The . 
children are taken out of the natural environment of their home, and their 
mother ;s gone. Thatls frightening. Who then is the victim of a crime? If 
the mother is isolated by the system, the system must assume this responsibility. 
This is again costly~ both financially to the state and emotionally to the 
children. Children need to know where their mother is, why she is gone and when 
she will be back. If the child cannot comprehend or understand the answers to 
these questions, the feeling is rejection for them, and that ;s an emotional 
scar that is hard to erase. 

On the other hand in a community program: the mother is near; shels getting 
herself together in order to be a positive role model for her children when she 
does get out; and shels improving her skills as a person, parent, and supporter, 
by being in the program and plugging into the community. The child knows where 
his mother is, why she is there, when she ll1 be home, and that things will probably 
be better when she returns. And just as important, the woman is assuming her 
responsibility as a mother, by improving herself and preparing to be a provider 
for her children. 

If pl"isons a.nd corr:munity corrections programs would, in any way,be improved, 
it would be to provide space for offenders to be with their children. 

The female offender before us is lacking in a formal education. She lacks a 
high school education and needs one to improve her self-concept and gain employ
ment. 

In a community correctional program, the female who lacks general education 
has educational classes available in the community, either in tutorial programs, 
job service programs, or adult education classes. The opportunity for her to ob
tain her General Educational Degree is available and at no cost to the program. 
( A prison can also duplicate a high school education and provide general educa
tional services, but it is more costly than in the community.) 

The self-concept of the female offender is greatly enhanced when she completes 
the G.E.D. A sense of accomplishment and satisfaction in completing an education 
she gave up previously, dropped out of or thought to be unimportant at the time, 
is gained at this point. The step of improving herself as a person is commensed. 

The female offender before us is expected to be employed and/or supporting 
her 2.78 children when she gains parole or probation. For the woman who has found 
the man in white shining armor, and that man is waiting for her when she leaves 
prison, her worries are only how to keep him. But for the 80% with children; the 
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60% who were on welfare before they were busted; and the 60% who were unemployed I 
before arrest, employment isn't only a necessity, employment is a new experience 
for which their skills are minimum, their opportunities for success are limited, 
and for wh'ich the real world of employment could be a devastating experience. 

It's a natural role that men work; that's the accepted grown-up world. How
ever, for females, especially mothers, employment has been a pasttime. Paychecks 
have been a good s~pplemental income and training and opportunities for employment 
have been in the traditional line of work, such as clerical, cosmetology, nurse 
aid, and parafrofessional. 

The female offender needs vocational training in skills 
interest, (2) a market exists in the employment field, (3) a 

that: (1) she has an 
future will be open 

for upward career potential, and (4·) average wages in a particular field will sup-
port her and her dependents without her resorting to either crime or welfare de-
pendency. I 

Non-traditional vocational training for women is now gaining momentum. That's 
where some women's interest are, but also, and more importantly for the female 

I offende~, that's where better wages are earned. Nurses' aides, waitresses, and 
beginning clerical workers earn $2.50 - $2.75 an hour, whereas, construction work
ers, mechanics, welders, electricians, and professional work~rs earn $4.50 -$5.00 I 
and more an hour. If the female offender has an interest in non-traditional training 
and employment, the community corrections program needs to explore that with her I 

I 
and help her to realistically pursue her interest and career. 

Career is a key word in vocational training of the female offender. Training 
and employment should be greared to career potential. Dead-end jobs, with only 
imnediate gratification and no future and minimal interest of the indiVidual, will I 
last only as long as the parole or probation. Granted, the interest of the criminal 
justice system is ended when parole is over, but recividism rates are of vital 
interest to us. Dead-end jobs with no future can result in a female offender re
sQ)~ting back to old lifestyles and survival skills, and perhaps with time she will 

I 
become a rec;vidism statistic. I 

Vocational training for the female offender should be geared toward her interests 
and toward her economic and career stability. If her interest is in becoming a 
waitress, broaden her perspective to career lines in serving people and/or food 
service. And, if her interest is in mechanics, the opport~nity to broaden her 
training should be provided. 
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Again, the cost of traditional and non-traditional vocational training in 
prison is high and often times inappropriate. Just as making license plates 
in prison is inappropriate training for men seeking a career, sewing factories 
in female prisons is also inappropriate career training. These types of work 
merely pass the time. 

In a community correctional program the community provides the situation 
for vocational training in appropriate lines of interest for available employ
ment. This can be through government funded training programs or through per
sonal businesses providing on-the-job training. The goal is to give the female 
offender training for career employment that is personally satisfying and economic
ally realistic, in order to meet her needs. Again, improving her self-concept is 
enriched. 

Along with training and employment, the financial responsibilities of the 
female offender are prominent. With t1raining comes employment, and with employment 
comes the paycheck. The woman is first responsible to the state for restitution, 
room and boa rd payment, court fees, etc. Her next res pons i bi 1 ; ty is to her futu\~e 

and building the nest egg in savings for the time she will leave the program and 
will reside in the community. She also is responsible for child care needs if the 
children are with friends, relatives, or professionals. The responsiblity to 
herself is to improve her self-concept with a new pair of shoes, a new dress, a 
new hairdo;something for her personal well-being. All these financial responsi
bilities need to be met with planning and support from the program's staff. 

The female offender now has an income; and for 60% of them, earning a paycheck 
is a new experience, let along utilizing it in a positive, constructive manner to 
meet her responsibilities. We are led to believe females are compulsive spenders!! 
The man makes the money, gives it to his woman, and sheIn spend it!! Does the 
female offender fulfill the sterotype't In the community program, changing indi
Vidual lifestyles is a goal. With guidance and awareness the \~oman will change 
the 1 i festyl e of her past fi nand a 1 habi ts and create ne\~ constt"ucti ve ha.bi ts that 
will meet her needs and those of her dependents in a responsible manner. 

The area of medical services and sexuality of the female offender have not 
been mentioned yet, and I'd like to at this time. My experience with the female 
offender on a county and state level, both in Nebraska and how here in f~ontana) has 
been consistent; that is, if the agency which has het' in custody will pay the ex
pense, she will expect, require, and receive medical services. It is the responsi-
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bility of the agency to determine if the woman is medlcally healthY. The state 
is held responsible for medical services to the female offender. If she were 
in a community corrections center receiving services, and employed in the com
munity\! the responsiblity for medical attention could be met by her and not the 
state or the program. Medical services are costly and a responsibility the 
criminal justice system could place with the female offender. It can serve as 
an avenue of broadened personal awareness and responsiblity to herself. 

In our society the identity of a female is that of mother, wife and/or lover. 
If a community corrections program concentrates only on vocational training, em
ployment and the economics of living, we treat only parts of the total woman. 
Her role as a mother I've already discussed; her role as a lover is also important 
to her. 

Homosexuality in a women's prison is as prominent as it is in a men's prison. 
The differences in statistics are due to overall population size. When ~ccess 
to men is denied, alternative lifestyles for the female offender will be explored 
and experienced. 

The responsibility of the community corrections program is to allow the 
female a pass or furlough in order to maintain ties with family and other positive 
support systems, r,ather than develop those ties with fello\,1 residents. Two losers 
do not make a winner. 

I 
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In surrmary, tht~ community corrections progt'am dealing with the female of- I 
fender should provide a setting that emphasizes individual responsiblity and enables 
her to become aware of being accountable for her actions. Programs that operate 
positively encourage personal growth and individual development. Development of 
an individual program is the most important part. Finally, if the female offender 

I 
sees herself as different and isolated from the community, she'll play the strang- I 
er role. If, however, she is aware of herself as a part of the community and as 
a positive factor to that community, she \,1111 Hkely become a part of that conmunitYI 
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PERSONALIZED PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT IN 
THE COMMUNITY TREATMENT CENTER 

Jim Pomroy 

Major models of treatment being utilized in community treatment centers 
today include the Therapeutic COMmunity, Token Economics, Transactional Analysis, 
Reality Therapy and Life Skills Training. If \'Ie view Ilhelp;ng" from a systema
tic viewpoint, we see that a certain progression develops in the process. We 
refer to this progression as the systematic phases of helping and call them the 
"Exploration", "Understand" and "Action" phases (Carkhuff, 1973). It;s not 
the purpose of this presentation to offer an in-depth survey of all the modali
ties listed, but rather to briefly overview the highlights of each which have, 
with some reservation, been placed into a systematic scheme. The primary at
tention vlill be given to a part of the "Action" phase of helping, that of program 
development (Carkhuff, 1974). 

The primary means of exploration utilized by each modality are: 
I. Therapeutic Community 

1. Exploration through admission procedures. 
2. Encounter group. 

a. Motivational testing through heavy confrontation. 
II. Token Economy 

1. Behavioral Observation through: 
a. Establishment and maintenance of the constructive day. 
b. Observation of interpersonal skills. 
c. Center maintenance tasks. 

2. Specify unacceptable or deficit behaviors. 
III. Transactional Analysis 

IV. 

1. Pr'imary exploration done in groups: 
a. Client assessed in terms of prominent ego state (s). 
b. Exploration of life positions. 
c. Exploration of game playing behavior 
d. Exploration of life scripts. 

Reality Therapy 
1. Inv01vement. 
2. Behavioral observation and evaluation. 
3. Behavioral feedback (no excuses). 
4. Assessment of physical condition, style and activities~ intelligence 

and vocational interests. 
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v • HUP1CLI'J...B0 s..CL~rS_~L..Q .. ~.Y!L1 0.pl11en~tJ.b.it~..$JjJ l sw1r..a.1D.in.9J 
1. Attending g responding. 
2. Unconditional regard 
3. Obvious, accurate empathy. 
4. Concreteness. 
5. Self-exploration. 

If exploration of the probelm(s) has "~.E§JisJu1j'y been completed both 
the "helper ll and the "helpee ll naturally reach a state of understanding in 
most cases through enhanced self-understanding (ownership of the problems(s) 
by the helpee. 

Though the line bet\~een the time when exploration is set aside and 
understanding is gained is often a nebulous one, it would appear that Phase 
II (Understanding) tasks are being conducted by the following processes: 

1 • TJ~:~.R~tuJkf9.n1ill.UJ1j£L, 
1. Community and client share responsibility or ownership of behavior, 
2. Learning new skills, unlearning old defenses is an interactive process 

involving all menbers. 
3. Staff often act only as consultants and evaluators. 
4. Primary machanism is encounter gt'oup incorporating techniques in 

Gestalt Therapy, T.A., Psychodrama and T. Groups. 

I I . Ig.k~J'-J .. g.2Jl9.mX. 

1. Little input into the program by resident. 
2. Understanding connonly gained through T.A. and Assertiveness training. 

1 I I. T.rAQ~ . .tto11_aJ AnaJ.y"s,J§._ 

1. Understanding gained through analyzing tran$actions within groups. 
2. Self-understanding gained through teaching of theoretical concepts 

and application to present behavior. 
3. Utilization of rating scale develops understanding of interpersonal 

functioning. 
4. Organized feedback exchange enhances self-understanding. 

I V • R~J .~Lt'_ .lh~e.t~pl' __ .. 
1. Understanding gained through intense therapeutic involvement individu

ally and in groups. 
2. Cl ient given feedback -about behavior and Oppot~tunity to assess the 

impact of that behavior on self and others. 
3. Client decides whether or not he/she is taking a responsible course of 

action. 
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V. Human R~,source Develo\?ment (Like Skills n'aining) 

1. Ownership (personalization) of problem. 
2. Initiating skills of therapist: 

a. Self-disclosure 
b. Immedi acy 
c. Confrontation 
d. GenuiY,leness 

3. Deficit identified through self-exploration facilitated by therapist. 

The final phase of the helping process is often vague and incomprehensible 
to the client or helper even though this is the point at which we can most con
cretely assess whether or not our intervention has made a significant difference. 
Carkhuff (1974) offers a means of program development (which some of us may 
prefer to call "case planning ll

) which goes beyond some of the others and allows 
both the helper and the helpee to measure effectiveness. Once a goal has been 
set to overcome or eliminate a deficit through the utilization of interpersonal 
and problem-solving skills the helpee generally is in need of assistance in 
identifying a means to accomplish that goal. 
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SYSTEMATIC HELPING SKILLS 
PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT 

Developmental Training Outline* 

HELPER SKILLS HELPER BEHAVIOR 
State goal in behavioral terms .......•............. You feel ____ because you 
(achievable, measurable, observable) cannot ... and you want to ___ , 

State preferred course of action (PCA) ............•. Your PCA is to dvelop a 
program to which will 
enable you to reach your goal. 

Develop a preprogram list of needs ................... First letts discuss the items 
(materials, physical, baseline data, etc.) and data you need before you 

can begin your programs. 

Operationalize the goal by determining the ........•.. Let's divide your goal into 
primary steps neaessary to reach the goal several smaller goals so you 
and rank them in terms of complexity, \1";11 have a better chance to 
difficulty, or chronological order. assess your progress anu 

reach your goal. 

Develop a program of seconday steps ...•....•......... Now let's break down each 
for each primary step to achieve each primary step into the 
primary goal. secondary steps necessary to 

assure you achieving them. 

Attach time units 
secondary step. 

to each primary and .•............•. How much time do you think 
you need to achieve your first 
primary step. (Second?, third, 
tota 1 program). 

Develop check-steps of things needed ............... . 
before, during, and after each primary 
and secondary step. (Think and Do) 

Develop a hierarchy or reinforcement .............. ;. 
schedules for each secondary and primary 
step in the program. 

Let's look at each primary and 
secondary step and see \'Ihat 
you mus t do before, dud ng, . 
and after each step tp insure 
success in reaching your goal. 

Hhat you need next are some 
rewards to gi ve you\'se 1 f upon 
the successful completion of 
each step. 

Draw a step chart ( 
display your program. 

to graphically ....•......... Now you draw a step chart to 
help visually organize your 
systematic program. 

*Adapted from R.R. Carkhuff, The Art of }.!Qgram Developmen1;. by Dr. Richard Smith 
and Frank1n Truan, March 1975. 
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"Thinking and Doing" 
The dev~lopment of a clear step requires some intellectual preparation 

for the step. Critical confrontations (questions) and specifics are important 
to success. 

In preparation for each step the following questions need to be answered: 

Thinking 
Before: What do I need to being? 
During: Am I accomplishing what I set out to do? 

Do;ng After: Did I accomplish nw step? 
Am I ready for the next step? 

Thinkin9. out of questions will enable you to obtain necessary equipment, 
read i ngs, and data, etc., to carry out theJ2Q. . .Q.Q. means actually ca r r,Y 'I ng out 
the answers tQ think. Do means obtaining Y/hat is necessary, assessing progress 
and assessing results. JJl1.nl and . ..Q.Cl must be applied to each step. 

Many times you \~ill find that accomplishing a step is reward enough to keep 
you gOing. If this internal type of reward is not sufficient, external means 
may be used. For example: some reward token can be granted (or taken away) 
upon accomplishing each step. Increased freedom, privileges, material goods or 
money, etc., are useful in maintaining motivation to stay on a program. Involving 
friends or spouses in a program can assist a person in establishing and implement
ing a reinforcement (punishment) system. As in true in all systematic helping. 
the involvement of helper and helpee (client) results in the best programs. When 
used in group settings it can be even more successful since the experience of 
others can add to the planning of anyone helpee. (Blakeman, 1975). 
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Benefits of utilizing systematic program development with clients: I 
(1) Expectations of task performance become .9..LI!~r to the ~lient. 
(2) One can assess movement toward the goal at any point ,n the program. 
(3) Goals are achieved through client action. I 
(4) Problem-solving and program-deveTopment sl<il1s are learl1e.d by the client 

thus enabling him to better help himself in the future. 
(5) \ole, as helpers, move toward being accountable for \'/hat we do to people I 

by being able to specifically observe or measure changes made in the 
helpee's situation. 

(6) The concept is 1 ess concerned with "why" a person is where he is and I 
more concerned with what needs to be done now. 

!~eaknesses1 

(1) The utilization of program development requires a comnl'itment of tima 
and resources which many "helpers" are not willing to make in order to 
be he 1 pfu 1. 
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(2) The dvelopment of a personalized program sometimes leaves the 
false impression that the program ;s one of "magic" and cannot be 
changed or aitered by ~va'uating and revising steps necessary to 
achieve a goal. 

-'" 

HELPER GOALS 

--

HELPER ROLES 

-

HELPER 
BEHAVIORS 

EVALUATION 
OF 

\)UTCO~IE 

SYSTE~lATtC HELPING SKILLS* 

1. 
2. 

3. 

Phase I 
Exploration 

Stay out of tile way. 
Make sense out of the 
mess. 
Become a significant 
person. 

RESPONDER 

Focus on helpee frame of 
interest. 

_.-
ATTENDING BEHAV10R 
1. Posture 
2. Listening 
RESPONDING BEHAVIOR 
l. Obvious & accurate 

empathy 
2. Respect for client's 

feeling 
3. Concretene~s 

~ 

1. Is there a dominant 
theme? (What is it?) 

2. Is the relationship 
such to allow confron-
tation? 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

1-

2. 

1. 

2. 
3. 

Phase II 
Understanding 

Personalize Feeling. 
Personalize Meaning. 
Isolate Problem. 
Prepare for Action. 

INITIATOR 

ATTENDER, RESPONDER 

INITATOR 
a. Confrontation 
b. Self-Disclosure 
c. !mmediacy 
d. f'lenuineness 

--........ , 

Personal i zed prob 1 enls 
or dificit identified 
Goal Set? 
Ownership of problem 
by helper? 

Phase III 
Action 

l. Problem solving. 
2. Program develop-

me",t. 
3 implementation 
4. Evaluation. 

,-

1. Responder-Initia-
tor. 

2. Teacher 
3. Reinforcer 
4. Evaluator 

1. Problem solving 
2. Program deve10p-

ment 
3. Courage 

1. Removal of defici 
2. Goal achieved 

through helpee ae 
G. Lasting behavior 

change 
4. He1pee better abl 

to help himself. 

t 

tior 

e 

....- ~~ 
. . - ..."" ....... - -~ ......... .,.....-.,,,," 

CLIENT ROLE self-Exploration Self-Understanding Self-Action 
2f 3 

I 
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